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1 
Introduction 

If you administer, or are about to administer, an HP-UX cluster with a Series 
300 or 400 root server, this book is for you. (If your cluster has a Series 700 
server, you need a different version of this manual, part number B2355-90038.) 
If you're not sure what a cluster is, this chapter will tell you-see "What is a 
Cluster?" a little further on. 

A cluster is similar in many ways to a single, multi-user system, and if you 
have administered such a systenl, you'll find that much of your experience is 
applicable to managing a cluster. 

By the sanle token, this book is not intended to replace the System 
Administration Tasks manual. Administration tasks that are the same in a 
cluster as they are on a single workstation or multi-user computer are not 
covered here. This book concentrates on those tasks, or parts of tasks, that are 
unique to clusters. 
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How To Use this Book 
The following table lists sonle of the tasks involved in creating and lllanaging a 
cluster and shows where to start. References in italics are to other HP manuals 
supplied with the systelll. References to chapters are to this lllanual. 
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To accomplish this 

Understand what a cluster is and how it 
"vorks 

Do this 

Read the rest of this chapter and Chapter 
2, "Understanding Clusters" 

Plan a Local Area Network to support the Use Chapter 3, "Setting Up the Network" 
cluster in conjunction with Installing and 

Administering LAN/gOOD. 

Decide how to distribute disk drives and 
other peripherals in the cluster 

Create a cluster starting with computers 
in boxes 

Convert a running system to a cluster 
server 

Convert a running system to a cluster 
client 

Boot and shut down the cluster 

Manage duster users 

Back up the cluster 

Install or move disk drives. tape drives. 
etc. 

Connect the duster to anot her network 

Read Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to 
a Cluster". 

Follow directions in Chapter 4, "Setting 
Up a Cluster". 

Follow directions in Chapter 4, "Setting 
Up a Cluster". 

Follow directions for adding a client in 
Chapter 5, "Adding Cluster Clients" . 

Follow procedures in Chapter 10, 
"Booting and Shutting Down Clusters 
and Cluster Nodes". 

Read Chapter 13. "IVlanaging Users in a 
Cluster" 

Use special options to HP-UX commands 
shown in Chapter g, "Backing Up Files in 
a Cluster" 

Use Chapter 12. "Adding Peripherals to a 
Cluster" in conjunction with installing 
Pc riph erals. 

Follow directions in Chapter G. 
"Connecting the Cluster to Another 
Network" . 
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To accOInplish this 

Reconfigure the kernel on a cluster node 
(server or client) 

Evaluate or design application software 
for use in the cluster 

Install or update application software 

Update the cluster to a new release of 
HP-UX 

Check for any changes in routine tasks 
caused by being in a cluster 

Remove a cluster client 

1-4 Introduction 

Do this 

Use Chapter 11, "Reconfiguring the 
Kernel for a Cluster Node" in conjunction 
with the System Administration Tasks 
manual. 

Read Chapter 15, "Applications in a 
Cluster" . 

Follow directions in Chapter 14, 
"Updating a Cluster". 

Follow directions in Chapter 14, 
"U pdating a Cluster" . 

Read Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster 
Administration" . 

Follow directions in Chapter 7, 
"Removing and Renaming Cluster 
Clients" . 



What is a Cluster? 
An HP- UX cluster is a means of sharing resources, and particularly the file 
system, a1110ng HP 9000 computers in a network. This manual is concerned 
only with clusters of Series ;300 and 400 C0111puters. 

A cluster consists a network of HP 9000 computers, connected by LAN (Local 
Area Network) hardware and software, in which only one computer has a root 
file systeill. This computer is known as the cluster root server (so111etillles 
shortened to cluster server and occasionally to server). 

The cluster root server shares the root file system with all the other machines 
in the cluster, which need not have any disks of their own and are called cluster 
clients, or occasionally clients. 

The cluster server can also function as a workstation or multi-user systeln: it is 
not restricted to servicing file-system requests. 

Each machine in a cluster (the cluster server or any client) can be referred to 
as a cluster node, occasionally shortened to cnode. 

It is possible for cluster clients to have their own disk drives. These can hold 
file syste111S (but not the root file system, which must be on the cluster server) 
or swap space, or both. 

The illustration on the next page shows how a cluster differs from a single 
workstation or 111ulti-user syste111. 
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Cluster vs. Workstation and Multi-User Systems. 

HP- UX clusters are designed to combine the advantages of desktop 
workstations on one hand~ and single, multi-user systenlS on the other. 

As with a nlulti-user systelll~ file and swap space is shared, and so is the 
line-printer spooler (\vhich allows a printer attached to any node in the cluster 
to accept print requests fronl any client as well as frOlll the server~ and also 
supports remote spooling to a computer outside the cluster.) The behavior of 
each of the major kinds of peripheral in a cluster is docuillented in Chapter 12, 
"Adding Peripherals to a Cluster". 

On the other hand, a cluster user retains the major advantage enjoyed by a 
workstation user: access to each computer's processor is either exclusive or 
shared with a small group of terminal users. 

You'll find a more extended comparison between workstations, multi-user 
systeills and clusters near the beginning of Chapter 2, "Understanding 
Clusters" . 
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Building And Running A Cluster 

What's Involved in Setting Up a Cluster? 

Creating a cluster breaks down into the following steps: 

1. Decide what kind of cluster you want. 

See "Different Kinds of Cluster" , in Chapter 2, "Understanding Clusters". 

2. Make sure you have all the hardware and software you need. 

See "What You Need Before You Start", in Chapter 4, "Setting Up a 
Cluster" . 

3. Set up the network. 

See Chapter 3, "Setting Up the Network" 

4. Gather infonnation needed to configure the cluster server. 

See "Gathering Information" in Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Cluster". 

5. Configure the cluster server. 

You'll use the SAM (System Adnlinistration Manager) utility to do this. 

See "Configuring the Cluster Server" in Chapter 4. "Setting Up a Cluster". 

6. Add Cluster Clients. 

You'll use the SAM (System Adnlinistration 11anager) utility to do this. 

See Chapter 5, '"Adding Cluster Clients". 
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What's Involved in Administering a Cluster? 

Adlllinistering a cluster is silllilar in principle to adnlinistering a single~ 
lllulti-user systeln: in both cases you nlust balance a pool of resources against 
the needs of a group of users. 

In a cluster. however~ you are managing several distinct computers~ even 
though they share the file systenl and other resources. This changes many 
routine tasks: you need special HP-UX commands, or special options of 
ordinary commands; or it makes a difference which node you are on when you 
perform the task (when you modify a client's kernel, for example, you must be 
logged in to that client). 

The following chapters explain how to do tasks that are changed because you 
are in a cluster: 

• Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster Administration" 

o Explains the ways routine tasks are changed in a cluster and lists 
cluster-specific commands and options. 

• Chapter 9, "Backing Up Files in a Cluster~' 

o Provides sample cluster-wide backup conlnlands. 

• Chapter 10. "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes" 

o Explains cluster boot and shutdown 

• Chapter 11. "Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node" 

o Provides guidelines for reconfiguring a cluster node's kernel. 

• Chapter 12~ "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster" 

o Explains the rules governing classes of peripherals in a cluster. provides 
information to help you decide hO\\" to distribute peripherals. and gives 
examples for adding each each class of peripheral to the server and/or to a 
client. 

• Chapter 1:3. ·'}'lanaging Vsers in a Cluster" 

o Discusses the issues affecting users of a cluster. as opposed to users of 
workstations or single. multi-user systellls. 
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• Chapter 14, -'Updating a Cluster" 

o Explains how to install and update software in a duster. 

• Chapter 1.5, "Applications in a Cluster" 

o Discusses issues affecting application software in a duster. 
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2 
Understanding Clusters 

Most end-users find clusters very easy to work with and notice little if any 
difference from a workstation or multi-user system. However, this simple 
interface hides sonle architectural complexity which you, as the administrator 
of the cluster, must be aware of. This chapter describes in detail what an 
HP- UX cluster is and how it works. 
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Why Use a Cluster? 

There are two conventional types of computer systems: tinleshared syste111S 
consisting of a single Inainframe or mini-co111puter with tenninals, and syste111S 
consisting of personal workstations connected by local area networks. Each 
type of systenl has its own advantages and disadvantages. These are outlined 
in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2. 

Table 2-1. Advantages/Disadvantages of Timeshared Systems 

Advantages Disadvantages 

transparent peripheral sharing performance limitations: as number of 
users goes up, performance goes down. 

transparent file sharing limited reconfiguration ability 

same login from any terminal limited human interfaces (few or no 
bit-mapped displays) 

no duplication of shared resources large initial investment 

only one system administrator required 
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Table 2-2. 
Advantages/Disadvantages of Networked Workstations 

Advantages Disadvantages 

better performance for each user files not guaranteed to have same names 
on different systems 

support bitmapped graphics and windows remote files must be accessed with 
displays different commands and system calls than 

local files 

provide for incremental growth performance is often significantly lower 
when accessing a remote resource 

lower initial investment each user must perform system 
administration functions for his or her 
own workstation 

significant number of duplicate files on 
each workstation 

Advantages of a Cluster 

An HP- UX cluster combines the advantages of a tinleshared system with the 
advantages of networked workstations. Sonle of the advantages are: 

• Sanle view of a global file system fronl each workstation. 

• Single point systenl adnlinistration-only one system administrator required 
for a cluster. 

• Flexibility of configuration. 

• Dynamic reconfiguration. 

• High performance for individual workstations. 

• Sharing of costly resources. 

• A bit-mapped display per user becomes practical. 
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What Is a Cluster? 
A cluster consists of two or more workstations linked together by a local area 
network (LAN) but having only one root file systenl. FrOln the point of view of 
the file systenl, all the machines appear as one systenl. FrOln the point of vie\v 
of processors and processing space, each machine in the cluster is distinct. 

A cluster consists of a cluster root server and one or Inore cluster clients. Each 
computer in the cluster (including the cluster root server) is referred to as a 
cluster node, sometimes shortened to cnode. 

The cluster root server (sometimes referred to as the cluster server or root 
server, or occasionally server) is the cluster node that has the root file system. 

The cluster root server supports other workstations (the cluster clients), which 
may, but need not, have their own disks. All cluster clients boot, over LAN, 
fron1 kernels residing in the cluster server's file systenl. Each client has its own 
kernel. 

A cluster client that has no local disks is known as a diskless client or diskless 
node. A cluster client that has one or more local disks that other clients are 
sharing is known as an auxiliary swap server (or swap server), or an auxiliary 
file server, or generically as an auxiliary server-depending on how the disks 
are being used. 

All cluster nodes (the server and all the clients) have access to files on the 
cluster root server's and any auxiliary file server's disks. 

Cluster clients usually swap to the cluster server's swap area. However, a 
cluster client can instead swap to its own local disk, or to an auxiliary swap 
server's disk. 

Chapter 1:2, "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster" provides rules and guidelines for 
distributing disks between the root server and the clients. 
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Setting Up Cluster Hardware 

Peripherals 

File system disks can be mounted on any cluster node (that iS l on any 
conlputer in the cluster-server or client) but the root file systenl and any 
other file systems containing HP- UX systelll software must be 1110unted on the 
root server. 

Your backup device should also be connected to your cluster server. Modems 
for UUCP must be on the cluster server. 

The cluster server or any cluster client can have spooled printers and plotters 
which are shared by all members of the cluster. 

A cluster client can also have local devices such as HP-IB instruments~ 
non-spooled printers and plotters~ and tape drives 1 but these local devices can 
be used only by processes on that cluster client. (Cluster nodes can invoke 
processes on other cluster nodes with the remsh and rlogin conlmands). 

Chapter 12. "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster" contains detailed rules, 
guidelines and instructions for connecting peripherals to a cluster. 

LAN 
All nodes in t he cluster must be connected by a single LAN. \"ou can have 
more than one duster per LAN. and computers that are not part of any cluster 
can also be on the cluster's LAN (we'll use the term standalone from now on to 
descri be com pu ters that are not part of any cluster). 

Hewlett-Packard recommends that the cluster be on a small local LA~, with 
the root server acting as a ga teway to ot her networks. This \vay, there will be 
less contention. and therefore better performance. 

Chapter :3. "Sett ing r p the I\ etwork" and Chapter G. "Connect ing the C1 uster 
to Another l\et\vork" contain more detailed recommendations and guidelines. 
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Sample Cluster 

In Figure 2-1 the cluster root server (the cluster node with the root file systenl) 
is called server. There are two cluster clients: client1 and client2. server 
has a second LAN card and is a networking gateway to computers not on the 
cluster's LAN. 

non-cluster 
LAN 

Model 375 Cluster Server 
H P 98248A floating-point hardware 

cluster 2 LAN cards 
LAN 

Model 375 Cluster Client 
HP-MC68881 floating-point hardware 

Model 375 Cluster Client 
HP 98635 floating-point hardware 

Figure 2-1. Sample Cluster 
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Administering a Cluster 
You can perform most systell1 administration tasks froin the cluster server 1 and 
Il1uch of what you do will be the Sa11le as what you would do on a standalone 
system, because the entire cluster uses a single 1 "globar' file systell1. 

There are S011le i111portant differences, however. In some cases the difference 
lies in where (on which cluster node) you perfOrlll a task. In other cases the 
task itself is different: either sOll1ething you do only in a cluster 1 or s0111ething 
that is significantly changed because you are doing it in a cluster. 

Tasks Restricted to Specific Cluster Nodes 

There are SOlne tasks you must perform while logged in to a specific cluster 
node. 

For exa11lple, you must be logged in to the cluster server to add cluster clients 1 

but if you need to modify a client's kernel, you must be logged in to that 
particular client. 

You can still accomplish such tasks from the root server or another client by 
using the rlogin and remsh commands. For example, if you are on the cluster 
server 1 and want to create a kernel for the cluster node called client2. you 
could either walk over to client2 and log in there, or execute the follow'ing 
series of commands from the server: 

rlogin client2 

You will now see the copYlight messages on "client2 ". 
lVhen you see a system p,ompt. type 
lusr/bin/sam 
~rhen you a,f fir/,ished with sam. enter' a AD or type: 

exit 
YOli will Sfe: 

Connection closed. 

'You are no\v back on the cluster server. 

To administer file systems connected to an auxiliary file server (a cluster client 
that has a locally 1110unted file system) you 111USt be logged in to the client in 
question. Details are in Chapter 8, --Introduction to Cluster Administration~'. 
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For More Information 

• Chapter ll~ "Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node~' provides rules 
and guidelines for reconfiguring a cluster client's kernel. 

• Locally mounted file systems are described in detail in Chapter 12, "Adding 
Peripherals to a Cluster". 

• There are tables showing where you should be logged in to perform 
various tasks near the beginning of Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster 
Administration", which provides a general introduction to administering a 
cluster. 

• Before you begin administering a cluster, you should also read Chapter 
9, "Backing Up Files in a Cluster", Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting 
Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes", and Chapter 13, "lvlanaging Users in a 
Cluster" . 
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What Is Context? 
Context is the Ineans by which particular cluster nodes are differentiated. (In 
fact. every HP- UX systenl. whether or not it is part of a cluster. has a context 
that is set at boot tinle.) 

A computer's context is inherited by all processes (running progranls) on 
that computer and is used in transactions between nlembers of the cluster. 
For example, if a process on client1 needs to open a context-dependent file 
(see below), the server determines the appropriate version of the file froln the 
context of the requesting process. In this instance, the context will include the 
string client 1. 

A context consists of the following attributes: 
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cluster node name 

floating point 
hard ware type 

processor type 

cl uster node type 

default 

The cluster node name is the name you enter onto 
the SA1vi screen when you add the cluster node (or 
create the cluster). It is recorded in field 3 of the 
/ etc/ clusterconf file (see Chapter 8~ "Introduction to 
Cluster Administration"). 

This can be one or more of the following: 

• HP98248A for floating point accelerator. 
• HP-MC68881 for Motorola coprocessor. 
• HP98635A for floating point math card. 

If a cluster node has more than one of these floating point 
hardware types, they will appear in the context string in 
the order listed. 

If there is no floating point hardware on this machine, this 
field will not appear in the context string. 

Exarnples of processor types are: 

• HP-MC68040 HP-MC68020 HP-MC68010 
• HP-MC68020 HP-MC68010 

This can be either localroot or remoteroot. It is 
localroot if the root file systen1 resides on the local 
machine (true for the cluster server or a standalone 
machine). It is remoteroot if the root file system is not 
on the local rnachine (true for cl uster clients). 

All context strings end with the string default. 

The command getcontext(l) shows the context string for the con1puter on 
which it's executed. 

For example. if someone were to issue the getcontext command on s.vstem 
client2 from Figure 2-1. they would see the follo\ving output: 

client2 HP-MC98635A HP-MC68020 HP-MC68010 remoteroot default 
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Context-Dependent Files 
Even though all cluster nodes in a cluster share the saIne file systenl, there 
are some files that nlust not be shared. SOlne examples of files whose contents 
should not or cannot be shared are device files and files that contain system 
setup scripts, such as /etc/inittab. 

To allow files specific to a cluster node or class of cluster nodes, 
Hewlett-Packard has developed context-dependent files. 

A context-dependent file (or CDF) is a mechanism for allowing different cluster 
nodes to see different contents for a file that has the same name on all cluster 
nodes. It is really a directory that looks like a file. (A directory can itself 
be a CDF, and in this case it's a nest of directories that looks like a single 
directory. ) 
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The files in a context-dependent file are known as elements. 

Context Attributes and CDF Elements 

The name of each element in a context-dependent file must match the value of 
one of the attributes in the context string: cluster node name, floating point 
hardware types, processor type, cluster node type, or the string default (see 
the previous section, "What Is Context" for details). 

As a rule, all the elements of a CDF should match the sanle kind of context 
attribute. For example, each of the elements of the CDF / etc/ini ttab 
corresponds to the name of a node in the cluster; that is, in each case a CDF 
element matches a cluster node name context attribute. 

In Figure 2-2, the CDF /etc/inittab contains the elements server, client1 
and client2. 

/etc/inittab + 

I 
client1 server client2 

Figure 2-2. jetcjinittab in a Cluster 

A user who types 

more /etc/inittab 

on s~:stem client 1 will see the element / etc/ ini ttab+ / client 1. whereas a 
user on client2 \\lill see / etc/ ini ttab+/ client2, and the contents lllay be 
different. \Ve call this kind of CDF a node-specific CDF, because the elements 
nlatch the cluster node names. 
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System and Application Context-Dependent Files 

Ivlany HP- UX system files are autOlnatically converted to CDFs when you 
configure an HP- UX cluster. 

Caution Do not change the structure of system CDFs. 

When you add application software to the cluster, you may need to create 
context-dependent files. 

The remainder of this section should help you understand what CDFs are for 
and how they work. Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster Adnlinistration" 
provides more examples. 
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Some Reasons for Having Context-Dependent Files 

• To reflect different configurations of peripherals. 

For instance l / etc/ ini ttab and / etc/ttytype nlust show what tenninals 
are configured on each cluster node. In our sanlple cluster. server nlight 
have just a console 1 client1 might have a console plus three ternlinals, while 
client2 might have a console plus one tenninal. Server's console might be 
of type 3001, while client1's and client2's consoles might be of type 300h. 

• To report on specific cluster nodes. 

For example, /etc/utmp (read by the who command) must be a CDF so that 
you can see who is working on a given cluster node. 

• To tune the kernel for each cluster node. 

When the SAlVI utility configures a cluster, it makes /hp-ux (the kernel) into 
a CDF. This allows you to tune the kernel and operating system parameters 
for each cluster node. 

• To accommodate different floating point hardware. 

If you have different floating point hardware on different cluster nodes, and 
you need different versions of a program for each type of floating point 
hardware, you can create a CDF to hold the various versions. 

There's more about this in Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster 
Administration" . 
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How Context-Dependent Files Work 

A context-dependent file is a special directory containing all the versions of a 
file needed by the different systems in the cluster. 

For this reason a context-dependent file is also known as a hidden directory. 
It is called "hidden" because the directory structure is normally not seen: you 
think of it as a file~ and nornlally see it as a file~ but it is actually a directory. 

For example~ /etc/inittab looks sonlething like this in a cluster. 

letc 

I 
~ hidden inittab+ 

I 

directory 

CDF 

~ subfiles client1 server client2 

LG20018U)Q3 

Figure 2-3. Structure of a Context-Dependent File 

The "subfiles~~ in this special directory are known as elements. The elements 
can be any type of file~ including another CDF or a directory. 

The element name by which a given cluster node recognizes its "o\vn~~ version 
nlust match an attribute in that cluster node's context. If no element matches 
any attribute in a cluster node's context string, it will appear to sonleone 
logged in on that cluster node that the file in question does not exist. 
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The + appended to the file name ini ttab in Figure 2-3 is not really part of the 
file name. It is an escape mechanism to allow you to see the elenlents of the 
CDF, and to refer to a particular element explicitly. 

To look at all the elenlents in a CDF, append the + escape character to the file 
name, as in the examples that follow. 

To list the elements of / etc/ ini ttab, enter: 

11 /etc/inittab+ 

In our sample cluster, you would see: 

server client1 client2 

You can also use the -H option to list the elements: 

11 -H /etc/inittab 

You can use the sanle mechanism to look at a specific element of a 
context-dependent file. For example, if you want to look at the contents of 
/etc/inittab that are specific to client1, and you don't happen to be logged 
in to client 1, you can enter: 

more /etc/inittab+/client1 

This will show you client1's version of /etc/inittab, no matter which 
cluster node you are logged in to when you type the conlmand. On the other 
hand, if you nlerely type 

more /etc/inittab 

you will see those contents of / etc/ ini ttab which pertain to the node on 
which you are logged in. 
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How Context-Dependent Files Are Created 

All the CDFs needed to run an HP- UX cluster are automatically created when 
you use the SAlvI progranl to create a cluster. 

Caution Do not change a systenl file that is not a CDF to a CDF 1 or 
vice versa l and do not change the names of the elements. 

Manage CDFs carefully and do not create them unless you really need to. 

If you must make extensive use of CDFs, you might consider implenlenting 
ways to make them more visible; for example, by aliasing Is to Is -H. This will 
help make it clear when you are dealing with CDFs. 

If you need to create your own CDFs, use the makecdf command. There are 
examples in Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster Adnlinistration", and the 
makecdf (1M) entry in the HP- UX Reference has more information. 

He\vlett-Packard recommends naming elements of a given context-
dependent file after only one type of context attribute: for example 
localroot jremoteroot onlYl or cluster node names only, or processor types 
only. Mixing context a.ttributes ca.n result in anomalous behavioL as Chapter 
8, '"Introd uetion to Cluster Adnlinistration", explains. 
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Autocreation 

\\That happens when you nlove or copy a regular HP- UX file to a CDF depends 
on where you are logged in when you do it~ and what elements are already in 
the CDF. 

If the Element Already Exists 

If you move or copy a regular HP- UX file to a CDF, and the CDF already has 
an element that matches an attribute in the context of the systenl to which you 
are logged in, then the contents of that element are overwritten. 

For example, if a CDF named /users/ jme/ cdffile contains the element 
/users/jme/cdffile+/client1, and you execute the following command on 
system client1, 

cp /tmp/flatfile /users/jme/cdffile 

you will overwrite the contents of /users/jme/cdffile+/client1 with 
whatever is in /tmp/flatfile. 

If the Element Does Not Exist 

If you move or copy a regular HP- UX file to a CDF, and the CDF does not yet 
have an elenlent that matches any attribute in the system to which you are 
logged in~ you will create a ne\v element in the CDF. 

By default this ne\v element will be nalned after the cluster node you are 
logged in to. 

For example, suppose the CDF /users/ jme/ cdffile contains only the 
elements /users/jme/cdffile+/server and /users/jme/cdffile+/client2. 

If YOll execute the follm\'ing command on system client!. 

cp /tmp/flatfile /users/jme/cdffile 

you will create the new elenlent /users/ jme/ cdff ile+ / client 1. 

This element will contain whatever is in /tmp/flatfile. 
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How HP-UX Selects CDF Elements 

\iVhen you access a context-dependent file such as / etc/ ini ttab fr0111 a cluster 
node, HP- UX finds the correct version for the cluster node in question (that is, 
it finds the element of the CDF that matches a context attribute of the node 
you are logged in to). 

It does this by scanning the elements of the context-dependent file in the same 
order as the attributes are listed by the getcontext command: it tries to 
match the node name first, then the floating point hardware type, if any, then 
the processor type, and so on (see "What Is Context", earlier in this chapter, 
for the full list). 

HP- UX does this unless you use the + escape character to identify a CDF 
element explicitly. 

Given the salnple cluster shown in Figure 2-1, the following are examples of 
what will happen: 

• If you specify letc/inittab on the cluster server (whose node name in our 
example is server) you will see the element /etc/inittab+/server. 

• If you specify / etc/ ini ttab on the syste111 client2 you will see the element 
/etc/inittab+/client2. 

• If you specify / etc/ ini ttab OIl the system client 1 you will see the element 
/etc/inittab+/clientl. 

• On any syste111, if you specify / etc/ ini ttab+ / client 1 you will see the 
elelnent named /etc/inittab+/client1. 
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Cluster Server Processes (CSPs) 

Cluster Server Processes (CSPs) are kernel processes that handle requests frOln 
remote cluster nodes (or by certain local activities). 

CSP functions include: 

• All file system requests (e.g., opens, reads, writes, mount table updates). 

• Swap space allocation requests. 

• sync requests. 

• PID (Process ID) allocation. 

Requests that do not require CSPs include some network protocol messages 
and clock synchronization. 

There are three types of Cluster Server Processes: Limited CSPs (LCSP), 
General CSPs (GCSP), and User CSPs (UCSP). 

The lin1ited and general CSPs are kernel processes. Even though these are 
processes that run in the kernel, they are shown by the ps command. 

A User CSP is a special program that runs in user address space to perform 
some operation on behalf of the kernel. 

Limited CSP 

There is one LCSP on each cluster node. It is automatically spawned by 
the kernel at cluster time (on the cluster server) or at boot tinle (for cluster 
clients). Cluster time is when the cluster server executes the cluster 
cornmand (from the / etc/rc file). The LCSP handles certain essential requests 
if no GCSP is available. It performs limited specific operations such as syncs 
and mounts. 

An LCSP is the only type of (,SP used by a cluster client that has no local 
disks. This one (,SP is sufficient to handle incoming requests. 
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General CSP 

The GCSPs are created when the / etc/ csp c0111111and is executed (generally 
from / etc/rc). The nUl11ber of GCSPs to create is given as an argul11ent to the 
/etc/csp command. 

The / etc/ csp com111and with no argulnent will read the / etc/ clusterconf 
entry for the cluster node to determine the nU111ber of GCSPs which should 
be running on that cluster node. (/ etc/ clusterconf is a file describing the 
cluster's configuration; it is described in detail in Chapter 8, "Introduction to 
Cluster Administration".) 

The number of GCSPs is the last field of an / etc/ clusterconf entry. In 
the default setup (created by the SAM program), the / etc/ csp command in 
/ etc/rc has no arguments. 

SA]\1 configures the cluster root server to have four GCSPs and the cluster 
clients to have one GCSP initially, and four if you convert the client to be an 
auxiliary server (see Chapter 12~ "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster"). 

There should be a pool of GCSPs running at all times on the cluster server to 
handle re1110te requests frol11 cluster clients. 

If. for example. the /etc/clusterconf entr~v for your duster server is: 

08000900399d:l:server:r:l:4 

the /etc/csp command run from /etc/rc will create four GCSPs. 

If you now execute the command: / etc/ csp 5. the s,vstem will create an 
additional CSP to bring the total up to five. The system Inay also create CSPs 
au tomatically if system load requires it. 

If you execute the command / etc/ csp 0 on the cluster server. ,vou will 
terminate all GCSPs 011 the cluster server. This will cause all cluster clients 
to stop functioning and ultimatel~· crash. This is tIl(' only wa~: to terminate 
GCSPs: you can't use the kill command. 

Because the GCSPs \vill finish servicing all exist ing requests in progress. the 
effect of issuing the / etc/ csp command may not he immediate. 
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The nunlber of CSPs can never exceed the number specified by the ngcsp 
configurable operating systelll paranleter. This paranleter is originally set by 
SAl\1, but you lllay need to change it. For more infonllation about ngcsp and 
its effect, refer to the ngcsp entry in the appendix on configurable operating 
systelll parameters in the System Administration Tasks manual. 

See Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster" , under "Converting a Client 
to an Auxiliary Swap Server", for an example of a case where you need to 
change ngcsp. 

User CSP 

UCSPs service requests that cannot be handled in the kernel. They are created 
on demand when specific types of requests are received. The UCSP terminates 
after servicing the request. 
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Process IDs (PIDs) 
Processes executing on different cluster nodes in a cluster must have unique 
Process IDs because nlany HP- UX programs use the PID in temporary 
filenames to guarantee unique file names. 

In a cluster. the cluster root server allocates PIDs for the cluster clients. To 
save the network traffic that would be caused if a cluster client had to go to the 
root server for each PID, PIDs are allocated in "chunks" of 50 at a tilne. 

Each cluster node keeps track of the PID chunks allocated to it and maintains 
a table of available PIDs. PIDs in this table are not recycled. but once a whole 
PID "chunk" is free, all 50 PIDs are returned to the server and may then be 
reallocated to another cluster node. 

Certain PID numbers are reserved for kernel processes, and in these cases the 
sanle process will have the same PID nUlnber on every node in the cluster. For 
example. /etc/init always has a PID of 1. 
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Swapping 

• The cluster root server must swap to its own disk space . 

• A cluster client can swap to anyone of the following: 

o To the cluster root server's swap area (rell1ote or shared swap). 

o To the client's own local disk (local swap). 

o To another cluster client's local disk (distributed swap). 

Use the SAM program to configure where a client will swap. Detailed 
rules, guidelines and directions are in Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to a 
Cluster" . 
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Setting Up the Network 

Before you can create a cluster you must install and configure a Local 
Area Network (LAN) for it to run on. A Local Area Network is a group of 
computers communicating with each other via cable connections according 
to a standard protocol, such as IEEE 802.3 or Ethernet. The computers are 
normally in the same building or on the same site, hence "local". 

3 

This chapter provides a summary of what you need to do to set up the network 
that will form the basis of your cluster, and points you to the networking 
doculnentation you will need to go to for details. This chapter also contains 
rules and guidelines for setting up a network to support a cluster. 
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Outline of Steps To Set Up the Network for a Cluster. 

Note This is intended only as a quick reference, to help you plan the 
task. You must read the doculnentation mentioned at each step 
before attempting to perfonn the step. 

1. Familiarize yourself with networking terms. See Installing and Administering 
LAN/9000 Software. 

2. Install and test the LAN hardware on each computer that is to be a member 
of the cluster (the cluster server and cluster clients). Use the following 
manuals: 

HP 98643A LA-N/300 Link LANIC Installation Manual 

LAN Cable and Accessories Installation Manual 

3. Design the network. 

a. Read the next section in this chapter, "Networking Rules for an HP- UX 
Cluster" . 

h. Create a network nlap. 

This should show the network nodes (the computers in the networkL 
their physical locations, the connections between them, their network 
nanles and addresses and other information detailed in Installing and 
AdminisfErirtg L.41V/9000 Software. 
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c. Decide whether your cluster will be an isolated network~ or will be 
connected to another network or other networks. 

If it will be connected to another network. read the section 
"RecOlnlnendations'~ in Chapter 6. "Connecting the Cluster to Another 
Network". 

4. Install and configure the networking software. 

See Installi'ng and Updating HP- UX, Series 300/400 version, for guidance on 
installing HP software via the update(1M) utility. 

a. Install the LAN software onto the computer that is to be the cluster root 
server (the one that will have root file systeln disk attached to it). 

See Installing and Administering LA1Vj9000 Software. 

b. Install the ARPA services software onto the cluster root server. 

c. Configure the ARPA software. 

See Installing and Administering ARPA Seivices. 

You are now ready to begin setting up your cluster. Directions are in Chapter 
4, "Setting Up a Cluster". 
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Networking Rules for an HP-UX Cluster 

• All cluster nodes (all members of the cluster) must be on a single LAN. This 
means: 

o Cluster nodes cannot communicate with each othe'T' via a gateway, (but a 
cluster can communicate with other networks via a gateway). 

o Cluster nodes can communicate with each other over bridges and 
repeaters. 

In addition, we recommend the following: 

• Dedicate a LAN to the cluster. 

• Use the cluster root server, rather than a cluster client, as the gateway to 
other networks. 

See Chapter 6, "Connecting the Cluster to Another Network". 
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Networking Names 

Networking services use the following four types of name to identify network 
nodes (individuallnachines within the network): 

uname 

host name 

node name 

cname 

The node ~s SVID /SVVS (Systen1 V Interface Definition and 
Sy'stem V Validation Suite) name. 

IvI ust be 8 characters or less. 

The node's ARPA host name. 

Consists of a name portion plus domain extensions. 

The node's NS node name (if you are using NS services). 

The node's cluster node name (In this book, we will normally 
spell out cluster node name). 

To make everything work correctly, uname, the name portion of host name and 
cname (cluster node name) must all be the san1e. If you are using NS services, 
node name should preferably be the san1e as well, but it's not essential. 

Note Because of this, the name you pick must be 8 characters or 
less, since 8 characters is the maximum allowed for uname by 
SVID/SVVS, even though the theoretical maXimU111 for each of 
the other names is greater. 

vVhen you configure the cluster server, SA1f will verify that these names match 
as they should. 
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4 
Setting up a Cluster 

This chapter explains how to configure a Series 300 or 400 computer as a 
cl uster root server, the first step in creating a cluster. A Series 300 or 400 4 
computer can be the root server for Series 300 and 400 clients only. If your 
cluster will contain any Series 700 computers, then the root server must also be 
a Series 700, and you will need a different version of this manual, part number 
B 23.5.5-900:38. 

Before you continue you should have a good idea of what a cluster is (see 
chapters 1 and 2 L and you should have installed and configured the network 
(see chapter 3). 
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What You're Going To Do (Summary) 

Configuring a cluster server requires the following steps (references are to later 
sections of this chapter): 

1. Be sure that you have all the necessary hardware and software. 

See "\Vhat You Need Before You Start". 

2. Gather and write down LAN and ARPA information about the conlputers 
that will comprise the cluster. 

See "Gathering Information". 

3. Configure the cluster server, using the SAM utility. 

See "Configuring the Cluster Server". 

You are then ready to start adding cluster clients. That procedure is explained 
in chapter 5. 
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What You Need Before You Start 
This section outlines the hardware and software requirements for building a 
cluster. 

Note These are guidelines. Satisfying nlinimum requirenlents nlay 
not be enough, depending on how you configure the cluster and 
how it~s used. For example, a nlenlory-intensive application 
such as X-Windows will probably not run well on a Series 
300/400 cluster client that has less than 8 megabytes of 
memory. 

Cluster root server: 

HP 9000 Series 300/400 computers with a model number higher than 3.50 can 
be servers for a cluster consisting of other Series 300s and 400s, subject to the 
hardware restrictions below. 

The server must have: 

• At least 16 Mbytes of RANI (24-:32 NIbytes recommended). 

• At least one disk drive, of at least 400 I\lbyte capacity. 

• The following products installed: 

D Helease 9.0 or later of HP-UX. 

D LA:\" /9000 (collforInillg to R02.:l standard). 

D NS/9000. 

DARPA Services/9000. 
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Cluster clients: 

N a Series 800 computer can be a client of a Series 300/400 root server or vice 
versa. 

• Series 300 computers with a 1110del nU111ber higher than 3.50 can be cluster 
clients, if they fulfill the hardware requirements listed below. 

• Any Series 400 computer can be a cluster client, subject to the requirements 
below. 

A Series 300/400 cluster client must have: 

• Rev B or later Boot ROl\1 

(If you're not sure what version of the Boot ROM you have, you can check 
by booting in attended mode. See Chapter .5, "Adding Cluster Clients" , 
under "'iVhat You Need Before You Start", for more infonnation.) 

• At least 3 Mbytes of RAM 

• LAN hardware 
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Gathering Information 
No\v you need to gather infonnation about the computers that will be in your 
cluster. SpecificallYl you need the following for the root server and each cluster 
client: 

• ARPA host nanle 

• Internet Address 

• LAN card station address (link level address) 

The following pages contain explanations of each of these items~ followed by 
some blank fornls to help you organize the infornlation. The first few lines of 
the first form are filled out for a sample cluster. 

Use the explanations and the example that follows thel1l to help you fill out a 
form for your cluster. 

Note Be sure to read the explanations that follow before you start 
filling out the fornl. In some cases the infornlation you need 
will be on the SA1I screen when you go to configure the cluster 
server or add the client; in others you ~ll need to do SOl1le 
research. The explanations make clear what's necessary in each 
case. 
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ARPA Host Name 

This name must be no more than eight characters long and must be 
unique within the cluster. See Chapter 3, "Setting Up the Network", under 
"N etworking Names". 

Cluster root server. You can leave this blank for the root server if the server 
already has a host name: SAM (the system administration tool you will 
be using to configure the server) will get the name from the systenl (via 
uname(2) ). 

Cluster client. See "Determining Host Name and Internet Address for a 
Client", a little later in this chapter, 

Internet Address 

Cluster server. You can leave the internet address for the root server blank on 
the worksheet if the server already has an internet address: SAlvI will find the 
address for you when you get to the Create Cluster screen (see "Using SA11 
to Configure the Cluster Server", later in this chapter). 

Cluster client. See "Deternlining Host Name and Internet Address for a 
Client'" , a Ii ttle later in this chapter. 
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What is an Internet Address? 

The internet address consists of a network address 1 identifying a given 
network, and a host address 1 identifying a particular member of the network 
(or network node). The root server and all the cluster clients \\Till have the 
same network address 1 but each will have its own host address. 

Unique network addresses make it possible for a network to communicate with 
other networks around the world. If your network has not been assigned a 
unique network address, you can obtain a Class C internet address (see the 
next section for more information about Class C addresses) by contacting: 4 

Government Systems Inc. 
Attn.: Network Information Center 
14200 Park Meadow Drive 
Suite 200 
Chantilly 
VA 22021 
(800) 36.5-3642 
( 703) 802-4355 

If you use a network address not assigned by the Network Information Center 
and you then need to connect the cluster LAN to other networks 1 you may 
need to change all the addresses in your network (for example, if there is an 
address conflict with another network). 
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Internet addresses are usually represented in the form 

n.n.n.n 

where n is a nunlber from 0 to 2.5.5, inclusive. (This is referred to as decimal 
dot notation.) For example: 

192.6.2.9 

Note This is an example of a Class C address. It is likely, but 
not certain, that your address will be a Class C address. 
See Installing and Administering LAN /9000 Software for an 
explanation of the three classes of internet address. 

In the above Class C example, the first three numbers (192.6.2) are the 
network address. The last number (9) is the host address. 

Once you ha.ve a network address for the cluster. assign a unique host address 
to each of the cluster nodes. 

Caution Do not use leading zeros in the components of the Internet 
address: a. leading zero indicates an octal nU111ber, not a 
decimal number. (SA11 will not allow leading zeros.) 

In a Class C address, you can assign any nUlnber from 1 to 25.J, inclusive, as 
the host address. 

Caution Do NOT assign 0 or 2.5.5 as host addresses in a Class C 
address. These are reserved addresses. Refer to Installing and 
Admini8tering LAS/9000 Software for a full discussion of the 
rules governing internet addresses. 
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Determining Host Name and Internet Address for a Client 

Note This section will help you fill out the cluster client entries on 
the worksheet that comes a little later in this chapter, but 
you're not actually going to use these entries for a w hile
until you get to the Add Cluster Clients screen in the SAIvi 
utility (covered in Chapter .5, "Adding Cluster Clients", in this 
rnanual). You may want to put a l1larker here so you can refer 
back if you need to when you get to the Add Cluster Clients 
screen. 

When you add a cluster client in SAl\1 (as described in chapter 5) you will first 
enter the client's cluster node name, the name by which it will be uniquely 
known in the cluster. 

SAlvi then checks the / etc/hosts file (or the DOlnain Name Server, or 
NIS, whichever you configured the root server to use. See the networking 
documentation listed in Chapter 3, "Setting Up the Network", for more 
inforn1ation.) If SANI finds the cluster node name you have entered, SAM will 
enter the corresponding internet address for you on the screen. 

Be careful that the cluster node nanle you choose is not already in use by some 
other system in the sanle hosts file or internet donlain. If SANI returns an 
internet address with a network portion that is not the Sal1le as the network 
portion of the root server's address, you should probably not use this name. 
(See "Internet Address", earlier in this chapter, to see what an internet address 
looks like.) 

Ho\v you assign a cluster client's node name (which is also its network host 
name), and its internet address, depends on how the computer to be nlade a 
client was being used before. There are several possible cases, each of which is 
discussed below. 

'You'11 find more information, if you need it. under '~Internet Address", earlier 
in this chapter: and in Chapter :). "Setting Up the Network" (which also 
supplies the names of networking documents you may need to consult if you 
have not already done so). 
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New System. In this case, assign the client a name and internet address that 
are not already being used in your systelll's / et c/hosts file (or DOlllain Name 
Server or NIS Server, whichever your cluster root server uses). 

If the cluster is on its own LAN, as recommended in Chapter 3, "Setting Up 
the Network", this is easy: you just need to give each client its own name, 
and make sure that the network portion of the internet address is the same 
as the server's, and that the host portion is unique (see "Internet Address" 
earlier in this chapter). Renlelllber that the name must be no more than eight 
characters. 

Write the name and address on your worksheet. 

System That Was Not Part of Any Network. Treat this client just as though it 
were a new systenl (see "New System" above). 

System That Was Part of a Network. There are several possibilities here . 

• If the system that is to be made a cluster client was already on the network 
the cluster will use, then: 

o If you will use the same name for the cluster node name as you were 
already using for this computer's network host name, simply write that 
name on your worksheet and leave the internet address blank: SAM will 
get it for you when you enter the nanle on the Add Cluster Clients 
screen. 

Renlember that the name must be no more than eight characters. 

For example, suppose the system that you are going to convert to a 
cluster client has been functioning as a network node on the LAN that the 
cluster will use. and its name in / etc/hosts is freddy. If you are going 
to continue to use freddy as the cluster node name, just write freddy on 
the worksheet. You will enter freddy as the Client Name on the SAI\I 
Add Cluster Clients screen whell you get there (see Chapter 5, ""Adding 
Cluster Clients'·). SAJ\I will then fill in freddy's internet address for you. 
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o If you will use a different nan1e~ then you must change the name in 
/etc/hosts (or on your DOlnain Nan1e Server or NIS Server~ whichever 
you have configured the cluster root server to use L write the new name on 
your worksheet and enter it onto the SAlVI Add Cluster Clients screen 
when you get there. 

This will ensure that the cluster client's host name and cluster node name 
n1atch~ as they must. You can leave the internet address field on your 
worksheet blank: SAM will get it for you when you enter the name on the 
Add Cluster Clients screen. 

Remember that the name must be no more than eight characters. 

For example, suppose the systen1 that you are going to convert to a cluster 
client has been functioning as a network node on the LAN that the cluster 
will use, and its name in / etc/hosts is freddy. If you are going to name 
the cluster client client!, then you need to change freddy to client! in 
/ etc/hosts. Then write the name client! on your worksheet. 

You will enter client! as the Client Name on the SAlVI Add Cluster 
Clients screen when you get there (see Chapter .5, "Adding Cluster 
Clients"); SAM will then fill in client! 's (formerly freddy's) internet 
address for you. 
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• If the systenl that is to be made a cluster client was on a network other than 
the one the cluster will use, then: 

o If you will use the saIne name for the cluster node name as you were 
already using for this computer's network host name, then you will need 
to ""nlove" that systenl to your network. To do this, change the internet 
address in / etc/hosts (or on your Donlain N alne Server or NIS Server, 
whichever you configured the root server to use). 

The network portion of the address must match the network portion of the 
root server's internet address, and the host portion must be unique within 
the group of computers that share the common network address. (See 
"Internet Address", earlier in this chapter, for an explanation of the parts 
of an internet address.) 

Write the name on your worksheet. Remember that it must be no more 
than eight characters long. You can leave the internet address blank on the 
worksheet: SAlVI will get it for you when you enter the name on the Add 
Cluster Clients screen. 

For example, suppose the system that you are going to convert to a cluster 
client ha.s been functioning as a network node on some other LAN than the 
one the cluster will use, and its name in / etc/hosts is freddy. If you 
are going to continue to use freddy as the cluster node name, you must 
cha.nge freddy's internet address in fete/hosts to point to the cluster 
LAN. Then write freddy on your worksheet. 

You will enter freddy as the Client Name on the SA11 Add Cluster 
Clients screen when you get there (see Chapter .5, "Adding Cluster 
Clients"); SA~I will then fill in freddy's internet address for you. 

o If you will use a different name, then for housecleaning purposes you 
should probably delete this systenl's entr~' from / etc/hosts (or Domain 
N arne Server or NIS Server). 

Then proceed as though this were a new system. See "i\e\v System"' above. 
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Station (Link Level) Address 

The last itelll on the infornlation sheet is the LAN card's station address. also 
known as the link level address. Fill this in or leave it blank as directed below: 

For All Cluster Clients 

Leave this blank on your worksheet for now. You'll fill it in when you're ready 
to add the clients to the cluster (see Chapter 5, "Adding Cluster Clients"). 

For a Server That Has Only One LAN card 

Leave this blank on your worksheet. SAlvI will get the number for you when 
you configure the server. (SAM refers to this address as the link level address. 
See "Using SAl\1 to Configure the Server", later in this chapter). 

For a Server That Has More Than One LAN card 

You will be able to get a list of the LAN cards on your systenl, with their 
station (link level) addresses, when you get to the Link Level Address field of 
the Create an HP-UX Cluster screen in SA]\L 

If you want to see this information before you get to the SAl\1 screen. you can 
use the landiag utility: 
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1. Enter 

landiag 

2. The program displays a list of comnlands. Enter 

1 (the letter I. for Ian) 

3. The program displays another list of commands. Enter 

d (for display) 

4. The program displays information for Device file, Select code, current 
state and LAN Interface address, hex. The LAN Interface address is 
the link level address. Write down everything except the leading Ox. For 
example, if this is what you see, 

LAN Interface address, hex = Ox08000903F637 

then your link level address is 08000903F637 

Which LAN card? 

Knowing the link level addresses may not be enough if you don't know which 
LAN card is the one attaching the server to the cluster. 

The following guidelines should help: 

• The default select code for a LAN card supplied with the system is 21. so if 
you have just installed a second LAN card for the cluster, the card you want 
is probably the one whose select code is not 21. 

• If ~'ou 're still not sure, turn off power to your machine, trace the cluster's 
cable back to the LAN card, and read the link level address off the card. 

You may have to lift the card out of the conlputer. This is a delicate 
operation: consult the documentation that came with the card, which should 
also tell ~'ou how to find the number on the carel. 

\Yrite the link level address of the cluster's LAK card on the cluster worksheet. 
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Cluster Worksheet 

Table 4-1. Sample Cluster Worksheet 

Workstation ARPA Internet Cluster LAN card's 
Host Nanle Address Station (Link Level) Address 

root server server 192.25.204.1 Ox080009004a11 

client #1 client 1 192.25.204.2 Ox0800090044ff 

client #2 client2 192.25.204.3 Ox08000900a63f 4 

client #3 client3 192.25.204.4 Ox08000902087a 

client #4 

client #5 

client #6 

client #7 

client #8 

client #9 

client #10 
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Cluster Worksheet 

Workstation ARPA Internet Cluster LAN card's 
Host Nmne Address Station (Link Level) Address 

server 

client #1 

client #2 

client #3 

client #4 

client #5 

client #6 

client #7 

client #8 

client #9 

client #10 

client #11 

client #1'2 

rIient # 1:3 

client #14 

client #15 

rIient #16 

rIient #17 

rIient #18-

client #H) 

client #20 
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Cluster Worksheet 

Workstation ARPA Internet. Clust.er LAN card's 
Host Nalne Address Station (Link Level) Address 

client #21 

client #22 

client #23 

client #24 
4 

client #25 

client #26 

client #27 

client #28 

client #29 

client #30 

client #31 

client #32 

client #:33 

client #:34 

client #:35 

client #:36 

client #:37 

client #:38 

client #:39 

client #40 
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Configuring the Cluster Server 
Configuring a cluster root server means converting a standalone systelll to be a 
server for a cluster. It involves changes to the kernel and substantial changes 
to the file system, and it is irreversible, in that there is no autonlated way to 
"unconfigure" a server once it's been configured. Be quite sure that you want 
this systenl to be a cluster root server before you embark on the conversion. 

Configuring the systelll as a server involves rebooting the system, so if the 
computer is already in use as a multi-user systenl, you will probably want to 
plan to do the configuration at a time when the fewest possible users will be 
inconvenienced. 
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Using SAM to Configure the Server 

(If you have not used SAJ\1 before, or need assistance using SANI, you'll find 
a guide in Chapter L "Introduction to System Adruinistration" in the System 
Adminisf'ration Task.s nlanual). 

Caution Once you have configured a systenl as a root server, there is 
no autOlnated way to undo the substantial changes that SAlVI 
makes to the kernel and file system (see ""\iVhat SAlVI Does For 
You", at the end of this chapter, for details of the changes). 

1. Log in under a superuser ID. 

2. Put your system in single-user mode by entering the command: 

fete/shutdown 

3. \iVait for the systenl to make the transition into single-user mode (you'll see 
a shell prompt). 

4. Run SA1\1 

.5. Select: 

Cluster Configuration 

SAlvI will ask you to confirm that you want create a cluster. and will warn 
you if you are not in single-user mode and ask you if you want to continue. 
If :vou did not shut down the systeru as described above, don't continue. 
Exit SAl\1 and return to step 2. 

Now SAl\l will check \\'hether this computer rueets requirements for a root 
server. This takes a minute or so. 
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In case of error 

Problem What to do 

Message about missing Read Help screen for details. 
hard ware / software 

Exit SAM. 

Install and configure missing 
hard ware / software. 

Start again. 

Message that you're on a Read Help screen. 
cluster client 

If you really want this to 
become a root server, you must 
add and configure disk( s) for 
the file system, then reboot 
standalone, then configure the 
system as a root server. 

Message about missing files Look in /tmp/cluster.logfur 
the names of the missing files 
and the filesets they belong to. 

Use the update(1M) utility to 
load the filesets. See Chapter 
5, "Updating HP-UX", in the 
Series 300/400 version of 
Installing and Updating 
HP-UX. 
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You ~ll notice that the Create Cluster screen allows you to enter 
infornlation about cluster clients as well as the server. Unless you lre 
already falniliar with the process of setting up a cluster. just fill in the 
infoflnation that applies to the server and use the procedure in chapter .5 
for adding cluster clients. 

6. Accept the default Server Nodename or enter it from your worksheet. 

If there's a value in this field~ you can't change it. 

If you are prompted for a host name, type the root server's ARPA host 
name from your cluster information sheet. 

The node name can be one to eight ASCII characters; must not be 
DEFAULT, default, localroo,remotero, UNKNOWN,unknown, HP-PA or 
begin with HP-MC; and must not contain spaces, newline characters~ or 
pound signs (#). 

Note If you have two LAN cards (one of which will communicate 
with systems outside the cluster) both should use the sanle 
ARPA host name. See Chapter 6, "Connecting the Cluster to 
Another Network". 

I. Accept the default Machine Type. 

This shows which type of computer the server is. 

8. Accept the default Internet Address or enter it from your worksheet. 

There's probably an address already displayed in this field: it is the 
internet address associated with the cluster node name sho\\'n on the 
screen. 

If there's nothing displayed here. type the root server's internet address 
from ~:our duster infornlatioll sheet. 
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9. Accept the default Link Level Address or select the one that matches 
what's on your worksheet. 

This is the LAN card's station (link level) address. This field is always 
filled in, but if the cluster server has more than one LAN card, the nunlber 
displayed may not be the one you need . 

• If you have only one LAN card (the built-in LAN interfaceL the nunlber 
already filled in is correct. You can't change it . 

• If you have more than one LAN card, check the number on the screen 
carefully against what you have on your cluster worksheet. If they don't 
match, click on the field and select the number that matches what you 
have your worksheet. 

If you don't know which is the right address, and you did not write it on 
your cluster information sheet, you need to go back to the section "Station 
(Link Level) Address" earlier in this chapter. 

10. Press @. 

11. You'll see a warning that it's difficult to convert the cluster server back to 
a standalone machine once the cluster configuration has been done. 

Assullling you do want to configure this computer as a root server, respond 
~) to continue. 

12. It takes several lllinutes for SAI\1 to convert the systelll to a root server. 
You'll see messages telling you what's happening. See "\Vhat SAIvI Does 
For You", at the end of this chapter. for details. 

Once the configuration is complete, you'll be asked if you want SAIvI to 
reboot the systelll. Respond (Yes): the changes will not take effect until you 
have rebooted the system. 
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What To Do Next 
You are nearly ready to add cluster clients. There are a couple of housekeeping 
tasks to do first: 

1. Save a hard copy of the file /tmp/ cluster .log~ which contains a list of the 
context-dependent files (CDFs) which SAlVI has created all your systenl. 

A context-dependent file is a file whose contents differ depending on which 
member of the cluster is using it: see Chapter 2, "Understanding Clusters", 
for a full explanation. 4 

2. Read the next section, "\Vhat SAJVI Does For You". 

Then turn to Chapter 5, "Adding Cluster Clients". 
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What SAM Does For You 
In configuring the cluster root server, SA:NI does the following: 

• Creates the / etc/ clusterconf file. 

There will be two lines in the / etc/ clusterconf file at this point. The first 
is a special entry that contains the server's station address. The second line 
is a standard entry, defining the server. 

There's a discussion of the format of entries in / etc/ clusterconf in 
Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster Administration" , in this manual, and the 
file is also discussed under clusterconf (4) in the HP- UX Reference. 

• Turns certain files into CDFs 

For a list of the files that are now CDFs, refer to the file /tmp/ cluster .log. 
If you have not already printed this file, do so now and save it for future 
reference. 

• Modifies the kernel to include cluster configuration. 

The new kernel is built from the existing compiled kernel (/hp-ux), which 
has now been converted to a context-dependent file. (See Chapter 2, 
"U nderstanding Clusters", for an explanation of context-dependent files.) 

The full pathname for the cluster server's version of the kernel is now 
/hp-ux+/ serVfT _noderw,me. For exalnple, if the server's cluster node name is 
server, the kernel will be in /hp-ux+ / server. 

This kernel has the drivers and the parameter values needed by a cluster 
server. 

The old kernel has been saved as /SYSBCKUP a.nd also copied to 
/hp-ux+ / standalone). 

The file /etc/conf/dfile+/serl.'fr_rtodenamf contains the source 
text that matches the kernel. For exam pIe. if the server's duster node 
name is server. the dfile that matches the cOlnpiled kernel will be in 
/etc/conf/dfile+/server. 

(\Vhile logged in to the server. you can access this file simpl:v as 
/ etc/ conf /dfile.) 
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• Checks that the LAN device file is present and of the right type~ and warns 
you if it's not . 

• Puts an entry for the root server in each of the following files (unless the 
entry was already there): 

o / etc/hosts (or in "hosts~' database) 

o /etc/hosts.equiv 

o $HOME/ .rhosts (root's home directory) 

o / etc/XQ. hosts (if it exists) 
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5 
Adding Cluster Clients 

This chapter explains how to add clients to a cluster. 

Before you do any of the tasks described in this chapter, you need to configure 
the cluster server. Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Cluster", explains how to do this. 
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Distributing Disks in a Cluster 
Before you add cluster clients, you should think about how you want to 
distribute the cluster's peripherals. 

Your options for each class of peripheral are spelled out in Chapter 12, 
"Adding Peripherals to a Cluster" , in this manual. The nl0st important, and 
the most cOlnplex, options concern disk drives. 

HP- UX gives you considerable (though not unlimited) flexibility in distributing 
file space and swap space in a cluster. All of the following configurations are 
permitted: 

• All file system space is on the server's disks and all clients swap to the 
server's disk space. (All the cluster's disks are attached to the server.) 

• All file system space is on the server's disks, some clients swap to the server's 
disks and some swap to their own disks. 

• All file system space is on the server's disks, sonle clients swap to the server's 
disks, some swap to their own disks, and SaIne swap to another client's disks. 

• File system space is distributed between server and clients, but all clients 
swap to the server's disk space. 

• Both file system and s\vap space are distributed between the server and 
clients. 

File systems residing on a dient's disks are referred to as locally mounted file 
systems. Swap space on a dient's disk is usually called local swap. There are 
restrictions governing both file system space and swap. These are spelled out in 
Chapter 12. "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster", which also contains a discussion 
intended to help you decide what configuration will suit you best. 
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What You're Going To Do (Summary) 

Adding cluster clients requires the following steps: 

1. Get each client's station address (link level address) and prepare the client 
to boot over the LAN (on client) 

2. Use SA11 to add the cluster clients (on server) 

3. Boot each client (on client, after all clients have been added) 

4. Optionally add local disks. 

5 
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What You Need Before You Start 
Before adding cluster clients make sure that all of the following are true: 

• The cluster server is configured. 

See Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Cluster". 

o If any cluster client is a Series 700 conlputer, the server must be a Series 
700 computer. 

In this case, you need a different version of this manual, part number 
B2355-90038. 

• Each computer to be made a cluster client is supported as such. 

Guidelines are in Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Cluster". Consult your Hewlett 
Packard SR or SE if you are in doubt about a particular configuration. 

• Each Series 300/400 computer which is to be made a cluster client has Rev. 
B or later boot RO M. 

The "Rev." (revision) letter prints on the screen when you boot the 
computer. It is one of the first few lines in the display and scrolls off the 
screen quickly. If you boot in attended mode, you will halt the display 
while the Boot RO 11 revision is still showing. The section ""Preparing To 
Add a Series 300/400 Client". later in this chapter, explains how to boot in 
attended mode. The line you're looking for will say sonlething like 

BOOTROM Rev. C 

• Each computer to be nlade a cluster client has at least 3 Mbytes of RA11. 

• You have filled out a worksheet for the cluster, following directions in 
Chapter 4. '"Setting Up a Cluster". 
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Preparing To Add a Series 300/400 Client 
The cornputers in your cluster will C0111municate with each other over your 
LAN. In order to do that they will need to know each other's LAN station 
address (also known as a link level address). 

Before you can add a Series 300/400 client to the cluster, you will need to get 
its LAN card's station address. The following section explains how. 

Complete the steps in this section for each Series 300/400 computer to be made 
a cluster client, then go on to "Using SA11 To Add Cluster Clients". 

Getting the Station (Link Level) Address 

Perform this procedure on the computer you are going to add as a cluster 
client, not on the cluster server. 

You will need the cluster worksheet you started when you configured the 
cluster server. (See Chapter 4~ '"Setting Up a Cluster".) 

If the Series 300/400 Workstation Is Currently Running 

If the Series 300/400 workstation that you want to use as a client in 
your cluster is currently running (in standalone mode or as a rneluber of 
another cluster), you can get the address of its LAN card using the utility 
lusr Ibin/landiag. To do this: 

1. Log in to the Series 300/400 workstation. 

2. RUll lusr Ibin/landiag 

You will see Iandiag's main menu. which will give you the following choices: 

Ian 
menu 
quit 
remote 
terse 
verbose 

= LAN Interface Diagnostic 
= Display this menu 
= Terminate the Diagnostic 
= Remote Node Communications Diagnostic 
= Do not display command menu 
= Display command menu 
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3. Enter the Ian command: 

Enter command:lan 

Landiag will then display the Ian submenu, which looks like this: 

clear = Clear statistics registers 
display = Display LAN Interface status and statistics registers 
end = End LAN Interface Diagnostic, return to Test Selection 
menu = Display this menu 
name = Name of the LAN Interface device file 
quit = Terminate the Diagnostic, return to shell 
reset = Reset LAN Interface to execute its self test 

4. Enter the display command: 

Enter command:display 

Landiag will then display the status of your built-in LAN card. The first 
part of the display will look sinlilar to this: 

LAN INTERFACE STATUS DISPLAY 
Mon,Apr 22,1992 15:53:46 

Device file = /dev/lan 
Select code = 0 
Current state = active 
LAN Interface address, hex = Ox080009nnnnnn 
Number of multicast addresses = 4 
Frames received = 8022922 

The station (link level) address is listed as ""LAN Interface address, hex" 
(highlighted in the above exam pIe). 

5. \Vrite dO\vn the station address for this \\'orkstation on .\:our worksheet from 
Chapter 4. "Setting Up a Cluster". You will use it later. when you run 
SA11. 

6. To exit the landiag utility. press (Return) and then enter the quit comnland: 

Enter command:quit 
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If the Series 300/400 Workstation Is Not Currently Running 

You will need the cluster worksheet you started when you configured the 
cluster server. (See Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Cluster".) 

Procedure 

Do the following steps on the workstation you are going to add as a cluster 
client, not on the cluster server. 

1. If any disk attached to the cluster client computer has a bootable systenl on 
it, it's a good idea to turn off the disk (because you don't want to boot fronl 
that disk). 

If you decide to leave the disk attached and powered on with a bootable 
system on it (if this client is going to double as a standalone system), you 
will need to be careful to pick the right operating systenl when you go to 
boot the client over the LAN: the system you need will appear under the 
LAN statement in the upper right corner of your screen. "Booting The New 
Client (Series 300/400)". later in this chapter, gives details. 

2. Turn on power to the conlputer. 

3. Press the space bar and continue to hold it down until you see the word 
keyboard on the left of the console screen. 
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You will see a screen sinlilar to the one shown in Figure 5-1. 

Copyright 1987, 
Hewlett-Packard Company. 
All Rights Reserved. 

BOOTROM Rev. C 
Bit Mapped Display 
MC68050 Processor 
Keyboard 
HP-IB 
HP98620B 
HP98644 at 9 
HP98625 at 14 
HP98643 at 21, 080009000001 
4182016 Bytes 

SEARCHING FOR A SYSTEM (RETURN To Pause) 
RESET To Power-Up 

Figure 5-1. Sample Boot ROM Display 

A LAT'\" card is declared as follov·:s: 

la1Zcard-part-llllmbfr at sElEct-codE, station-address 

(for example. HP98643 at 21, 080009000001). 
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4. \\Trite down the cluster LAN card's station (link level) address on the cluster 
worksheet. 

5. Leave the cluster client in this state. (This is called attended boot mode.) 
You will con1e back later to finish the boot sequence. 

Complete the above steps for each Series 300/400 con1puter to be made a 
cluster client. then go on to "Using SAlvI To Add Cluster Clients". 
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Using SAM To Add Cluster Clients 
Before you can start adding clients: 

1. Run SAIvI on the cluster se/ver. 

2. Select: 

Cluster Configuration -) 

Then choose 

Add Cluster Clients 

from the Actions menu. 

In case of error 

Problem What to do 

Message that this is not a You have not configured this 
cluster server computer as a cluster server. 

Check that you are on the 
cluster server. 

If you have not yet configured 
a cluster server, do so now. 
Directions are in Chapter 4, 
"Setting Up a Cluster " 
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For each cluster client, fill out the fields on this screen as follows: 

1. Type the Client Name. 

This is the ARPA host nalne for this cluster client frOln your cluster 
worksheet. 

The name must be at least one and no more than eight characters (any 
ASCII characters) and must be unique to the network. 

The name cannot be any of the following: 

DEFAULT 
default 
localroo 
remotero 
UNKNOWN 
unknown 
HP-PA 

and cannot be anything beginning with the characters HP-MC. 

See Chapter 3, "Setting Up the Network", under "Networking Names", and 
Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Cluster", under "Determining Host Name and 
Internet Address for a Client'", for more information. 

2. Accept the default Machine Type: 300/400. 

:3. Enter the cluster client's ARPA internet address or accept the default. 

If SA:\I supplies an address here. it is the address associated v.:ith the ARPA 
host name you entered under Client Name. 

See "'Deternlining Host Name and Internet Address for a Client'" (in 
Chapter 4. ""Setting Up a Cluster"). for more information. 

4. Enter the cluster client's L"--\K interfacp statioll addrpss (link level address) 
into the Link Level Address field. 

You wrote this number down on ~'our cluster worksheet. (If you didn·t. and 
~:ou dOll't know the address, go back to the section on getting the station 
address earlier in this chapter.) 

.5. Press (Add ), then enter the information for the next cluster client. if you have 
nlore clients to add. 
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When you have added the information for all the cluster clients, do the 
following: 

1. Press @. 

2. '~lait for confirmation that the clients were added. 

:3. Check /tmp/ cluster .log to see if any errors occurred while you were 
adding clients. 

4. Boot each new client. 

The section that follows, "Booting The New Client (Series 300/400)'\ 
explains what to do. 

5. Add local disk drives if you need to. 

See "Adding a Local Disk" later in this chapter. 
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Booting The New Client (Series 300/400) 
Do this after you have added all your cluster clients via SA11. 

For a Client That Was Previously Running 

1. Reboot the client . 

• If the client was previously running as a standalone system: 

D If you have removed or turned off the disk drives attached to the client~ 
simply reboot the client. It will boot over the LAN. 

D If there is a bootable system on any disk attached to the client~ do the 
following: 

a. Reboot the client in attended mode (as described earlier in this 
chapter, under "If the Series 300/400 \Vorkstation Is Not Currently 
Running" ). 

b. From the operating system entries on the right hand side of the 
screen, choose the SYSHPUX entry under the LAN. .. statement that 
identifies the cluster server. (See the next section, "For a Client That 
Was Not Previously Running'\ if you need more help.) 

• If the client was previously part of another cluster: 

D If you have removed the client from the other cluster. simply' reboot the 
client. It will boot over the LAN. 

(See Chapter 7, "Renloving and Renanling Cluster Clients'", for 
instructions on removing a client froln a cluster.) 

D If the client is still a nleInber of another cluster (if it's still recorded in 
another cluster server's / etc/ clusterconf), do the following: 

a. Reboot the client in attended mode (as described earlier in this 
chapter. under "If the Series :300/400 \Yorksation Is N ot Currentl~' 
Running" ). 

b. From the operating system entries on the right hand side of the 
screen, choose the SYSHPUX entry under the LAN. .. statement that 
identifies this cluster's server. (See the next section~ "For a Client 
That vVas Not Previously Running'~, if you need more help.) 
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2. When the cluster client has booted, you will see a login prompt. Log in. 

Renlelnber that you need to use a user ID and password that are valid on 
the cluster root server. 

If the login fails, you may be booted to the wrong systenl: follow the 
trou bleshooting directions in the section called "Troubleshooting Boot 
Pro blenls ~~, later in this chapter. 

3. Now boot the next client~ and then proceed to "Adding a Local Disk'~ if you 
need to. 
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For a Client That Was Not Previously Running 

1. Return to the cluster client, which you left in attended boot Inode. 

The console should have a set of entries in the upper right corner looking 
sOlnething like this: 

LAN, 21, server (the name of the cluster server) 
1H SYSHPUX 
iD SYSDEBUG 
1B SYSBCKUP 

2. Choose the SYSHPUX option that appears under the LAN, statement by 
typing that option's reference nunlber. 

In this exanlple you'd type 1H (or 1H (Return) if this is a Rev. D Boot RONI). 

In case of error 

Problem 

Boot fails 

Client already boot.ed. or will 
not boot over LAN 

What to do 

Check /tmp/ cluster .log (on 
the server) to see if any errors 
occurred while you were using 
SAl\l to adJ the client. 

Check that rbootd is running 
Oil tlw server. and check 
/usr/adm/rbootd.log. 

Check the LAN cable 
connections from your client to 
the server. 

Heboot tilt' cliPl1t (t urll the 
power off and then on). 

See "Troubleshooting Boot 
Problems" belo\\'. 
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3. When the cluster client has booted, you will see a login prompt. Log in. 

Renlenlber that you need to use a user ID and password that are valid on 
the server. 

If the login fails, you may be booted to the wrong system: follow the 
trou bleshooting directions in the section called "Troubleshooting Boot 
Problems", later in this chapter. 

4. Now boot the next client, and then proceed to "Adding a Local Disk" if you 
need to. 
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Troubleshooting Boot Problems 

Are You Booted to the Wrong System? 

If you did not interrupt the client~s boot process as described earlier in this 
chapter ~ and you did not remove or turn off any disk drive that was attached to 
the client and contained a boatable systeul~ then you are probably booted to 
the system on the disk. 

Diagnose and correct this as follows: 

1. Log in. 

2. Enter the command: 

/bin/getcontext 

• If the system's response contains the word remoteroot~ you are probably 
booted to the right system. 

(If this client is a member of more than one cluster, you could still be 
booted to the wrong server. You can check the names of the members of 
the current cluster by entering the command cnodes. For siulplicity's sake 
we recommend that a client be a member of only one cluster.) 

• If the response is 

not found 

or contains the word standalone or localroot ~ then you are booted to 
the wrong system. Follo\v directions under '"Tracking Down the Problem" 
on the next page. 
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Tracking Down the Problem 

Take the following steps if the client is either booted to the wrong systen1~ or 
not booted at all. 

1. • If the client is booted to the wrong systenL do the following: 

a. Make sure that no one else is logged into the cluster client systen1. 

b. Enter the command: 

fete/shutdown -h 0 

c. When you receive the "halted" message, turn the cluster client's power 
off and on and interrupt the boot (as described under "Preparing To 
Add a Series 300/400 Client" earlier in this chapter) . 

• If the client has not yet booted at all, try to boot it again now. 

Turn the client's power off and on and interrupt the boot (as described 
under "Preparing To Add a Series 300/400 Clienf' earlier in this chapter). 

If you do not see the cluster server's name on the line beginning LAN ... , 
turn power off and on once more to restart the boot ROl\1. See if the cluster 
server entry appears this tin1e. 

:2. If you still do not see the cluster server entry. log in to the duster server and 
check that rbootd is rUllning all the server. for example: 

ps -ef I grep rbootd 

Also check the log file /usr/adm/rbootd.log. 
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;3. If rbootd is running, you may have entered an incorrect station (link level) 
address into SAlvI. This address is now stored in the file / etc/ clusterconf. 
You can check the format of entries in / etc/ clusterconf with the 
ccck (1M) con1n1and (usually restricted to the superuser). 

4. If ccck returns an error, you need to fix the iten1 in error, and this may 
mean deleting the client and adding it back correctly. See Chapter 7, 
"Rell10ving and Renall1ing Cluster Clients". If only the station address is 
wrong, however, you can silnply change it in / etc/ clusterconf (using the 
editor of your choice) and reboot the client. 

ccck refers to the station address as the "machine ID", and if the entry is 
incorrect in form (missing a digit, for example), you'll see: 

Bad machine ID at line n 

where n is the nUlnber of the line that contains the bad station address. 

(If the forn1 of the station address is right, the address itself could still be 
the wrong one. ccck will not catch this.) 

.5. If something other than the station address is wrong (or you still don't know 
what is wrong), verify all the information you've entered about this client. 

Go back to Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Cluster", and check every itenl. If you 
find that you have entered an itell1 incorrectly, use SA"NI to ren10ve the client 
froll1 the cluster and add it back correctly. See Chapter I. ·'Relnoving and 
Renanling Cluster Clients". 

6. If all the information you entered into SAl\I seen1S to be correct. the boot 
could be failing because of a LAN problem (broken or disconnected LAN. 
bad connection. unusually heavy LAN traffic) or a software incompatibility 
that is causing the client to panic. 

See Chapter 4. "Diskless Cluster Problems". in Soll'ing HP- FX Problems. 
lIP part number B2;355-900:30, for more details. 
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What To Do Next 
You have now created (or expanded) and booted your cluster. 

Tasks you may now need to do include: 

• Adding disk drives to some of the clients. 

Local disk drives (drives attached to a client rather than to the server) can 
have any of the following uses: 

D Local swap. 

This means that the client swaps to its own local disk, rather than to the 
server's disk space. 

D Distributed swap. 

This is similar to local swap, except that one or more other clients, as well 
as the client that has the disk, swap to the local disk. 

D Shared file space. 

A disk attached to a client may contain a file system (but not the root 
(/) file system, nor systen1 directories such as /usr, which must be on the 
server). This locally n10unted file system is not private to the client to 
which the disk is attached, but is visible cluster-wide. 

You can use SAT'"l to add a local disk, to configure local and shared swap, 
and to 1110unt a local file system. See Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to a 
Cluster", for more information. 

"Adding a Local Disk", later in this chapter, contains a cookbook procedure 
for adding a disk drive to a cluster client. 

• Adding other local peripherals. such as printers and tape drives. 

See Chapter 12. "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster". 

• Adding users and groups. 

See Chapter 1:3. "I\lanaging F sers in a Cluster". 

• Backing up the system. 

See Chapter 9. "Backing Up Files in a Cluster". 
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Adding a Local Disk 

If you need to add a local disk to a nevl cluster client, and you're already 
fanliliar with the task, the following outline should serve to remind you of the 
major steps. 

Note 

Caution 

This is for quick reference only: if you have not connected a 
disk drive to a cluster client before, read the full explanation 
and example in Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster". 

If you are connecting a disk drive that is to be used for local 
swap and that disk drive is connected to an ElISA card, you 
must configure the card before the client attempts to swap to 
the disk. Otherwise the client will panic. 

There's a more detailed note about this in Chapter 12, "Adding 
Peripherals to a Cluster", under "Example: Adding a Local 
Disk". For complete instructions on configuring ElISA cards, 
consult Installing Peripherals, HP part number B1864-90011. 

1. Connect the disk drive to the cluster client. 

Directions for each type of disk are in the Installirtg Peripherals Inanual. 

2. Log in to the cluster client as superuser. 

(Remember that the superuser login is valid for every Inachine in the 
cluster. which means that the superuser password you have established on 
the server \vill \vork on every cluster node.) 

3. Run SA}'1 and get to the Add a Hard Disk screen. 

4. Use this screell to configure swap andlor a file system. 

5. If necessary. let SA~I reconfigure the kernel reboot the client to v·;hich you 
have added the disk (SA11 will prompt you if you need to do this). 
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6. If you have configured swap on the disk, and you want other clients to swap 
to this swap area, too (that iS l if you want this client to be an auxiliary 
swap server), do the following: 

a. Log in to the cluste'T' root server. 

b. Run SA11 and select: 

Cluster Configuration. 

Caution This is for quick reference only. You can get into trouble if 
you reboot clients in the wrong order while changing swap 
servers. If you have not already read the section on "Setting 
Up Swap to an Auxiliary Swap Server" in Chapter 12, "Adding 
Peripherals to a Cluster", do so now. 

c. Highlight the name of the swap client (the client that is to swap to this 
swap server) and choose 

Modify Swap Server ... 

fr0111 the Actions menu. 

d. Highlight the nanle of the swap server (the client to which you have just 
added the disk) and press (OK ). 

For example, if you have attached a swap disk to a client named client1 
and you want client2 to swap to this disk. then change client2's Swap 
Server to client 1. 

e. Turn power off and on for each client whose swap server has changed. 
and let the client reboot. 

The change will not take effect until you do this. 
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6 
Connecting the Cluster to Another Network 

We recommend that you set up your cluster on a small, dedicated LAN (see 
Chapter 3, "Setting Up the Network"). This chapter explains how to connect 
the cluster LAN to the outside world (or sinlply to another network). 

Note Before you do anything described in this chapter, you must first 
do the following: 

1. Study the networking documentation (see Chapter 3, 
"Setting Up the Network"). 

2. Set up the cluster network (see Chapter 3, "Setting Up the 
Network"). 

3. Create the cluster (see Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Cluster") 
4. Add cluster clients (see Chapter .5, "Adding Cluster 

Clien ts ,. ). 
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Recommendations 
A cluster is itself a network. However, you Inay want the cluster to 
communicate with other machines which are not part of the cluster. 

This means that one of the n1achines in the cluster will be a LAN gateway: 
that is, it will have two (or more) LAN cards, one connecting it to the cluster 
and the other( s) connecting it to the other network( s). 

If you need to connect your cluster to another network, Hewlett-Packard 
recommends that you use the cluster server as the gateway, not one of the 
cluster clients. 

Configure the networks as follows: 

• Put all the cluster nodes (the cluster server and all the cluster clients) on one 
LAN. 

• Configure the cluster server as the LAN gateway. 

• lVIake the official host name in the / etc/hosts file the same for both LAN 
cards. 

• Supply a unique alias in / etc/hosts for each card. 
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Example: Connecting the Cluster to Another Network 
Your configuration should look like something like this: 

----------
192.1.1.21 

1 
Ilclient1111 

----------

----------
192.1.1.31 

1 
I client2"1 

----------
1 

1 

----------
192.1.1.41 

1 
Il client3" 1 

----------

-------Cluster LAN (192.1.1 Network)-----------
1 

Cluster LAN card 
1 

192.1.1.11 
II server" 1 Cluster Server / 

Gateway Node 
192.2.2.11 

Non-Cluster LAN card 
1 

-------Non-Cluster LAN (192.2.2 Network)-------

This picture shows two networks (network addresses 192.1.1. and 192.2.2). 

The cluster network includes three cluster clients (client L client2 and 
client3) and the cluster server, server. 

Server is a gateway node. connecting the cluster network (192.1.1) to the other 
(192.2.2) network. 
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How To Edit Networking Files for the Sample Network 

To make the two networks co-operate efficiently, you need to do the following: 

l. Create the cluster. 

You should have done this already. If you haven't, go back to Chapter 4, 
"Setting Up a Cluster". 

Do not do either of the following steps until after you have created the 
cluster and added clients. 

2. Modify / etc/hosts. 

The networks represented on the previous page should be described in 
/ etc/hosts as follows: 

(Internet Address) 

192.1.1.1 
192.1.1.2 
192.1.1.3 
192.1.1.4 
192.2.2.1 

(Official Host Name) (Alias) 

server dserver 
client1 
client2 
client3 
server dgateway 
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3. :Lv10dify / ete/netlinkre. 

Note Do not change / ete/netlinkre until after you have created 
your cluster and added cluster clients. 

To reflect the configuration shown under "'Exalllple: Connecting the Cluster 
to Another Network'l, you would modify /ete/netlinkre as follows: 

a. Find the statement 

case $NODENAME in 
*) ifeonfig lanO 'hostname' up 
, , 

esae 

b. Insert text so that the statement in step 1 now reads: 

case $NODENAME in 
$ROOTSERVER) ifeonfig lanO dserver up; 

ifeonfig lan1 dgateway up; 
*) ifeonfig lanO 'hostname' up 
, , 

esae 

c. Find the statement 

case $NODENAME in 
*) # commEnt 

, , 

d. Insert text so that the statement in step c. nm\' reads: 

case $NODENAME in 
*) # COnlm( Ilt 

$ROOTSERVER) ; ; 
*) fete/route add default dserver 1 

, , 
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7 
Removing and Renaming Clients 

This chapter explains how to remove and rename cluster clients. 

Caution You cannot change the name of the cluster server nor can you 
remove it from the cluster. 
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Removing Cluster Clients 

This section explains how to remove cluster clients. (You cannot remove the 
cluster server). 

Do this on the cluster root server. 

1. Log in to the cluster server as superuser. 

2. If you are planning to remove an auxiliary swap server (a client with a local 
disk that other clients are using for swap) shut down the swap clients now 
and turn them off. 

3. Shut down all the clients you intend to remove. 

(See Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes", 
if you need help.) 

4. Get to the Cluster Configuration screen in SA11. 

You'll see a list of cluster nodes: the cluster server and all the clients . 

. 5. Highlight the name of each client you want to remove. 

6. From the Actions menu, choose either Remove Cluster Clients and their 
files or Remove Cluster Clients, keep files . 

• If you choose to remove files. SAl\I will check the file system for a.ll 
context-dependent files that contain an element with the cluster client's 
name. and \\'ill remove those elements . 

• If you choose to keep files. these client-specific elements \vill stay in the 
cluster server's file s~:,stem. 

Choose Remove Cluster Clients and their files unless ~!ou have a 
specific reason to leave the client-specific elements on your system. 

(See Chapter :2. "U nderstanding Clusters". for an explanation of 
context -dependent files.) 
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7. Make sure you have shut down all the clients you are going to remove, and 
any clients that were swapping to their disk space; then choose (Yes) to 
confirm that you really want to remove these clients. 

If you have opted to remove the client-specific CDF elements. you'll see a 
nlessage that a background script is running. You can leave this screen. and 
exit SAId altogether if you like. 

Caution If, after choosing ~) , you decide to remove more clients, 
or re-add the client you have removed (or add a different 
client with the same name), you must wait until the script 
has finished. The script will write a message at the end of 
/tmp/ cluster .log when it's finished. 

8. If you have removed a swap server, SAIvI will reconfigure its swap clients to 
swap to the root server. 

If you want these clients to swap to another client's disk space instead. you 
can change swap servers now: choose 

Modify Swap Server 

frOln the Actions menu. 

(See "Setting Up Sv,;ap to an Auxiliar:v Swap Server" in Chapter 12. 
"Adding Peripherals to a Cluster". if you need more help.) 

9. Exit SAI\I. 
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Rebooting Swap Clients 

A swap client is a client that is swapping to another cluster node's disk space. 

If you shut down any swap clients because you were removing a swap server, 
you can reboot the swap clients now. They will swap to the root server's disk 
space by default . 

Caution • If you have reconfigured swap clients to swap to another 
client's disk space, make sure the new swap server is up and 
running before you boot any swap client . 

• A simple reboot is not enough: you must turn power off and 
on again on each client whose swap server has changed. 

What SAM Does When You Remove a Cluster Client 

When you remove a client from the cluster, SAlVI does the following: 

1. Removes the client's entry from /usr/sam/config/cnode.config. 

2. Rel1l0VeS the client's entry from / etc/ clusterconf. 

3. Removes this client's entries fron1 all context-dependent files (except those 
in NFS file systems. if any), if you chose to Remove Cluster Clients and 
their files. 

4. Removes this client's entries fron1 the following ARPA configuration files: 

• . rhosts (in the root user's home directory) 
• /etc/hosts.equiv 
• /etc/XO.hosts (if it exists) 

(SAM does not remove the client's entr~' from the / etc/hosts file.) 

5. If the client was an auxiliary swap server (that is. if other clients were 
swapping to its disk space) SA1\1 changes the swap clients' entries in 
/ etc/ clusterconf to make thenl swap to the cluster root server's disk 
space. 
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Renaming Cluster Clients 
The easiest way to rename a cluster client is to remove it and then add it again 
with a different name. Follow these steps: 

1. If you have customized any of the client~s elements in the cluster"s CDFs~ 
you nlay want to save thenl by copying them to a different nallle. 

Let's say you are going to rename client 1 to george, and that you have 
customized client1' s /etc/inittab. 

To save the customized copy of /etc/inittab, you might decide to copy it 
to /tmp/inittab.george: 

mv /etc/inittab+/client1 /tmp/inittab.george 

Since this command makes explicit reference to client1' s element of 
/ etc/ ini ttab, you can issue it on the cluster server or on client 1 with the 
same effect. 

2. Run SA11 on the cluster root server to remove the cluster client and all its 
elements in the cluster's context-dependent files. 

Follow the directions under "Renloving Cluster Clients'~ in the previous 
section. Chose the option to Remove Cluster Clients and their files. 

3. Change the client's name in your "hosts" database. 

For example. change the name field in the cluster client's entry in 
/ etc/hosts to the ne,v nanle. This will associate the client's internet 
address with the ne,v name. 

4. Look at the end of the file /tmp/ cluster .log to nlake sure that the SAI\l 
script that removes client-specific elements of context-dependent files has 
finished running. (See "Removing Cluster Clients".) 
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.5. Use SAlVI to add the cluster client under the new name. 

Follow the directions in Chapter .5 1 "Adding Cluster Clients'l. 

6. If you saved any files in step 11 copy those files back to the 
context-dependent files where they belong. 

For example 1 if you had saved the client 1s version of /etc/inittab as 
/tmp/inittab.george, and then renamed the client to george, you would 
issue the command: 

mv /tmp/inittab.george /etc/inittab+/george 
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8 
Introduction to Cluster Administration 

An HP- UX cluster is designed to look and act as much as possible like a single, 
multi-user computer, and for the end-user there is little difference between 
HP- UX on a terminal or workstation and HP- UX on a cluster node. 

But for you, the system administrator, there are significant differences. 
Chapter 2, "Understanding Clusters" explains the characteristics that make a 
cluster different from a standalone systenl (a computer that is not part of a 
cluster). The present chapter explains how these characteristics affect system 
administration tasks in practice. 
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Differences Between Standalone and Cluster 
Administration 
In the day-to-day administration of a cluster, the following questions are likely 
to crop up frequently: 

• \iVhere (011 which cluster node) to perfofll1 a given task. 

• How to use HP- UX commands and subsystems which are changed because 
you are in a cluster, or which are unique to clusters. 

• In particular, how to work with context-dependent files, which present 
different contents to different cluster nodes. 

This chapter provides guidance in these cases. Other important topics are dealt 
with in separate chapters, including: 

• Backing up the cluster's files, covered in Chapter 9, "Backing Up Files in a 
Cluster" . 

• Booting and shutting down the cluster, covered in Chapter 10, "Booting and 
Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes". 

• Reconfiguring a cluster node's kernel, covered in Chapter 11, "Reconfiguring 
the Kernel for a Cluster Node". 

• Adding peripherals, covered in Chapter 12. "Adding Peripherals to a 
Cluster" . 

• ~1anaging users. covered in Chapter 13. --Ivlanaging Users in a Cluster" 

• Updating HP- UX to a new release and installing applications, covered in 
Chapter 1-1. "Updating a Cluster". 

• Evaluating and creating applications, covered in Chapter 1.5. ·'A pplications in 
a Cluster". 

Cluster configuration and net\vorkillg tasks are covered in chapters :3 through I. 
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When and Where To Perform System Administration 
Tasks 

Table 8-1. Routine Tasks: When and Where to Perform Them 

What. When Where 

Configure cluster Set-up Root Server 
(1) 

Add clients Cluster set-up, expansion Root server 
(2) 

Remove clients Cluster restructuring Root server 
(3) 

Boot server Set up, maintenance Root server 

Boot client Set up, maintenance Client 

Set time and date Initial boot Any cluster 
node (4) 

Create first full archival backup After first boot Root server 
(5) 

Do incremental backup Daily Root server 
(5) 

Do full backup 'Veekly Root server 
(5) 

Create recovery System After first boot Root server 

Create new user accounts After first boot, expansion Any cluster 
node (4) 

Check disk usage ,reekly Root server 

Set run-levels Set-up Root server. 
clients (()) 

N umbers in parentheses refer to notes on the next page. 
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Notes 

1. See Chapter 4~ "Setting Up a Cluster". 

2. See Chapter S, "Adding Cluster Clients". 

3. See Chapter 7, "Rellloving and Renaming Cluster Clients". 

4. You can do this on any cluster node (the server or any client) and the result 
will be global to the cluster. 

S. To back up a cluster's files, you need to use special options to locate the 
contents of context-dependent files (CDFs). For example, use the -H option 
of the fbackup(1M) utility. For performance reasons, you should do backups 
on the cluster server. 

See Chapter 9, "Backing Up Files in a Cluster". 

6. You can set run-levels individually for each member of the cluster, because 
/ etc/ ini ttab is a context-dependent file. 

For more information on setting run-levels see Chapter 4, "Controlling 
Access to the Systenl", in the System Administration Tasks manual. 
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Table 8-2. Tasks Required by Specific Events 

Event What To Do Where 

Power going out soon Shut down cluster. Turn power off Root server, 
for server and clients clients, 

peripherals 
(1) 

Bringing cluster back up Boot server, then clients Root server, 
clients (2) 

Local powerfail on root server Turn off then reboot clients Clients (3) 

Local powerfail on auxiliary swap Turn off then reboot clients Clients (3) 
server 

Local powerfail on client that is Turn off then reboot client (3) 
not auxiliary swap server 

Root server Inaintenance needed Shut down the cluster, power Root server 
down root server (1) 

Auxiliary file server maintenance Get users out of file system, power Auxiliary file 
needed down auxiliary file server server (8) 

Auxiliary swap server maintenance Shut down clients swapping to Auxiliary 
needed auxiliary server. power dOWll swap server 

auxiliary swap server (8) 

l\laintenance needed on client that Halt and power dOWll client Client (4) 
is not all auxiliary server 

Need to send message to all cluster lise cwall ( 1m) Any cluster 
users node (5) 

Need to send message to all users Use wall (1m) Affected 
of olle cluster node cluster node 

Files accidentally deleted Recover files from backup Root server 

Ta.ble continues on the next page: nUlnbers in parentheses refer to notes 
following the ta.ble. 
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Tasks Required by Specific Events (continued) 

Event What To Do Where 

File system corrupted Use fsck (1M), recovery system, Root or 
archives as appropriate auxiliary 

server (6) 

Operating system corrupted (or Re-install operating system, Root server 
other special circumstances) re-create cluster (9) 

New user arrives Use SAM to create account Any cluster 
node (5,10) 

User leaves Use SAM to delete account Any cluster 
node (5,10) 

Need to create/ change group Use SAM Any cluster 
node (5) 

System clock wrong Set clock ahead/back Any cluster 
node (5) 

Root server panics Diagnose problem using the Root server, 
manual Solving HP- UX Problems, clients 
HP part number B2355-90030. 
Reboot server. Recover files. 
Reboot clients. 

Adding a peripheral Follow directions in Chapter 12. Cluster node 
"Adding Peripherals to a Cluster" . peripheral is 
Use SAM if possible. connected to 

Changing kernel configuration Rebuild/reinstall kernel Cluster node 
that will use 
kernel (7) 

Numbers in parentheses refer to notes on the following pages. 
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Notes 

1. See "Shutting Down a Cluster" in Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting 
Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes l'. 

2. See "Booting a Cluster'l in Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down 
Clusters and Cluster Nodes". 

3. Powerfail means a pmver failure that halts the computer. Local powerfail 
means that the power goes out for a particular nodel but not for the whole 
cluster. 

Caution TURN OFF all computer equipment affected by a power failure 
until power is completely restored. An electrical surge as power 
is coming back on could seriously damage hardware that has 
been left turned on. 

• When a local powerfail occurs on a cluster root server, all the clients will 
panic. :Make sure you switch off the root server and all other equipnlent 
that no longer has power. 

• vVhen a local powerfail occurs on an auxiliary swap server, the clients 
swapping to the auxiliary swap server will panic. :Make sure you switch 
off the auxiliary server and all other equipment that no longer has power. 

An auxiliary swap server is a client to whose disks other clients are 
swapping. 

• \Vhen a local powerfail occurs on an auxiliary file server, the locally 
mounted file systems \vill be unavailable until the auxilian' file server 
comes back up. Other cluster nodes that are not affected by the power 
failure will continue to function. IvIake sure you switch off the auxiliary 
server and all other equipment that no longer has power. 

.-\n auxiliary file server is a client whose local disk is used for a file 
system hut not for shared swap. 

• \\'hen a powerfail occurs on a client that is not all a.uxiliar~· swap or file 
server. other cluster nodes that are not affected by the pov,,'er failure will 
continue to function. 1Iake sure you switch off the client and all other 
equipment that no longer has power. 
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To bring the cluster clients back up after a powerfail on the root server or 
an auxiliary swap server, turn the server back on and wait for it to reboot, 
then reboot the clients. 

4. See "Shutting Down a Cluster Client", in Chapter 10, "Booting and 
Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes". 

5. You can do this on any cluster node (the root server or any client) and the 
result will be global to the cluster. 

6 .• To run fsck (1M) on the root file system, you must be logged in to the 
root server . 

• To run fsck on a locally mounted file system, you must be logged in to 
the auxiliary file server (the client to which the disk is attached). 

See Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster" for more information 
on locally mounted file systems. 

7. See Chapter 11, "Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node". 

8. See Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes". 

9. If you have to re-install the operating systen1, you must rebuild the cluster 
from scratch: 

a. Do a full back-up of the entire system. 

h. Re-install the operating system on the cluster server, following 
directions in the manual In8talling and Updating HP- UX. 

c. Re-configure the cluster server, using Chapter 4. "Setting Up a Cluster". 
in this n1anual. 

d. Add back the cluster clients. following directions in Chapter S."Adding 
Cluster Clients". in this 111 an ual. 

e. Recover the files ~'ou backed up. 

10. See Chapter 1:3. "I\Ianaging Users in a Cluster". 
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Table 8-3. Miscellaneous Tasks: Where to Perform Them 

What Where 

Mount/unmount file systems on HFS Cluster node that the disk is attached to 
(1) 

NFS mount/unmount Server, clients (2) 

Create file system Cluster node that the disk is attached to 
(1) 

Update HP-UX Server (3) 

Install or update applications Server (3) 

Remove filesets Server 

Configure LP spooler Server (4) 

Set up, use UUCP Server (5) 

Modify system files (6) 

Notes 

1. You nlust use file-nlaintenance cOlnmands such as mount (1M) while logged 
in to the node to which the disk is attached. See ··Conlmands vVhose Use is 
Restricted in a Cluster"l later in this chapter. 

2. You can do this from an~' cluster node. and the result will be global to the 
cluster. 

If the NFS mount has been made from a client and the client is shut down. 
the mount will continue to function normally for the relnaining cluster 
nodes. and \vill function for the client once it is rebooted: there is no need 8 
to remoullt the file system. 

:3. See Chapter 1--1. --rpdating a Cluster" for directions for updatillg lIP-eX 
and installing and updating applications. 
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4 .• The spooler runs only on the cluster root server. 

• A printer can be attached to any cluster node and can be either spooled 
(via the root server) or unspooled. 

o U nspooled printers are available only to users of the local node. 
o Spooled printers are available to all users of the cluster. 

See Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster" for n10re information. 

5. UUCP is supported only on the cluster root server. 

• All UUCP connections must be on the cluster server. 

• UUCP transfers can be initiated from any cluster node. 

6. When you configure an HP-UX system as a cluster server, many system files 
are converted to context-dependent files, whose contents differ depending on 
which member of the cluster is looking at them. Thus when you modify 
a systen1 file, you may be modifying it for the whole cluster, for some 
members of the cluster, or for all members (nodes) of the cluster, depending 
on what type of file it is. 

• If you modify a node-specific context-dependent file such as 
/ etc/ ini ttab, you will. by default, modify only' those contents of the file 
that pertain to the cluster node you're logged in to when you edit the file. 

A node-specific context-dependent file has different contents (elements) for 
individual nodes in the cluster. / etc/ ini ttab has an element for each 
node because the inforlnation Inay need to be different from one node to 
the next. 

• If you modify a system file that is not a context-dependent file, you can 
edit it froll1 any cluster node, and the result will be global to the cluster. 

The section titled "Finding System Context-Dependent Files (CDFs r, later 
in this chapter. explains how to determine whether a given system file is 
context -dependent or not. Chapter:2. --F nderst anding Clusters" explains 
how context-dependent files work. and later sections of the present chapter 
provide exall1ples and guidelines. 
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Using HP-UX Commands in a Cluster 
This section lists comnlands and options of comruands that are useful in 
adluinistering an HP -UX cluster, as well as corumands that work differently in 
a cluster. Sonle commands are restricted to certain nodes; these are listed at 
the end of the section. 

Many of the cOlumands act on, or are affected by, context-dependent files. 

A Key Concept: Context-Dependent Files 

In order for different machines to use the same file system, a given file may 
need to have different contents depending on which particular member of the 
cluster is looking at it. This type of file is known as a context dependent file or 
CDF. 

A CDF is really a special kind of directory, containing files which are called 
elements. Each element name should match some context attribute of one or 
more cluster nodes. 

\~lhen the HP-UX file system finds a match between a context attribute 
of a given node (server or client) on one hand~ and an element of a 
context-dependent file on the other. it makes the file visible by default on 
the node in question; on other nodes it reports not found, although you can 
override this protection by using special options to conlmands, as the following 
pages show. (See "Using the 11 Command with the -H Option" and ""\Vorking 
with Context-Dependent Files: Exaruples", later in this chapter.) 

As you configure a duster. HP- UX utilities autonlatically build the CDFs that 
the systeru will need, but you may also need to create your own CDFs as you 
add ne\\! applications to the duster. if those applications are intended to run on 
certain nodes and not on others. 

The HP- Us. REferEnce. lIP part number B2:35:')-900:3:3. and Chapter 
2. '""Fnderstanding Clusters". in this manuaL provide details of how 
context-dependent files \'\:ork. and there are examples later in the present 
chapter. 
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Commands Specific to Clusters 

The following commands perfoTln operations that are needed only in a cluster. 

(The nUInbers in parentheses inlmediately following the conlmand names refer 
to the relevant sections of the HP- U,\ Reference.) 

showcdf(l) Shows which element of a context-dependent file will be 
used on the current cluster node. 

For example, on system server, the command 

showcdf letc/checklist 

would produce this output: 

letc/checklist+/server 

The + shows that I etcl checklist is really a hidden 
directory (formally referred to as a context-dependent 
file) containing the node-specific file server, whose 
contents are server's version of I etcl checklist. 
(Node-specific means that the cluster node server, and 
only server, will see this version of I etcl checklist 
by default.) 

vVe normally use the term element to describe a 
file inside a CDF: thus server is an element of the 
context-dependent file I etcl checklist. 

If you use the wild card (*) to exanline a group of 
files, use the -c option of showcdf to avoid cluttering 
up the display with the nalnes of files that are not 
context-dependent files. 

To see the nanles of the current node's elements of all 
the context-dependent files in I etc, enter: 

showcdf -c letc/* 
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cnodes(1) Lists the cluster nodes in a cluster. 

To list all cluster nodes in the cluster: 

cnodes 
server client1 client2 

To get the cluster node nanle of the local system: 

cnodes -m 

client1 

To get the cluster node name of the cluster's root 
server: 

cnodes -r 
server 

To list the status of all cluster nodes configured in the 
/ etc/ clusterconf file: 

cnodes -alC 
CNODE ID SWAP SITE 
========== --- ========== 
server 1 server ROOTSERVER 
client1 2 client1 
client2* 3 server 
client3 4 client1 

In the above exanlple, the •• *" by client2 indicates 
that it is not currently booted to the cluster. This 
could indicate that it is not booted at alL or it could be 
booted from its own disks (in standalone mode). The 
computer client1 is swapping to its own disks (this is 
called local swap) and is also serving as a swap server 8 
to client3 (t hat is. client3 is swapping to client 1 's 
disk space, not to server's). 
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getcontext(1) 

makecdf (1M) 

cfuser(1M) 

cps (1) 

cwall(1M) 

csp(1M) 

Shows the context of the current cluster node. 

The context is an ASCII string that identifies a 
particular cluster node. You need to know the context 
when creating context-dependent files (see Chapter 2, 
"U nderstanding Clusters" for details). 

Creates a neVi CDF, or converts an existing file or 
directory to a CDF. 

See "Creating a CDF" later in this chapter. 

Cluster-wide version of fuser (1M). 

Cluster version of ps (1). Optionally reports processes 
on a node-by-node basis. See ps(1) in the HP-ULY 
Reference. 

Cluster version of wall (1M) . 

Use cwall when you want to broadcast a message to 
all users of all cluster nodes. You can use cwall from 
any cluster node, and everyone using the cluster will get 
the message (you must be superuser to override users' 
protections) . 

Use wall on a given cluster node when you want the 
message to go only to users of that particular node. 

As with other utilities that write directly to the screen. 
use wall and cwall only when the n1essage is urgent 
enough to warrant interfering with X- \'Vindows and 
VUE displays. 

Starts the cluster server processes needed by each 
cluster node to communicate within the cluster. 

Refer to the HP- ex REference HP part number B2~355-900:l:l. for more 
infonnation on all of these commands. 
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Cluster Options for Common Commands 

Some HP-UX conunands have special options for use in a cluster. These cluster 
options are listed below. 

-c 

-H or H 

This option indicates to certain comlnands that those 
conlmands should operate on the whole clusteL not just the 
current machine. 

For example, 

'Who -c 

will show you all the current users of all the nodes in the 
cluster. 

The following commands support this option: 

• last(1) (and lastb) 

• users(1) 

• 'Who(1) 

This option means, roughly, "'expose Hidden directories 
(context-dependent files) to the operation of the command"
but check the HP- UX Reference for the exact meaning in each 
case. 

This option is available with the following commands: 

• chmod(2) 
• Is(1) (and 11. etc.) 
• tar(1) 
• test(1) 
• pwd( 1) 
• fbackup (1M) 
• find( 1) 
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-hidden 

-1 

-L 

This option is available with the find (1) command. It finds 
all elelnents of context-dependent files. 

Indicates to certain conlmands that those commands should 
operate on the node on which iCs executed (1 is for "10 car' ). 

Available with the following commands: 

• sync(1M) 
• mount (1M) 
• df(1M) 
• bdf(1M) 

• sync causes all file system updates to be written to disk. 

The -1 option causes sync to flush all the buffers on the 
node on which it's executed and writes their contents to disk. 

• mount without options prints the system table of mounted 
file systems and disks, / etc/mnttab. 

The -1 option causes mount to print infornlation only about 
file systems on the current node's local disks. 

(Pathnames for devices and file systenl mount points are 
fully expanded in / etc/mnttab, showing the "hidden" 
elements of context-dependent files.) 

• df and bdf report the amount of free disk space in a given 
file system. 

The -1 option causes df and bdf to print information only 
about file systelllS on the current node's local disks. 

Available vv'ith the following comlllands: 

• mount(1M) 
• df (1M) 
• bdf (1M) 

Similar to -1. but indicates the COlllnland should provide 
infonnation about NFS nlounted file systenls as well as locally 
mounted file systenls. 
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Example: Using the II Command with the -H option 

Suppose you have a file /users/patrick/myfile which is actually a 
context-dependent file (CDF) with a single element specific to the cluster node 
client1. 

This means that ls, 11, etc will not show you the file on clients other than 
client1 l nor on the server l unless you use the special option -H. 

The 11 command will produce varying output, depending on whether or not 
you use the -H option and which node you are logged in to when you execute 
the command: 

on clientl 

11 /users/patrick/myfile 
-rw-rw-rw- 1 patrickd users 

on client2 

11 /users/patrick/myfile 

/users/patrick/myfile not found 

11 -H /users/patrick/myfile 

total 0 
-rw-rw-rw- 1 patrickd users 

o Mar 26 17:06 /users/patrick/myfile 

o Mar 26 17:06 client1 

As you can see from the output of 11 -H, /users/patrick/myfile is logicall~' 
a directory, containing the file client1. But usually we would speak of 
/users/patrick/myfile as a context-dependent fUel which has the element 
client 1. The full pathnan1e would be written as /users/myf ile+ / client L 
and the file could be used under that nan1e on any node in the cluster by any 
user with the appropriate pern1issions. 

Directories can also be context-dependent: that is. the contents of an entire 
director~' can vary depending on which node in the cluster is looking at it. 
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Try entering 

Is -H /usr 

on any cluster node. You'll see s0111ething like this: 

adm+ doc/ lib/ netdemo/ preserve/ 
bini etc/ local/ netls+ pub/ 
boot/ include/ lotus/ nett est/ sam/ 
contrib/ keysh/ mail/ nell's/ so:ftbench/ 
diag/ kmail/ man/ old/ spool/ 

sysver/ 
tmp/ 
tsm/ 

A name followed by a plus sign indicates a context-dependent file or directory; 
in this case, the plus signs indicate context-dependent directories. You might 
want to compare this to the output of the command: 

Isf /usr 

If you then enter the command: 

Is -H /usr/adm 

you will see a list of the elements of the context-dependent directory /usr / adm. 
Each elen1ent should correspond to the name of a node in the cluster. This 
type of directory is called node-specific. 
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Commands and Scripts that Work Differently in a Cluster 

SOlne HP- UX comnlands and scripts work differently in a cluster. These 
differences are described below. 

/ete/re 

fete/reboot 

fete/shutdown 

The / ete/re script performs slightl!' different functions 
depending on whether it runs on the cluster server, a cluster 
client, or a standalone nlachine. For example, the renlote 
boot daemon (rbootd) is started only on the cluster server 
and on clients that will serve as auxiliary swap or file 
servers to other clients in the cluster. 

Performs a cluster-wide reboot when executed on the cluster 
root server. Reboots all clients swapping to an auxiliary 
swap server (a client with disk space used for swapping by 
other clients), when the swap server is rebooted. 

When you execute / etc/reboot on a cluster client that is 
not an auxiliary swap server, only that client is rebooted. 

See Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and 
Cluster Nodes". 

Performs an orderly shutdmvn of the entire cluster when 
executed from the cluster root server. Reboots all clients 
swapping to an auxiliary swap server w hen the swap server 
is rebooted (using shutdown with the -r option). 

\Vhen ~'ou execute fete/shutdown from a cluster client that 
is not a swap server. only that client is shut down. 

See Chapter 10. "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and 
Cl uster Nodes". 

In addi tion. line-printer spooler commands v,:ork a Ii t t Ie clifferen tly in a cluster. 8 
so as to allow printers attached to a cluster client to be spooled. See the 
section called "Example: Adding a Spooled Printer to a Cluster Client" in 
Chapter 12. "_-\dding Peripherals to a Cluster". 
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Commands Whose Use Is Restricted in a Cluster 

COlnmands that operate on a file system will work only all the cluster root 
server, or on a client which has a local disk drive on which there is a file syste111 
(or on which you are building a file system). Such a client is called an auxiliary 
file server. 

The following file system c0111mands must be executed on the cluster node 
(root server or auxiliary file server) that has the disk on which the file systeln 
in question resides. 

• fsck(1M) 

• fsclean(1M) 

• fsdb (1M) 

• fuser(1M) 

• mediaini t (1) (for a disk) 

• mkfs (1M) 

• mount (1M) 

• newfs(1M) 

• tunefs(1M) 

• umount(2) 

• mkrs(1M) 

The following cOlnmand will work only un thE clu.stEr 'root server'. 

• update(1M) 
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Cluster-Specific Fi les 

/etc/clusterconf 

/ etc/ clusterconf is the cluster configuration file. It is used by utilities and 
systenl processes to obtain infonnation about the cluster nodes. 

Caution / etc/ clusterconf lnust always exist in a cluster, and never 
on a standalone systenl. 

The SAM utility creates / etc/ clusterconf when you configure the cluster 
server, and modifies it as you add and remove clients, change client swap 
locations, etc. 

If you suspect that there is something wrong with / etc/ clusterconf, you can 
use the ccck (1M) command to check for syntax errors. 
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The following table shows the layout of / etc/ clusterconf. The structure is 
the same for each line after the first. 

Note Do not remove the first non-COIDlnent line (c0l111nent lines begin 
with a pound sign "#"): the syste111 may not cluster without 
this first, special line. 

Each of the remaining lines in / etc/ clusterconf has six fields. Each field is 
separated by a colon (:). 

Field 
Number 

Description 

1 Station address (link level address) of the LAN card. On a Series 300/400 
you can get the link level address from the boot RO M, or from the 
landiag utility. (See Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Cluster"). 

2 Cluster node number. This is a unique but arbitrary number between 1 
and 255. SAM will always assign 1 to the cluster root server, and will 
assign numbers sequentially for the other cluster nodes. 

DO NOT change these n'umbers once they have been created by SAM! This 
could cause problems in communication between the computers in your 
cluster. 

3 Cluster node name. This is a unique name of no more than 8 characters. It 
should be the same as the name set by uname -5 and should be the same 
as the first portion of the ARPA host name. 

You cannot use the names default, HP-PA, UNKNOWN or anything beginning 
with HP-MC. 

4 Type of cluster node. This can be: 

r = cluster root server 

c = cluster client (in eludes allJ'iliary 8erl'( rs) 

1) Cluster node number of the current node's swap server. 

() Number of Cluster Server Processes (CSPs) to run. This \\,ill probably be a 
number betwf'en 4 and 8 on the cluster root server and auxiliary servers. 
SAl\1 assigns 1 to all nevY clients. and raises the number to 4 \vhen you add 
a disk for shared swap or a file system. 
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An / etc/ clusterconf file will look sOlnethillg like this: 

0800090039dd: /* clustercast address. Do not remove. */ 
0800090039dd:1:server:r:1:8 
080009000565:2:client1:c:1:1 
08000900297c:3:client2:c:1:1 

CDFinfo Files 

Your system contains a set of files, /system/*/CDFinfo, that you must never 
remove or modify in any way. These files contain the specifications for all 
the context-dependent files that SANI builds when you create a cluster or 
add clients. Update (1M) also uses the CDFinfo files when you add or update 
software. 

Finding System Context-Dependent Files (CDFs) 

Before you modify a systenl file (such as / etc/ ini ttab) you need to know 
whether it is a context-dependent file, otherwise you may make changes you 
didn't intend, or fail to make changes you thought you were making. 

This is because a context-dependent file can have different contents (elements) 
for different members of the cluster. / etc/ini ttab, for example, has a 
separate element for each member of the cluster. 

Directories can also be context-dependent. The directory /usr / adm is an 
example. 

Thus a system file can be a regular file, or a context-dependent file, or it 
can be a regular file in a context-dependent directory: it could even be a 
context-dependent file in a context-dependent directory. (All these possibilities 
also exist for files that are not system files: CDFs are really directories, and 
the~' can be nested inside each other just as regular HP- UX directories call.) 8 
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/tmp/ cluster .log shows which systeln files and directories SAM converted to 
context-dependent files when you configured the cluster. If you did not print a 
copy of it after you configured your cluster server, print one now. 

If you don ~t have a copy of /tmp/ cluster .log, you can check whether a 
particular file is context-dependent by means of the showcdf (1) command, for 
example: 

showcdf /etc/inittab 

On system client 1, the response would be 

/etc/inittab+/client1 

/ etc/ ini ttab is a context-dependent file that has a separate element for each 
node in the cluster. 

If the system responds with just the file name, this is not a context-dependent 
file. For example, the command, 

showcdf /etc/rc 

produces the output 

/etc/rc 

showing that / etc/rc is not a context-dependent file. 

There's more about context-dependent files in Chapter 2. "Understanding 
Clusters" , and later sections of the present chapter provide examples. 

Finding All CDFs 

To find all the CDFs in the system. enter: 

find / -hidden -fsonly hfs -type H -print 
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Working with Context-Dependent Files: Examples 

This section provides examples of some of the things you will cOlnmonly need 
to do with context-dependent files (CDFs). You may want to sit down at the 
conlputer and try sonle these operations yourself. 

Remenlber that a CDF is really a special kind of directory and that the files 
this type of directory contains are called elements, one or more of which may 
match a context attribute of a given cluster node. 

For a full explanation of what CDFs are, see Chapter 2, "Understanding 
Clusters", under "Context-Dependent Files"; if you've already read chapter 2 
but need a brief refresher, you'11 find one at the beginning of the section "Using 
HP- UX Commands in a Cluster" , earlier in the present chapter. 

Listing CDFs 

Suppose you have the / etc/ ini ttab file shown under "Context-Dependent 
Files" in Chapter 2, "Understanding Clusters", and are currently logged in to 
the cluster node named server. Using different options of the 11 command, 
you would see the following responses (note the -H option, for "hidden"): 

$ 11 /etc/inittab 
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root other 725 Dec 26 07:45 /etc/inittab 

$ 11 /etc/inittab+ 
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root other 725 Dec 12 07:45 server 
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root other 650 May 26 15:53 client1 
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root other 650 May 18 11:47 client2 

$ 11 -d /etc/inittab+ 
drwsr-xr-x 2 root other 1024 Dec 26 07:30 /etc/inittab+ 

$ 11 -H /etc/inittab # this is the same as 11 /etc/inittab+ 
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root other 725 Dec 12 07:45 server 
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root other 650 May 25 15:53 client1 
-rwx--xr-x 1 root other 625 May 18 11:47 client2 
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The showcdf command displays the CDF element that is visible to the node on 
which you are logged in. If you are on systen1 server, the command, 

showcdf /etc/inittab 

will produce this result: 

/etc/inittab+/server 

Looking at Files Inside a CDF 

If you are on the cluster server (server) in the sample cluster, the command 

more /etc/inittab 

will display the contents of the file / etc/ ini ttab+ / server. To look at the 
ini ttab file for syst€ln client2 fron1 the cluster server, enter: 

more /etc/inittab+/client2 

Creating a CDF 

Suppose the Series 300 clients in the sample cluster shown in Chapter 2~ 
"U nderstanding Clusters", frequently run a floating-point-intensive program: 
/usr/local/bin/floatprog. The systems have different floating point 
hardware and require a different version of the program to take advantage of 
this. A CDF to allow each Series 300 client in the san1ple cluster to execute the 
version of the floating point progranl best suited to its hardware configuration 
would look like Figure 8-1. 
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/usr/local/bin/floatprog + 

I 
HP-MC68881 HP98248A HP98635A 

LG200181J)05 

Figure 8-1. CDF Structure Using Different Floating Point Hardware 

Assume you created the original floatprog on client 1, the machine with the 
HP MC68881 processor. 

You have since created two additional versions of the program. These versions 
are in the files /users/progs/fp48A and /users/progs/fp35. 

You can create a CDF and move the compiled versions of the progranl into it 
with the following commands: 

makecdf -c HP-MC68881 /usr/local/bin/floatprog 
mv /users/progs/fp48a /usr/local/bin/floatprog+/HP98248A 
mv /users/progs/fp35 /usr/local/bin/floatprog+/HP98635A 

(See makecdf (1) in the HP- UX Refennce for more informatiOll on makecdf 
and its options.) 

If ,vou tried to run floatprog from a cluster node without any of this floating 
point hardware you \vould receive the message: 

floatprog: file not found 

The default context attribute might help here: if you had a version of the 
program that requireclno floating point harclvv"are. you could place it in the 
CDI' uncleI' the element name default. and it would be seen by any node that 
did not have HP-MC68881. HP-98248A or HP-98635A in its context. (But make 
sure you read and understand the cautions about nlixing CDI' element types 
later in this chapter.) 

If you have a large group of files specific to a given cluster node or group of 
nodes. you may want to create a context-dependent directory. 
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Creating a CDF from a Regular File or Directory 

You need to be aware of what happens when you create a CDF out of an 
existing regular file, and what happens when you Inake a CDF out of an 
existing directory. The results of the second operation are not analogous to the 
first. 

File. If you make a cdf out of an existing flat file (regular HP- UX file), the 
contents of the flat file are copied to every element of the new CDF. vVe'll start 
with a flat file named /users/patrick/tryi t, which contains the line: 

You can try this yourself. 

(on "clientl") 

Is -H /users/patrick/tryit 
/users/patrick/tryit 
more /users/patrick/tryit 
You can try this yourself. 
makecdf /users/patrick/tryit 
Is -H /users/patrick/tryit 
client1 client3 clientS 
client2 client4 server 
more /users/patrick/tryit 
You can try this yourself. 

(file is not a CD F) 

(file is now a CDF 
with 6 elements) 

more /users/patrick/tryit+/client5 
You can try this yourself. 

(on ".server') 

more /users/patrick/tryit 
You can try this yourself. 

(contents were copied 

to each CDF elemEnt) 

{T sing the makecdf command (and defaulting all of the options). we have 
created a CDF named /users/patrick/tryi t+ with a separate element 
for each cluster node. The elenlents. by default. are narned after the first 
item in each duster node's context string: the node name. (See Chapter 2. 
"U nderstanding Clusters", in this n1anuaL under "vVhat Is Context". and the 
makecdf (1M) entry in the HP- UX Reference, for a full explanation.) 
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Directory. If you make a directory into a CDF~ however, the files in that 
directory are not copied to all the elements of the ne\v context-dependent 
directory. Instead~ they are moved into a directory whose name is the first 
context element you specify on the cOlllmand line (by nleans of the -c option). 
and empty directories are created for the other elements you specify. 

If you use the makecdf comlnand without specifying any elements (that is~ 
without using the -c option), the files are nl0ved into a directory whose name 
is the node name in the first entry in / etc/ clusterconf (usually the cluster 
server ). 

For more information~ see the makecdf (1M) entry in the HP- U)( Reference. 
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Creating a New Element of a CDF from a Regular File 

You can create a new elenlent of a context-dependent file (CDF) by copying or 
nl0ving a file to it. This is like creating a new file in an existing directory. 

Suppose you have a CDF /users/patriek/ edf. file with the single element 
client 1 (/users/patriek/ edf . f ile+ / client 1). 

You have a flat file (regular file) /users/patriek/z whose contents you 
would like to store in edf . file, such that they can normally be seen only 
by the cluster node server. In other words, you want to create the CDF 
element /users/patriek/ edf . f ile+ / server and place the contents of 
/users/patriek/z in it. You can do this as follows: 

cd /users/patriek 
mv z edf.file+/server 

This will work from any node in the cluster. 

If you are logged in to the cluster node server, then you can do this more 
simply: 

cd /users/patriek 
mv z edf.file 

This will create the element user/patriek/edf. file+/server. even though 
you have made no explicit reference to it. (This is called autocreation. which is 
explained in Chapter :2. --r llderstanding Clusters".) 

\Vhat will not work correctly is: 

mv z edf. file+ (don'f do this!) 

No matter what node you were on. this would add an element z to edf. file 
(/users/patriek/ edf . file+/z). \vhich would not be accessible by default 
from any node (unless you happened to have a node named z). 
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Moving a CDF 

\iVhen you move or copy a CDF l you can lose the CDF structure if you ~re not 
careful. Suppose you have a context-dependent file /users/patriek/ edf . file 
with elements server and client 1, and you are logged in to server. Now you 
do the following: 

(On "ser'ver-") 

cd /users/patriek 
showedf edf.file 
edf.file+/server 
mv edf.file zz 

You have moved those contents of edf . file that are specific to the node 
server (that iS l the file edf .file+/server)~ to the file zz, but zz is not a 
context-dependent file: 

(On "ser-ver-") 

showedf edf.file 
edf.file: Inaccessible 
Is -H zz 
zz 
Is -H edf.file 
elient1 

This may have been what you intended. If not. ~'ou can put things back the 
way they were: 

(On "SErver-") 

mv zz edf.file 
Is -H edf.file 
elientl server 
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If what you really want to do is to move the whole of edf . file (all the 
node-specific elements and the CDF structure itself) then you need to append a 
+ to the source file name: 

(on any cluster node) 

ed /users/patriek 
Is -H edf.file 
elient1 server 
mv edf.file+ zzy 
Is -H zzy 
elient1 server 
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Removing a CDF 

Caution Do not renlove systenl CDFs (those that are created by SAT'll). 

Context-dependent files (CDFs) are really directories 1 so in order to relnove one 
you need to remove the contents and structure in the same way as you would 
remove a directory and its files. 

Just as 

rm -rf notwanted 

gets rid of the directory notwanted and all its files, so 

rm -rf notwanted+ 

gets rid of the CDF notwanted and all its elements. 

Note the + escape character. which tells HP-UX you are addressing the full 
directory structure of the CDF. 

If you omit the trailing +, only one elenlent, corresponding to the node name 
or some other attribute of the cluster node you are logged in to, will be 
renloved. For example 1 if you are logged in to systelll serveL the command 
rm -rf notwanted will remove the elenlent server. If no server element 
exists, another element matching server's context, if any, will be removed: 
localroot, for exanlple. ("\Vhat Is Context" in Chapter 2, "Understanding 
Clusters". lists all the attributes in a cluster node's context in the order in 
which HP- UX commands look at them.) 
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Removing Elements from a CDF 

You can remove elements frOITI a context-dependent file (CDF), just as you can 
remove files from a directory. 

Caution Do not remove elements of system context-dependent files 
(those that are created by SAlVI). The instructions that follow 
are only for CDFs you create yourself. 

The rm command will remove the element of a context-dependent file that 
matches the context of the node you are logged in to. 

For example, if you are logged in to a cluster node whose name is server and 
/cdf .file is a CDF containing the element server, then 

rm /cdf.file 

will remove the element /cdf .file+/server. We call the elenlent server 
node-specific because it matches the context of only one node in the cluster (no 
two cluster nodes can have the same name). 

But CDFs can have element names that match the context of more than one 
cluster node. For example. the CDF shown in Figure 8-2 has the elements 
localroot and remoteroot. 

/cdf.file+ 

I 
local root remoteroot 

Figure 8-2. CDF with "Iocalroot" and "remoteroot" Elements 

The remoteroot element of this file can be seen b~! all the clients in the cluster. 
since they all share the remoteroot context attribute (see "\Vhat Is Context" 
in Chapter 2, "Understanding Clusters"). 
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If you remove the remoteroot element and then try to replace it, you lilay get 
an unexpected result. 

If you are logged in to a cluster client whose node name is elient2, the 
command, 

rm /edf.file 

will relil0ve / edf . file+/remoteroot. No client will now be able to see 
/edf .file (unless the user specifies /edf .file+/loealroot, the full path 
name of the remaining element). 

If, while still logged in to elient2, you now do the following, 

ep /tmp/newfile /edf.file 

/ edf . file+/ elient2 will be created by the autocreation mechanism explained 
in Chapter 2, "U nderstanding Clusters'~. The result will be the CDF shown in 
Figure 8-3. 

/cdf.file+ 

I 

client2 local root 

Figure 8-3. CDF with Mixed Elements 

If a user on elient1 now tries to list the file with Is / edf . file, she will not 
find it. 

This comes about because the autocreation mechanism creates elements named 
after the cluster node you're logged in to. unless you specify otherwise: the 
command, 

ep /tmp/newfile /edf.file+/remoteroot 

executed on elient2 (or any other cluster node), would have recreated the 
CD F shown in Figure 8- 2. 
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Removing an Element from a CDF that Has Mixed Elements 

J\1ixing types of elements in the saIne CDF can lead to confusion and 
unintended results~ particularly when you remove elements. 

Suppose for example you have the CDF shown in Figure 8-4. 

/cdf.file+ 

I 

server default local root william 

Figure 8-4. CDF with Mixed Element Types 

The commalld~ 

rm /edf.file 

executed on the root server (whose node name happens to be server). would 
first renl0ve the cluster-node-nanle element. / edf . file+/server; next tinle 
it would remove the cluster-node-type elenlent~ / edf . file+/loealroot; and 
the third time it would remove the default element. /edf .file+/default. 
('"\Vhat Is Context" in Chapter 2. ""U nderstanding Clusters~l 1 lists all the 
attributes in a cluster node's context in the order in which HP- UX commands 
look at them.) 

'{ou would need to remove all three elements (server. def aul t and 
loealroot) if you wanted / edf . file not to been by server. But if you 
wanted to remove onl~' a specific element (loealroot 1 for example. which is 
probably redundant). then you should specify the element explicitl~': 

rm /edf.file+/loealroot 

This fOrIn of the command would remove the loealroot element. and only 
that elenlent. no nlatter which computer in the cluster you were logged in to 
\\Then you issued the command. 
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Tips and Cautions 

This section sumn1arizes SOl1le of the most illlportant points to keep in lllind 
when working with context-dependent files. 

Do Not Change System CDFs 

Do not remove systel11 CDFs, and do not change the way SAlvI sets then1 up. 
HP does not support systenl CDFs whose structure you have changed. 

You can change the contents of configurable files, but do not remove CDF 
elements or change their names. 

Create Few CDFs 

In general, the fewer CDFs you create, the easier your systelll will be to 
adn1inister. 

Create Simple CDFs 

Make your CDFs as simple in structure as possible. 

Be wary of creating a CDF that: 

• Contains elements (such as remoteroot) that match more than one cluster 
node's context. 

• Contains some elements named for one type of context attribute (such as 
cluster node type) and other elements na.n1ed for another type of attribute 
(such as cluster node name). 

As the examples on the preceding pages show, creating complex CDFs can lead 
to results you may not expect when you are ren10ving elements or adding new 
ones. 

(See Chapter 2 ... r nclerstancling Clusters", under "\Yha t Is ContexC. 
for a list and explanation of context attributes, and for an explanation of 
the autocrealion mechanism which comes into effect \\'hen you are adding 
elements. ) 
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Be Careful when Moving CDFs or Creating Elements 

As the examples in the previous section show l you need to think carefully when 
llloving a CDF: you may inadvertently lose the hidden directory structure. 

SimilarlYl you need to think about what result you want when moving or 
copying a regular HP- UX file so as to create a CDF element. See "Creating a 
New Element in a CDF" in the previous section. 

Make sure you understand the au to creation mechanism, explained in Chapter 
2l "Understanding Clusters". 

Change Directories To See Inside a CDF 

When you need to examine or modify a CDF, the most straightforward way to 
deal with the entire set of elements is to change your current working directory 
to the CDF1s "hidden directory", for example: 

cd /cdf.file+ 

Note the + sign, which acts as an escape character, allowing you access to the 
directory structure of a CDF. Now the Is command will show you all the 
elements of / edf . file. 
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Administering Subsystems 

System Accounting 

/usr/adm is a CDF 1 to allow system accounting to be done for separately for 
each node in the cluster. 

Mail 

If your users will be sending mail to, or receiving it from, network nodes 
outside the cluster, you need to set up routing either through UUCP or ARPA 
Services . 

• To configure UUCP, follow directions in the manual Remote Access. 

Configure UUCP on the cluster server . 

• To configure mail via ARPA Services, follow directions for installing the 
sendmail utility in the manual Installing and Administering ARPA 5'ervices. 

Set up sendmail on the cluster server. 

Line-Printer Spooling 

A printer attached to an~' cluster node (the cluster server or an~' client) can be 
added to the line-printer spooler. Requests can be spooled from any cluster 
node. but the sched uler runs on the cluster root server only. even if spooled 
printers are attached to cluster clients. 

Details are in Chapter 12. "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster". 

UUCP 

Although all UUCP lines must be on the cluster server. rrcp transfers can 
be initiated from an~' cluster node. FUCP is described ill the mallual Runoft 

Acctss. 

Cron 

The /usr / spool/ cron directory is a context-dependent file. allowing cron to 
run independently on each cluster node. 
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System V IPC 

11essages 1 semaphores and shared memory are not distributed in a cluster. 

Disk Quotas 

Disk quotas are a means of controlling how much file systenl space a user can 
consunle. You can linlit both the nunlber of files a user can keep, and the total 
number of I-kilobyte blocks that he or she can consume. You set the limits by 
user and by file system. For each user, you set both a soft limit (a limit the 
user should not exceed) and a hard limit (a limit the user cannot exceed-file 
saves will fail). 

When a user exceeds her soft limit, for files or blocks, the system sends her a 
warning. How the system reacts when a user exceeds a limit differs slightly 
between a cluster root server (or standalone computer) on one hand, and 
cluster clients on the other. 

Users who exceed their limits will see the following behavior: 
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System Behavior When Disk Quotas Are Exceeded 

Where Linut Exceeded Systenl Response 
Logged 

In 

Root Soft limit for One warning whenever limit is exceeded. 
Server files 

Soft limit for One warning whenever limit is exceeded. 
blocks 

Hard limit for One warning when write is attempted. 
files 

Hard limit for One warning when write is attempted. 
blocks 

Client Soft limit for One warning whenever limit is exceeded. 
files 

Soft limit for Warning when limit is exceeded and on each new write (up 
blocks to maximum of one warning per minute) until usage falls 

below limit. 

Hard limit for One warning when write is attempted. 
files 

Hard limit for May permit one write above limit. 
blocks 

Turning on Disk Quotas for a Locally Mounted File System 

To turn on disk quotas on a locally mounted file system (a file system residing 
on a client's local disk). do the following: 8 

1. Log in to the client to \vhich the disk is attached. 

2. FollO\v directions in Chapter 6. "l\lanaging the File S ystelll ". in the Systf III 
Administration Tasks manual to set up disk quotas on this file systelll. 
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Some Special Cases 
This section covers miscellaneous cases which mayor may not apply to you. 
Read the first paragraph or two of each subsection to find out whether or not 
you need to read on. 

System Files, CDFs, and Symbolic Links 

CDFs are context-dependent files. You'll find a brief explanation and examples 
earlier in this chapter, and a more complete explanation in Chapter 2, 
"U nderstanding Clusters". System files and directories are those supplied on 
the HP-UX release tape or built during the update process. 

Symbolic Links allow you to make one file name point to another, and are 
useful when you want to move a file or directory but continue to refer to it 
under the old name. (See In (1) in the HP- U)( Reference). 

Read this section if one or more of the following apply: 

• You plan to move and symbolically link an HP- UX system file or directory 
that is a CDF. 

• You plan to 11love a system file or directory and symbolically link it to a path 
that contains CDFs. 

• "ou have ahead!' dOlle one or both of these or think that someone else has. 

If any of the above applies to you. the advice that follows will help :V011 avoid 
problems during your next system update. If you ignore the advice, the 
problems could be severe. 
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Rules and Guidelines 

Relnelnber that these rules apply to systelll files~ and to subs,vstellls and 
applications you install via update (1M) ~ but not to your own, "hollle-grown~' 
files. 

In generaL avoid turning a CDF into a sYlllbolic link or making a sYlllbolic link 
point to a CDF. If you must do so, follow these rules. 

Rule 1: Never Convert a CDF Itself to a Symbolic Link. Instead, convert the 
elelnents in the CDF to symbolic links. 

See Chapter 2, "Understanding Clusters", and earlier sections of the present 
chapter, for infonnation on the structure of CDFs. 

Rule 2: Expand CDF Paths. If at all possible~ avoid converting a file supplied 
by HP- UX into a symbolic link that points to a path containing CDFs; but if 
you must do this, then use the + character to expand all the CDF nallles in the 
path you use in creating the symbolic link. 

If there is more than one CDF in the path you are pointing to, then all the 
CDFs in that path must be expanded. 

See Chapter 2, "Understanding Clusters'~, and earlier sections of the present 
chapter. for examples of expanded path names. 

Recovering Device Files from Old Back-ups 

Read this only if one or more of the following apply: 

• YOll depend 011 device files being "generic" (see below) . 

• You create device files using methods other than those recoIllmended in 
Installing Peripllfral8 and ot her HP- UX documentation. 

By default, de\'ice files in a cluster are cluster-node-specific: each has a special 8 
field that identifies a particular cluster node (the server or a client) and only 
that node can use that file. This mechanism is analogous to. but not the sallle 
as. that used by context-dependent files (discllssed earlier in this chapter). 
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You can see this special identifying field by using the -H option to 11, as in the 
following exam pIe. 

# 11 -H /dev+/client1 
total 20 
cr'll'--'Il'--'Il'- 3 root other o OxOOOOOO client1 Dec 6 15:58 console 
crw-r'll'-r'll'- 1 root other 12 OxOOOOOO client1 Dec 6 14:33 crt 
cr'll'-r'll'-r'll'- 1 root other 19 Ox150000 client1 Dec 6 14:33 ether 
cr'll'-r~-r'll'- 1 root other 24 Ox000010 client1 Dec 6 14:33 hill 

# 11 -H /dev+/client2 
total 20 
cr'll'--'Il'--'Il'- 3 root other o OxOOOOOO client2 Dec 6 15:58 console 
cr'll'-r'll'-r'll'- 1 root other 12 OxOOOOOO client2 Dec 6 14:33 crt 
cr'll'-r'll'-r'll'- 1 root other 19 Ox150000 client2 Dec 6 14:33 ether 
cr'll'-r~-r'll'- 1 root other 24 Ox000010 client2 Dec 6 14:33 hill 

Bu t it is possible to create generic device files. These have a zero in the file 
name where the cluster node names (client1 and client2) are in the file 
names in the example, and they can be used by all cluster nodes. 

If you recover generic device files frOln a backup, HP-UX will rename them as 
cluster-node-specific device files using the name of the cluster node on which 
you are performing the recovery. 

This means, for example, that you can't use your cluster server to recover 
a device file intended for a cluster client: the file will get the server's node 
name and the client will not be able to use it. You will not be able to move 
or copy the file to give it the client's node nanle, but \vill have to re-create it 
by running mknod (1M), either with the cnode name option or on the client in 
question (cnode name defaults to the name of the current node). 

(It Inay still be worth recovering the file, though, to see the major and minor 
nUlilber information which lilay otherwise be difficult to get.) 
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9 
Backing Up Files in a Cluster 

Backing up a cluster is very much like backing up a multi-user machine: you 
need to schedule backups regularly and at a time when users will not be unduly 
inconvenienced. 

Chapter 8, "Backing Up and Restoring Your Data", in the System 
Administration Task.s manual, provides a complete introduction to system 
backup, and you should read that first if you are not used to doing backups. 

This chapter concentrates on those aspects of the task that are specific to 
clusters, and gives SOlne examples. 
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Guidelines for Cluster Backup 

• Back up a cluster as often as you would back up a multi-user machine that 
was being used for similar purposes. 

SOllle administrators find that a schedule of weekly full backups and nightly 
incremental backups works weIll but you must decide what is best for your 
systelu. The factors to consider are: 

o How valuable is the data (what is the cost of losing all or SOllle of it)7 

o How volatile is the data (how often does it change)7 

Data that is both critical to your business and highly volatile may well need 
to be fully backed up more often than once a week, whereas data that is 
relatively stable or less important may not require more than a monthly full 
backup. 

• Back up all the clusterls disks at the same tillle l whether they are attached 
to the server or to clients. 

An exception could be a locally mounted file system that contains a critical 
application and its data: in this case you might want to back up this file 
system more frequently than the cluster's other files. 

• For efficiency, do system backups from the cluster root server. 

Again. there may be an exception if you are backing up only the files on a 
cluster client's local disk. In this case it could be more efficient to do the 
backup from the client in question. This is possible only if the client has 
(physicall.\' attached to it) its own tape drive or other backup medium; you 
must be logged in to the node attached to the backup medium when you 
issue the backup cOlllmand. 

• Use cluster options when backing up a. cluster's files. 

The remainder of this cha.pter provides examples. 
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Cluster Backup: What's Different 

• The main difference between backing up a cluster and backing up a 
standalone nlachine is that clusters use files, called context-dependent files 
or CDFs~ whose contents differ depending on which 1nel11ber of the cluster is 
using theln. 

These files are really directories, containing separate files (elements) for 
individual computers in the cluster. For this reason, context-dependent files 
are sometimes referred to as "hidden directories". 

The exam pIes below show special options of standard HP -UX commands that 
will back up not only those elements that are specific to the node you are on 
(usually the cluster root server), but all other elements as well. 

Context-dependent files are explained in detail in Chapter 2, "Understanding 
Clusters~' . 

• The other point to remember about cluster backup is that you must run 
the backup from the cluster node to which the backup device (tape drive, 
optical disk, etc.) is attached. (This does not apply of course to network 
backups-backups over the network to a storage device attached to a remote 
computer. See Chapter 8, '"Backing Up and Restoring Your Data", in the 
System Administra.tion Ta.sks nlanuaL for inforI11ation on network backups.) 
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Sample Backup Commands 
This section contains examples of commands that will back up your 
cluster's files correctly, including the contents of "hidden directories" or 
context-dependent files. 

If you are not used to doing systen1 backups, or are planning to do a network 
backup, or need help in making a backup plan or deciding what kind of local 
storage device to use (DDS tape, cartridge tape, hard disk, optical disk), 
read Chapter 8, "Backing Up and Restoring Your Data", in the System 
Administration Tasks manual, before you go on. 

Note 1. Remember that you must issue the backup command from 
the node to which the backup device is attached (unless you 
are doing a network backup). 

2. Unless you have a good reason not to, you should do system 
backups frOlll the cluster root server. 
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fbackup Command 

vVhen backing up a cluster~s files with fbackup~ use the -H (for "Hidden~') 
option to back up the elements of context-dependent files which otherwise 
would not be accessible frOlll the node you are on. 

For more information on fbackup (1M) . refer to the HP- U){ Reference and to 
"Backing Up and Restoring Your Data~'. in the System Administration Tasks 
manual. 

Full Backup Example 

The following command does a full backup to DDS tape~ on the 
basis of entries in the file /usr/adm/fbackupfiles/graph and using 
device file / dev /rmt/Om. It creates an index of the backed-up files in 
/usr/adm/fbackupfiles/ful10804.90. 

Note Type the command all on one line. (If the line is too long. let it 
run on: don't press (Return ). ) 

fbackup -uHOf /dev/rmt/Om -g /usr/adm/fbackupfiles/graph 
-I /usr/adm/fbackupfiles/ful10804.90 

Incremental Backup Example 

The following command does an incremental (level 1) backup to DDS tape. 
on the basis of entries in the file /usr / adm/fbackupf iles/ graph and 
using device file /dev/rmt/Om. It creates an index of the backed-up files in 
/usr/adm/fbackupfiles/inc0809.90. 

Note Type the command allan one line. (If the line is too long, let it 
run all: dOll't press (Return ).) 

fbackup -uH1f /dev/rmt/Om -g /usr/adm/fbackupfiles/graph 
-I /usr/adm/fbackupfiles/inc0809.90 
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tcio and epio Commands 

You need to use the find(1) command with the -hidden option when backing 
your system with cpio(1) and tcio(1). 

The following example backs up the entire file systenl to cartridge tape, using 
device file / dev /update . src. 

cd / 

find . -hidden -print I cpio -ocx I tcio -0 /dev/update/src 

SAM 

You can use SAlVI (the System Administration Manager utility) to do cluster 
backups. 

The procedure is the saIne as for a standalone machine, as described under 
"Backing Up Your System Using SAlVI" in Chapter 8, "Backing Up and 
Restoring Your Data" , in the System Admi'nistration Tasks manual-with 
one exception: SAlvi allows you to choose whether or not to back up all the 
elements of context-dependent files. 

Normally you will want to back up all elements, and in this case you don't need 
to do anything because the option is set to do this by default. 

If you change the default. SAlvI will back up only those elenlents of 
context-dependent files that are specific to the cluster node you are logged in to 
(for example, if you are logged in to the cluster root server, SAl'd would back 
up onl~! the server's version of /etc/inittab, not the clients'). If for some 
reason you want to do this. click on the option labelled Back up all elements 
of context dependent files under Set Additional Parameters in the Add 
an Automated Backup or Backup Files Interactively step menu. 

Unless you are doing a network backup (backing up the cluster's files to a 
remote computer over the network) you must run SA1I on the computer to 
\v hich the backup device (t ape drive. optical disk. etc.) is physically' attached: 
normally this should be the cluster root server. 

For information on net\vork backups, see Chapter 8. "Backing Up and 
Restoring Your Data" , in the System Administration TClsks manual. 
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Recovery 

You do not need any special options to recover a cluster's files from a backup. 

For exanlple, to recover a cluster's entire file system backed up to DDS tape 
with the fbackup(1M) utility, you would use a command like this: 

frecover -rf /dev/rmt/Om 

You can also use SAlvI to recover backed-up files, as described in Chapter 8, 
"Backing Up and Restoring Your Data", in the System Administration Tasks 
manual. 
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Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and 
Cluster Nodes 

10 

This chapter explains how to boot and shut down a cluster, and how to boot 
and shut down individual nodes. 

Cluster clients boot over the LAN frOln kernels stored in the cluster server's 
disk space. Booting a client for the first time is described in Chapter 5, 
"Adding Cluster Clients". After that, booting cluster nodes is fairly simple; see 
"Booting the Server" and "Booting a Cluster Client", later in this chapter. 

When you shut down cluster nodes, there are four different cases that you need 
to recognize and handle appropriately: 

• Shutting down the cluster server (root server). 

This shuts down the entire cluster. See "Shutting Down a Cluster'" later in 
this chapter. 

• Shutting down a cluster client that has no local disk, or has a disk which is 
being used only for that clienes local swap. 

This is the sinlplest case. 

See "Shutting Down a Simple Client", later in this chapter. 

• Shutting down an auxiliary file server. 

An auxiliar!" file server is a client whose local disk space is being used for 
file space. \Vhen you shut down an auxiliary file server. you automatically 
unmount the file system on the local disk. See "Shutting Down an Auxiliary 
File Server", later in this chapter. which also covers the case of a client whose 
local disk is being used both for a file system and distributed swap (that is, 
swap space which is being used by other clients). 

• Shutting down an auxiliary swap server. 

An auxiliary swap server is a client whose local disk space is being used by 
other clients for swap space (distributed swap space). Shutting down an 
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auxiliary swap server shuts down the clients that are swapping to this client's 
disk space. See -'Shutting Down an Auxiliary Swap Server", later in this 
chapter. 
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Booting a Cluster 
To boot a cluster you first boot the root server~ then boot the clients. 

Booting the Root Server 
Boot the root server just as you would a standalone machine. 

For details, see Chapter 3, "Starting and Stopping HP-UX" in the System 
Administration Tasks manual, HP part nUlnber B1864-90010. 
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Booting a Cluster Client 

Before you boot a cluster client 1 check that all the following conditions are 
true: 

• You have added this computer to the cluster. 

See Chapter 51 "Adding Cluster Clients~l. 

• The cluster server has completed its boot sequence and is in nlulti-user mode. 

You can check by entering the command: 

who -r 

You should see something like this: 

system boot Apr 5 09:33 2 o s 

The column that matters is the third from the right, which contains the 
numeral 2 in the above example, indicating multi-user mode. 

If your root server is in single-user mode, you'll see something like this: 

run-level S Apr 5 13:58 S 1 2 

To change from single-user to multi-user model enter the conlmand: 

init 2 

• If the client you are booting will swap to another client (a swap server). 
be sure that the swap server has completed its boot sequence and is in 
multi-user mode. 

• The client is part of only one cluster. 

This means that onl~' one cluster root server on the LAN has an entry in its 
/ etc/ clusterconf file for this cluster client. 

This is not a requirement (see below). but it makes things simpler. 

• No disk attached to the client that you are booting contains a bootable 
systelll. 

This is not a requirement (see below). but it nlakes things simpler. 

Once you've made sure the client meets all these conditions~ you can begin the 
boot process. 
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1. Turn on power to the cOlnputer. 

2. Allow the systeln to boot in unattended mode (that is~ do nothing until the 
boot process is complete). 

\\Then the cluster client displays a login promptl it is ready for use. 

Cluster Client Doubling as Standalone System 

If the cluster client will double as a standalone workstation I and therefore 
has a boatable system on a disk that is attached to it l you must always boot 
the client in attended mode and choose the operating system you need (as 
described under "Preparing To Add a Series 300/400 Client" in Chapter 51 
"Adding Cluster Clients"). 

Setting up a client this way will complicate the task of administering the 
cluster: don't do it unless you have a good reason to. 

Cluster Client Belonging to More than One Cluster 

If the cluster client will belong to more than one cluster (that iS 1 has an entry 
in more than one cluster server's /etc/clusterconf) you must always boot 
the client in attended mode and choose the operating system you need (as 
described under "Preparing To Add a Series :300/400 Clienf' in Chapter 5. 
"Adding Cluster Clients"). 

Setting up a client this way will conlplicate the task of administering the 
cluster: don't do it unless you have a good reason to. 
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Shutting Down a Cluster 

Caution Shutting down the cluster root server shuts down the entire 
cluster. 

To shut down the cluster: 

1. Log in to the cluster root server as superuser. 

2. Be sure that you are in the root directory by entering the command: 

ed I 

3. Shut down the system using the command: 

letelshutdown -h 

Note You do not have to shut down the cluster clients individually 
before shutting down the cluster server. If clients are still up 
and running when you issue the shutdown command on the 
server 1 the server's console will display warnings to that effect 
and the system will wait an additional grace period to allow 
client users time to log out. If you want the server to shut 
dmvn as quickly as possible. shut down the clients first. 

The remainder of this chapter deals with shutting down cluster 
clients. 
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Shutting Down a Cluster Client 

Caution How you shut down a cluster client depends on whether or not 
the client has a local disk, and how that disk is being used. 

• If the cluster client has no local disk. follow directions under 
"Shutting Down a Sinlple Clienf', later in this chapter. 

• If the cluster client has a local disk which it is using for swap, 
and no other client is swapping to that disk, follow directions 
under "Shutting Down a Simple Clienf', later in this chapter. 

• If the cluster client has a local disk which is being used for a 
file system, or for a combination of swap and a file system, 
follow directions under "Shutting Down an Auxiliary File 
Server", later in this chapter. 

• If the cluster client has a local disk which other clients are 
using for swap, but there is no file system on the disk, follow 
directions under "Shutting Down an Auxiliary Swap Server", 
later in this chapter. 
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Allowing Users Shutdown Capabilities 

A user does not need to be superuser to halt or reboot a cluster node. You can 
use the / etc/ shutdown. allow file to give permission for specific users to shut 
down specific computers in the cluster. 

vVhat you will probably want to do is to allow the "owners" of workstations 
in the cluster to shut down their own local nodes. You give this permission 
by entering the user login name and the cluster node name in the file 
/etc/shutdown.al101iiT. For example, to allow user fred to shut down 
client1, make the following entry in /etc/shutdown. allow: 

client1 fred 

The superuser, and possibly other users, will need to be able to shut down all 
the cluster nodes, and you may want to allow some cluster nodes to be shut 
down by anyone. You can use a wildcard character in such cases; for example, 
the following entry in / etc/ shutdown. allow allows the superuser to shut down 
all the cluster nodes: 

+ root 

For more infornlation, see shutdown (1M) in the HP- U.l Reference. 
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Caution Be careful when adding entries to /etc/shutdown.allow. This 
is how it works: 

• If / etc/ shutdown. allow does not exist. or exists and 
is empty (the default), then the superuser, and only the 
superuser, can shut down any cluster node. 

• If / etc/ shutdown. allow is not enlpty, then only the users 
listed in it can execute the shutdown command, and they can 
shut down only those systenls listed beside their login names. 

If you use / etc/ shutdown. allow, you must make sure that it 
contains all the permissions you need to grant, including the 
superuser login and the systems the superuser can shut down. 

• An entry in / etc/ shutdown. allow allows an ordinary user 
to halt or reboot the system named, but not to bring it 
down to single-user state. This capability is reserved for the 
superuser. 
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Shutting Down a Simple Client 

The tenn simple client refers to a client that you can shut down without 
affecting any other cluster nodes. A simple client 

• Has no local disk 

or 

• Has a local disk which is being used only for swap, and only by that client. 

Shut down a simple client as follows: 

1. Log in to the cluster client. 

You need not log in as superuser to shut down a cluster client if your login 
name is matched with this systenl in / etc/ shutdown. allow. See "Allowing 
Users Shutdown Capabilities", earlier in this chapter. 

2. Change directories to the root directory using the command: 

cd / 

3. Make sure that any other users of this cluster client have logged off. 

4. Shut down the system: 

shutdown -h 
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Shutting Down an Auxiliary File Server 

An auxiliary file server is a cluster client that has a disk attached to it that 
contains a file syste111. 

Shutting do\vn an auxiliary file server will autOlllatically Ulllllount any file 
system on the local disk( s). 

Use the procedure that follows to shut down a client whose local disk space is 
being used for: 

• A locally mounted file system 

or 

• A locally lllounted file system and distributed swap space (swap space used 
by other clients). 

Caution 1. Make sure that users of clients with local disks do not shut 
down their computers unless it's safe to Un1110unt any locally 
mounted file systems. 

2. If the local disk or disks also contain swap space that 
is being used by other clients, shutting down the client 
that has the disk will also shut down the clients that are 
swapping to it. Users of clients with local disks 111ust not 
shut down their computers until it~s safe to shut down all 
other clients that are swapping to the local disk space. 
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Shut down an auxiliary file server as follows: 

Do this on the client that has the disk attached to it. 

1. Log in to the client with the local disk. 

Note You need not log in as superuser to shut down a cluster 
client if your login name is Inatched with this systeln in 
/ete/shutdown.allow. See "Allowing Users Shutdown 
Capabilities", earlier in this chapter. 

You do need to be superuser, however, to override msgno when 
warning users to vacate locally mounted file systems, as shown 
in the next step. (Msgno prevents messages being written to the 
screen. ) 

2. Get all users out of the file systeln(s) in question. 

For exam pIe: 

/ete/cwall 

FILE SYSTEM /users2 ABOUT TO BE UNMOUNTED! 

IF YOU'RE WORKING ANYWHERE UNDER /users2, 
SAVE YOUR FILES AND CHANGE DIRECTORIES NOW!! 

[CTRL] D 

A file systenl can't be unmounted as long as anyone (or any progran1) has 
their working directory in any branch of the file system. 

If you need to check which file systems are mounted locally, use mount -1, 

fete/mount -1 

You should see one or more entries like this: 

/users2 on /dev/dsk/e1dOs8 read/write on Thu Apr 5 09:11:53 1990 

This shows locally mounted file system( s) and the associated device file( s). 
In this example, the file system /users2 is associated with device file 
/dev/dsk/e1dOs8. 
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(This option of mount (1M) does not show file systel11s mounted via NFS 
mount, and those file systems will not automatically be un1110unted when 
the client is shut down. / etc/mount - L shows all file systel11s that can be 
unmounted fr0111 this client, including file systems 1110unted via NFS 1110unt.) 

Caution If your local disk is also being used as swap space by other 
clients, shutting down your client will also shut down the clients 
that are swapping to your disk. Warn the users of those clients 
too. 

3. Shut down the cluster client: 

fete/shutdown -h 
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Shutting Down an Auxiliary Swap Server 

An auxiliary swap server is a cluster client that has a local disk to which other 
members of the cluster are swapping. (vVe use the term distributed swap to 
describe this kind of swapping.) When you shut down an auxiliary swap server, 
you shut down all the cluster clients that are swapping to its disk space. 

If you're shutting down a client whose local disk is being used for a locally 
mounted mounted file system as well as distributed swap, follow the procedure 
under "Shutting Down an Auxiliary File Server", earlier in this chapter, 
instead. 

To shut down an auxiliary swap server, do the following. 

Caution Shutting down an auxiliary swap server shuts down all cluster 
clients that are swapping to this auxiliary server's local disk(s). 

Do this on the client that has the local disk. 

1. Log in to the client that has the local disk. 

Note You need not log in as superuser to shut down a cluster 
client if your login name is matched with this system in 
/ete/shutdown.allow. See "Allowing Users Shutdown 
Capabilities", earlier in this chapter. 

2. Shut down the auxiliar~' server: 

fete/shutdown -h 
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Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node 

Chapter 2, "Constructing an HP- UX System", in the System Administration 
Tasks manual, explains in general when you need to reconfigure an HP- UX 
kernel, and how to do it. If you are new to system administration, or not 
used to reconfiguring the kernel, you may want to stop and look through that 
chapter now to get an idea of what's involved. 

This chapter deals with those aspects of kernel configuration that are unique 
to clusters: things you lllust do differently if you're modifying a cluster node's 
kernel as opposed to a standalone computer's kernel. 
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How Kernel Files Are Stored in a Cluster 

Each nlember of a cluster (the server and each cluster client) has its own 
kernel, which is stored as an element of the context-dependent file /hp-ux+. 
For example, if a cluster consists of three computers named server, client1, 
and client2, /hp-ux+ will have the following structure: 

Ihp-ux+ 

I 
client 1 server client2 

LG2001 81_ 002a 

Figure 11-1. Structure of Kernel File /hp-ux+ 

This nleans that if a client's node name is client 1, the full pathname of its 
kernel file will be /hp-ux+ / client 1. though when you're logged in to client 1 
you would normally access this file simply as /hp-ux. 

Context-dependent files are explained ill detail in Chapter 2, '''Fnderstanding 
Clusters". ill this manual. 
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When Do You need To Modify The Kernel? 
You may need to modify the cluster server's kernel for any of the reasons 
described in Chapter 2, "Constructing an HP- UX System", in the System 
Administration Tasks n1anual. but if you have to modify a client's kernel. it v.lill 
probabl,v be for one of these reasons: 

• To configure a local disk for swap and/or a file systen1. 

Read the "Rules and Guidelines" below, then follow the procedure for adding 
a local disk in Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster", in this manual. 

• To configure other local peripherals such as a tape drive or printer. 

Read the "Rules and Guidelines" below, and the notes and examples for 
tape drives or printers and plotters in Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to a 
Cluster" , in this manual. 

Chapter 9, "Managing Printers and Printer Output", in the System 
Administration Tasks manual. has cookbook procedures for adding printers 
and plotters. If you're already fan1iliar with the task of adding a local printer 
or plotter to a cluBtn' client and understand how spooling works in a cluster, 
you can probably go straight fron1 here to those procedures; but don't skip 
the material in the present manual if you haven't alread:v read it. 
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• To add or delete an HP-UX subsystem. 

Caution If you are adding or deleting NFS or CDFS (CD-ROIVI file 
systen1s), follow directions under "Adding and Deleting CDFS 
and NFS" later in this chapter. 

o The normal way to add HP-UX subsystems is to use the update(1M) 
utility: see Installing and Updating HP- UX. 

o If you only need to configure the subsystem in to the kernel (that is, if the 
subsystem software itself is already on your systen1 and is compatible with 
the current kernel), you can use SAlVI. 

Even in this case, however, we recommend that whenever possible you use 
update and the update source (tape, disk or network server) fron1 which 
you last updated the system. This will ensure that the software and the 
kernel are compatible. Update will reconfigure the kernel for you in the 
process of adding the software. 

o To remove a subsystem from the kernel, use SAJ\1, following directions 
in Chapter 2. "Constructing an HP-UX System". in the System 
Administration Tash:s manua1. 

)'01I may also occasionally want to modify a client·s kernel parameters. There's 
a simple example later in this chapter. 
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Rules And Guidelines 
The procedures for modifying the kernel of a cluster server or cluster client are 
the SaIne as for a standalone machine. so long as you follow these rules: 

• 11ake sure you are logged in (directly or remotely) to the cluster node whose 
kernel is to be 1110dified. 

Otherwise you will modify the wrong kernel. 

• Never copy a client's kernel to jSYSBC!{UPf 

Otherwise you will overwrite the backup copy of the cluster server's kernel. 
This is because /SYSBCKUP is not a context-dependent file, and by HP-UX 
convention it is reserved for the cluster server. 

To make a copy of a client's kernel, copy it to a name unique to the client. 
For example, for a cluster client named client1 you might call the backup 
kernel /sysbckup. client1. 

Note When you use SAlvI to do a task that involves reconfiguring the 
cluster server's kernel, SAlvI copies the old kernel to /SYSBCKUP 

for you; but on a client, SAlvI does not copy the old kernel at 
all, so you need to do this yourself before running SAJ\,1. 

• Install one kernel before modifying the next. 

vVhen you need to modify more than one cluster node's kerneL install each 
ne\\' kernel in /hp-ux before you start to modify the next. 

You need to do this because the working files output by the HP- UX 
utilities that build the kernel are not context-dependent files: they are 
overwritten each time ~:ou reconfigure an~' cluster nodE' 's kernel. For example. 
/ etc/ conf /hp-ux is overwritten each time you modify any cluster node's 
kernel. This happens whether or not you use SA),!. 

If you're using SA)'1. SA~I will offer to install t he new kernel for you: make 
sure you accept this option before leaving SAI\I if you 're abou t to lllodif~' 
another cluster node's kernel. 
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• Use / etc/ conf / df ile as the source file for regenerating the kernel. 

In a cluster, /etc/conf/dfile is a context-dependent file with the Sal1le 
structure as /hp-ux (shown earlier in this chapter): there is a separate 
element for each mel1lber of the cluster. This ensures that when you edit 
/etc/conf/dfile on one node. you don't overwrite another node's dfile. 

If for SOl1le reason you need to use sonle other nallle for your kernel source 
file, make sure you do two things: 

o Give the source file a name that uniquely identifies this cluster node, for 
example dfile. client1. 

o Copy this other source file to /etc/conf/dfile as soon as possible after 
generating the kernel. 

Caution On all systems, whether or not they belong to a cluster, 
/ etc/ conf / df ile should lllatch the running kernel; systelll 
software depends on it. 

When you use SAM to modify a cluster node's kernel, SAl\!I, by default, 
overwrites that node's version /etc/conf/dfile so that it reflects the new 
kernel. See "Example: Changing Kernel Paranleters on a Cluster Cluster 
Client". later in this chapter. for details . 

• Beware of CDFS (CD-ROlVi file systems) and NFS! 

Don't boot a cluster node (server or client) from a kernel that contains 
CDFS or NFS unless all the currentl;' running cluster kernels have it: 
conversely, don't boot a cluster node from a kernel that does not have CDFS 
or NFS unless all the other kernels don't have it. 

See the next section. "Adding and Deleting CDFS and NFS". 
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Adding and Deleting CDFS and NFS 

The following subsystenls Inust be configured into all or none of the cluster 
nodes' kernels (into the server's kernel and every client's kernel or else into 
none of the kernels): 

• NFS 
• CDFS (the subsystem "driver" for CD-RO:rvI file systems) 

Caution If one of these subsystems is configured into the server's kernel, 
but not into one or more of the clients', then the affected 
clients will panic when you try to boot them. 

Proceed as follows. 

• To add NFS to the cluster's software, use the HP- UX utility update (1M). 
Update will load the software and configure the cluster node's kernels 
correctly. 

See Chapter 14, "Updating a Cluster", in this manuaL and Installing and 
Updating HP- UX, for more infornlation. 

• To remove NFS from the kernel, or to add or delete CDFS, use SA1'I, 
following the procedure on the next page. 
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To configure CDFS into the cluster, or remove CDFS or NFS from the cluster, 
do the following. 

1. Make a backup copy of each cluster client's kernel. 

a. Log in to the client as su peruser. 

b. Copy /hp-ux to a backup file (not /SYSBCKUP). For exanlple: 

cp /hp-ux /sysbckup. client1 (Use a name that will identify this client) 

2. Reconfigure the root server's kernel. 

When you have backed up each client's kernel, do the following: 

a. Log in to the root server as superuser. 

b. Use SA]\i{ to configure the subsystem into the root server's kernel, or 
remove the subsystem from the kernel (as appropriate). 

c. Have SA]\i[ regenerate and install the new kernel. 

3. Have SAlVi reconfigure the clients' kernels. 

SA]\i{ will now offer to run a script on each cluster client to generate and 
install new kernels, compatible with the root server's. Proceed as follows: 

a. Iviake sure all the clients are booted to the cluster. 

b. Respond (Yes) to have SAJvl regenerate the clients' kernels and install 
then1 in /hp-ux. 

c. \Vait for all the scripts running on the clients to complete. 

SAl\1 will keep you infonned about the status of the scripts running on 
the clients. 

\Vhen a script completes on a given client, the new kernel will be 
installed in that client" s version of /hp-ux (see "How Kernel Files Are 
Stored in a Cluster", at the beginning of this chapter). and the client's 
version of / etc/ conf / df ile will reflect the change. 
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d. Reboot the server. 

SA~d will do this for you, or you can get out of SAllvI and do it yourself 
if you prefer. In either case, SAlVI will install the server's new kernel in 
/hp-ux. 

The clients will reboot fron1 their ne\\' kernels. 
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Example: Changing Kernel Parameters on a Cluster Client 
You may want to use the following example as a tutorial to help you get used 
to the kernel portion of SAllv! and to find out how SAM uses and changes the 
kernel files. 

Suppose you want to increase the nunlber of lines of simulated ternlinal 
memory available on your cluster client's console. The paralneter in question is 
scroll_lines. (This parameter does not affect X Windows, only the Internal 
Terminal Emulator (ITE) which is in operation, for example, on the system 
console when you first boot the workstation.) 

To change scroll_lines from the default, 100 lines, to 200 lines, follow these 
steps. 

Caution Do this on the cluster client whose kernel you are going to 
nlodify. 

1. Copy /hp-ux to a backup file (not /SYSBCKUP). For example: 

cp /hp-ux / sysbckup. client 1 (Use a name that will identify this client) 

Note /SYSBCKUP is reserved for the cluster server's backup kernel. 

2. Run SANL 

Log in as superuser and enter: 

/usr/bin/sam 

If :VOll have not used SA~I before. the tutorial in Chapter 1. "Introduction 
to System Administration". in the Syston Adnlinistration Tash's manual. 
will help get you acquainted with it. 
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3. Select: 

Kernel Configuration 

then 

Configurable Parameters 

You ~ll see a screen that allows you to change an.Y or all of the configurable 
paralneters. 

Systeln paranleters and their meanings are documented in Appendix A, 
"System Parameters", in the System Administiation Tasks manual. 

4. Change the value for scroll_lines to 200: 

a. Select the scroll lines paranleter fronl the list. 
b. Pull down the Actions menu and select 

ModifyConfigu:rableParameter .... 

c. Put the cursor in the text edit field and type in 200. 
d. Press the (OK) button. 
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Caution Before you go on to the next step, make sure all other users of 
this cluster client are logged off. 

If this is an auxiliary swap server, rebooting it will also reboot 
the other clients swapping to its local disk space. 

If this is an auxiliary file server, you will not be able to reboot 
it if any users or programs have files open in the locally 
mounted file systenls. 

See Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and 
Cluster Nodes", for details. 

5. Let SAM rebuild and install the kernel and reboot the system for you: 

a. Pull down the Actions menu and select Create a New Ke:rllel. 

b. Choose~) in the confirmation box. 
c. Select Create a new kernel now . 

d. Select Move the kernel into place and reboot the system now . 

e. Press the [OK] button. 
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SA~I now does the following: 

1. Calls conf ig and make to build a new kernel. 

2. Installs the ne,v kernel. 

SAlvI moves the new kernel into the context-dependent file /hp-ux, as 
/hp-ux+ / cl1.lster _nodename. 

For exanlple, on a cluster node naIlled clienti, the SAlVI writes out a new 
kernel file whose full pathname is /hp-ux+ / client 1. 

3. Saves the corresponding dfile (by default) as / etc/ conf / df ile. 

This too is a context-dependent file; on clienti, its full pathname would be 
/etc/conf/dfile+/clienti. 

Note If you opt not to have SAlVI overwrite your existing 
/etc/conf/dfile, SAM saves the dfile as 
/etc/conf/dfile. SAM instead. 

SAJ\1 lets you save the dfile under this alternative name 
in case the old /etc/conf/dfile contains comments 
you want to keep. If so, you should copy the comments 
into / etc/ conf / df ile . SAM and move the resulting file to 
/etc/conf/dfile as soon as possible because other HP-UX 
software expects / etc/ conf / dfile to reflect the running 
kernel. 

/ etc/ conf /dfile. SAM is not a context-dependent file, and will 
be overwritten next time you reconfigure the kernel for any 
cluster node. 

-1. Reboots the cluster client. activating the ne'v kernel. 
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If the New Kernel Doesn't Boot 
If the boot fails after you have regenerated the kernel, you can boot fronl a 
backup kernel. How you do this depends on whether the kernel belongs to 
the cluster root server or a cluster client. See "Booting the Root Server from 
the Backup Kerner' and "Booting a Cluster Client fro1n the Backup Kernel", 
below. 

After booting, you should try to diagnose what went wrong. Use Solving 
HP- U~Y Problems, HP part number B2355-90030 to assist you. (See Chapter 4, 
"Diskless Cluster Problenls", and Chapter 5, "System Boot-Up Problems", in 
that manual) 

Booting the Root Server from the Backup Kernel 

Boot a cluster server from the backup kernel (nornlally /SYSBCKUP; it will 
definitely be /SYSBCKUP if you used SAM to generate and install the kernel). 
You'll find directions in Chapter 2, "Constructing an HP- UX System", in the 
System Administration Tasks manual. 

Once the root server has rebooted, all the clients should come back up 
automatically. 

Booting a Cluster Client from the Backup Kernel 

If the boot fails when you are trying to update a cluster client's kernel, do not 
boot using /SYSBCKUP. /SYSBCKUP contains the server's backup kernel. 

Instead, log in to the cluster root server and move the file you saved as the 
backup kernel (for exanlple /sysbckup. client1) to the client's element of the 
context-dependent file /hp-ux. 

For example, gi\"en a client named client1 and a backup kernel file named 
/ sysbckup. client L you ~d enter 

mv /sysbckup.client1 /hp-ux+/client1 

This \vill replace the kernel that won't boot with the backup kerneL and nO\v 
the client should boot. 

(For an explanation of context-dependent files, see Chapter 2, "Understanding 
Clusters" .) 
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12 
Adding Peripherals To A Cluster 

This chapter explains how to add peripherals to the server and clients in a 
cluster. It covers the options and restrictions, and their implications, and 
provides some examples of adding peripherals. 

"Peripherals" in this chapter refers specifically to the following: 

l. Disk drives 

2. Tape drives 

3. Printers / plotters 

4. Modenls 

.5. Terminals 

Depending on the peripheral itself. and how and where you add it in the 
duster. a peripheral ma~; be available to all users of the duster. or may be 
restricted to users logged in to the duster node it's attached to. This means 
that you should plan carefull~' before adding a gi\'en piece of hardv.:are to a 
particular node. 

Use Table 12-1 as a starting point. thell read the part of this section that 
explains the rules for the peripheral you're interested in. then go on to "Adding 
Peripherals to the Cluster Root Server" or "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster 
Client" for procedures, examples, and some further advice. 

-'fou will also need to read the section dealing with the particular model of 
peripheral you \vant to add ill the Installing Pfripllfral::; manual. 
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How Clusters Support Different Peripherals 
An HP-UX cluster conlbines the advantages of a multi-user systenl and a 
workstation, providing each user access to a pool of I/O and storage resources, 
while reserving the power of each workstation's processor to one person (or to a 
sluall group of ternlinal users). 

In Inost cases, you can attach a given peripheral either to the root server or to 
any cluster client. Depending on the type of peripheral, its resources will be: 

• automatically available to all members of the cluster (as with a file system on 
a disk); 

or 

• exclusively available to the cluster node the peripheral is attached to (as with 
a tape drive); 

or 

• configurable either way (as with swap). 

The remainder of this section explains the choices and the rules for attaching 
peripherals to cluster nodes. 
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Shared vs. Exclusive Resources 

Table 12-1 shows the choices you have for distributing peripheral resources in a 
cluster. In this table, the "Shared?~' column sho"\vs w'hether the resource can be 
shared with other nodes in the cluster. while the "Exclusive?~' colullln shows 
whether the resource can be privately owned by the cluster node ies attached 
to. A "yes ~~ in both colunlns llleans that the resource (a printer for example) 
can be configured to be either shared or exclusive. 

Table 12-1. Availability of Resources in a Cluster 

Resource Shared? Exclusive? Comments 

Disk drives: 

file systems Yes No Always shared, no matter where disk 
drive is attached. Root must be on 
server's disk. 

device swap Yes Yes Server's swap usually shared, Client's 
swap on local disk can be exclusive or 
shared. 

file system swap Yes Yes Root server and clients can enable file 
system swap only to their own disks. 

Tape drives No Yes A vailable only to users logged in to the 
node where the drive is attached. 

Printers, Yes Yes Spooled printers can be attached to any 
plotters node and are available to all. Unspooled 

printers available only to local node. 

Modems No Yes A vailable only to users logged in to the 
node \\,here the modem is attached . 
. Modems used with eu and uuep 
supported only on root server, 

Terminals ~o Yes Users log in on local node. Can rlogin to 
other nodes. 

The following pages explain the rules for each type of peripheral. 
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Disk Drives 

You can attach disk drives to the cluster server and to any client. Whether the 
space on a given disk is shared or not depends on how you define that space. 

As with any disk under HP-UX, disk space on a drive attached to a cluster 
client can be used for file systelll( s), or swap space, or a combination of the 
two. 

Swap Space 

The rules governing swap in a cluster are: 

• You must configure a swap area on a disk attached to the cluster root server. 

o The server must swap to this swap area. 

o Any or all clients may also swap to this swap area. 

• You can configure additional swap space on any disk attached to any client. 

o Other clients can swap to this swap area. 

A client to whose disk other clients are swapping is called an auxiliary 
swap server or swap server. Shutting down a swap server shuts down all 
t he clients t hat are s\\'apping to its disk space. (For more infonnation on 
this. see Chapter 10. "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster 
Kodes·· ). 

\Ve'11 call this kind of swap distributed swap when we need to distinguish 
it from shared swap on the root server's disk. 

o A swap server must swap to its own local disk. 

o The cluster root server cannot swap to a client's local disk. 

• Each cluster node IllUst swap to only one node's disk space. 

For example. a client cannot have its primary swap area on the server's disk 
and secondar:v swap on its own or another client's disk. 
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• File systenl swap can be configured on the root server's disk and on any 
client's disk. 

o A client must be configured to swap to its own disk space before you can 
configure file system swap in that disk space. 

o You lllust be logged in to the node that has the disk (root server or 
auxiliar:v server) to enable swap to a file systeIll that physically resides on 
that disk. 

For example, in the cluster shown in Figure 12-1, a little later in this 
chapter, server cannot enable swapping to /users/fred or /users/ joe. 

o Once a root server or auxiliary server has enabled swapping to a file 
systenl, all nodes swapping to this root or auxiliary server will swap to 
that file systelll. 

For example, in the cluster shown in Figure 12-1, a little later in this 
chapter. if client1 is a swap server for client2, and client1 enables 
swapping to the locally mounted file systeIll /users/fred, then both 
client1 and client2 will start swapping to /users/fred. 

See "Setting up Swap to an Auxiliary Server", under "Local Disks" later in 
this chapter, for inforIllation on setting up swap to another client~s local 
disk space. Directions for setting up file systeIll swap are in Chapter 7, 
".Managing S'wap Space", in the System Administration Tash's manua1. 

File system swap in a cluster conforms to the sanle rules as device swap: 
each node still swaps to only one node~s disk space, and root and auxiliary 
servers swap to their own disk space. 

Summary. 

• The cluster root server must ahvays swap to its own disk space. 

• Auxiliar:v swap servers must also swap to their o\vn disk space. 

• A cluster client that is not an auxiliary swap server can swap to anyone of 
the following: 

o Its own local disk space. 
o The cluster root server's disk space. 
o Another client's disk space (if that client is swapping there). 
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File Space 

All file systenls are shared in a cluster. A client with a local disk can, if you so 
decide, keep exclusive access to stoap space on the disk, but any file syste171 
you configure on the disk nlust be mounted to the cluster's global file systenl 
tree (whose root must be on the cluster root server's root disk) and as such is 
autoluatically available to all the other nodes. A cluster client, like the cluster 
root server, cannot have its own "private" file systeln. 

A cluster client with a file systenl on its local disk is called an auxiliary file 
server, and the file system is called a locally mounted file system. 

Note The above, and the discussion that follows, apply only to disk 
drives that are configured into the cluster. 

It is possible for a cluster client to have disks that are not 
configured into the cluster; for example a client doubling as a 
standalone workstation will have a disk or disks that contain a 
boot able system, and that system and the files it contains will 
not be available to the cluster. (For instructions on booting 
such a client, see Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down 
Clusters and Cluster Nodes".) 
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Locally Mounted File Systems: Rules. The rules for locally mounted file 
systems (file syste111S installed on a client's local disk) are: 

• The root file system (/) lllUSt be on the cluster root server's disk . 

• Only HFS file systems are locally 1110untable. 

o CDFS (CD-ROIvI) file systeills 111USt reside on a drive attached to the 
cl uster root server. 

Caution You must, however, configure the CDFS software "driver" into 
every cluster node's kernel. See Chapter 11, "Reconfiguring the 
Kernel for a Cluster Node". 

o The mount point for an NFS mount must be a directory that resides on 
the cluster root server's disks . 

• You cannot do an NFS mount onto a locally mounted file systelll . 

• A locally mounted file syste111 can itself be NFS mounted (exported). 

In Figure 12-1, a little later in this section, /users/fred could not 
be the mount point for an NFS mount (that is, a file systelll frOlll a 
remote systelll could not be attached to this cluster's file syste111 tree at 
/users/fred ). 

The file system /users/fred could, however, be NFS lllounted onto a 
relllote syste111. 

Caution If you install NFS, you lllUSt configure the NFS software into 
every cluster node's kernel. See Chapter lL "Reconfiguring the 
Kernel for a Cluster Node". 
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• For HFS file systeills: 

D The mount point for a locally mounted file systenl lllust be a directory 
residing on a device that is attached either to the cluster root server, or to 
the same cluster client: it cannot be on another client's disk. 

D Similarly, the mount point for a file system residing on a disk attached to 
the cluster root server lllUst also be on a disk attached to the cluster root 
server: it cannot be on a client's disk. 

See Figure 12-1, a little later in this section. 

• Locally mounted file systems are automatically visible to all members of the 
cluster; a cluster client cannot have its own "private" file system. 

• An auxiliary swap server can enable file systenl swap on its own locally 
mounted file system, but not on another client's locally mounted file systenl. 

• You must execute mount (1M) (except for purely reporting purposes) on the 
cluster node to which the local disk is attached. This applies to other file 
system commands as well. 

The commands in question are: 

D fsck(1M) 
D fsclean(1M) 
D fsdb(1M) 
D fuser(1M) 
D mediainit(l) (for a disk) 
D mkfs (1M) 
D mount (1M) (except for reporting purposes) 
D neliJfs(lM) 
D tunefs(1M) 
D umount(lM) 

D mkrs (1M) (Series 300/400 only) 

The numbers in parentheses after the names of the conunands refer to the 
section in the HP- U)( REffrencE where you can find out more about the 
COIllIlland. 
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• Keep HP- UX system software on the cluster root server's disk. 

Don't 1110Ve HP- UX syste111 directories such as lusr and Ibin to a client's 
local disk; otherwise you may run into trouble next time you run update. 
For more information see Chapter 14, "'Updating a Cluster". 

Locally Mounted File Systems: Example. 

~_se_~_e_r~~----~ 
se~er's drive (A) 

/ 
/users/ 

L.-C_I_ie_n_t1--..11-----g 

client1's drive (8) 

/users/fred/ 

~c_lie_n_~ __ ~----~~~-----g 
client2's drive (C) 

/users/joe/ 

client2's drive (D) 

/users/joe/tools/ 

Figure 12-1. Locally Mounted File Systems in a Cluster 

In this example, the cluster consists of the cluster root server (server) and t\\'o 
clients (clientl and client2). 
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• server has one disk drive (A). 

Given that server has only this one disk, then: 

o Any NFS nlounts to the cluster's file systenl must be nlade to directories 
on disk A. 

o The mount point for the first file systelll nlounted locally by client 1 and 
client2 must be a directory on disk A. 

• clientl has one disk drive (B). 

B contains the file system /users/fred, mounted on /users, which is on the 
cluster root server's disk (A). 

• client2 has two disk drives, C and D. 

o Drive C contains the file system /users/ joe, which, like /users/fred, is 
mounted on/users on the cluster root server's disk A. 

o Drive D contains the file system /users/joe/tools, which is mounted on 
/users/ joe on client2's disk C. 

This follows the rule that the mount point must be either on the cluster 
root server's disk, or, as in this case, on a disk attached to the same client. 

• The following are examples of nlounts that are illegal given the configuration 
shown above: 

o /users/fred cannot be a mount point for any file system residing on disk 
A. C or D. 

o /users/ joe and /users/ joe/tools cannot be mount points for any file 
system residing on disk A or B. 

For More Information 

• '"au add a disk drive to the duster root server just as you would to a 
standalone marhine. Use the chapter on installing disk and tape drives in the 
Installing Peripherals manual. 

• For information on installing and using a disk drive all a duster client. see 
""Local Disks" under '"Adding Peripherals to a Cluster Client". later in this 
chapter. 
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Tape Drives 

The rules for tape drives in a cluster are: 

• You can connect tape drives to the cluster server and to any cluster client. 

• To use a tape drive, you Inust be logged in (directly or renl0tely) to the node 
to which the drive is attached. 

The following are points to keep in mind: 

• Back up the cluster's files to a tape drive attached to the cluster root server. 

This will be quicker than backing up to a client's local tape drive. 

See Chapter 9, "Backing Up Files in a Cluster", for backup examples. 

• You must use a tape drive attached to the cluster root server whenever you 
use the update (1M) utility to install or update software. 

See Chapter 14, "Updating a Cluster" for 1110re infonnation. 

Printers, Plotters 

The rules for printers and plotters are: 

• Printers and plotters can be attached to the cluster server and to any cluster 
clien t. 

• The line-printer spooler runs only on the root server. 

• Any printer or plotter. attached to any node. can be shared by all members 
of the cluster (by means of the line-printer spooler running on the root 
server ). 

Users on any cluster node can run print jobs, alter their priorities. and cancel 
them in the same way as the,\" would if the spooler were running on their o\\"n 
system. 

• Any printer or plotter can be "o\\"ned" exclusively by the cluster node it's 
attached to (when used as a raw device). 

Examples later in this chapter illustrate adding a spooled printer to the cluster 
root server and to a cluster client. 
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Modems 

Modems can be used only by sonleone logged in to the cluster node to which 
the modem is attached. 

IV[odell1s for use with cu (1) or uucp (1) are supported only on the cluster root 
server and are not shared: you must be logged in to the server to use thenl. 

Terminals 

You can add terminals to cluster nodes and use them just as you would on a 
standalone machine . 

• When adding a terminal to a cluster node (root server or client), you must 
create the device file and edit /etc/inittab while logged in to that node. 
This is because the / dev directory and / etc/ ini ttab are context-dependent; 
logging in to the affected client means that you wilL by default, edit the right 
version of the file. (See Chapter 2, "Understanding Clusters", in this manual, 
for an explanation of context-dependent files.) 

If you use SAlvI to add the terminal, SAJ'vf will create the device file and 
modify /etc/inittab for you, but, again, you lllUSt be logged in to the node 
to which you're adding the terminal. 

For instructions on adding a terminaL see the Installing Periphf'ra/s manuaL 

For more information all /etc/inittab. see inittab(4) in the HP-UX 
Rfjfrfl1Cf . 

• Once you grant a login name and password to a terminal user, they are valid 
on every node in the cluster. not just on the node to which the terminal 
happens to be attached. (See Chapter 1:3. "I\Ianaging Users in a Cluster"). 
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Adding Peripherals to the Cluster Root Server 
This section contains an outline procedure for adding peripherals to the root 
server l followed by an exalU pIe. 

You can use any peripheral on a cluster root server that is supported by that 
nlodel of computer. 

In a cluster, however, you should think carefully about how you want to 
distribute peripherals between the root server and the clients. The preceding 
sections of this chapter explain the options and restrictions, and there's further 
discussion in the next section, "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster Client". 

You add peripherals to the root server in much the same way as you would to a 
standalone computer, but you must keep two inlportant points in mind: 

• When configuring HP-UX to communicate with a peripheral attached to the 
server, you must be logged in to the server. 

• When you reboot the server l you autOluatically reboot the entire cluster. 

The major tool for adding peripherals is the SAM (Systenl Adnlinistration 
I\1anager) utility. 

The ot her manuals ~:ou will need are: 

• in8talling p( riplicra/.<.; 
• SY8tCI7l Admini.';/ration Tasks 

Note This chapter deals only with peripherals such as disk drives. 
tape drives. printers and terminals. It does not explain how to 
configure the cards these peripherals attach to. For information 
011 configuring cards. consult the Installing Pcriphfral.r.;; manual. 
For ElISA cards in particular. see Appelldix A. "ElISA 
Configuration". ill that manual. 
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Summary of Steps 

This is intended to give you an idea of the scope of the task~ and of the 
differences between adding a peripheral on a cluster server and adding a 
peripheral on a standalone computer. If you are an experienced system 
administrator. you may find this sumlnary sufficient. 

If you are not experienced, or not used to adding peripherals, you should use 
SAlvI if possible, read the doculnentation as directed at each step, and read 
through the example that follows the summary. 

1. Turn off the peripheral. 

2. If you are going to attach the peripheral to an ElISA card, make sure the 
card is configured. 

See Appendix A, "ElISA Configuration", in Installing Peripherals, for 
directions. 

3. If this is a SCSI device, shut down and turn off the cluster server. 

This will shut down the entire cluster. 

4. Connect the peripheral to the root server. 

Set configuration switches on the peripheral if necessary, following directions 
in the manual that came with the peripheral. 

5. Connect the peripheral to the power supply and turn the peripheral on. 

6. Log in to the root server as superuser. 

7. Configure HP- UX to communicate with the peripheral. 

• Create a device file for the peripheral. 
• If necessary. add the device driver foi' the peripheral to the kernel. 
• Do other configuration tasks that n1ay be required for a given peripheral. 

The following will give you an idea of what's involved in each case. 
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Device File If you use SAlv! to add the peripheral 1 SAI\l will create the 
device file for you. 

If you decide not to use SAl'v'i 1 follow directions for creating 
a device file in the Instal hng PeT'ipherals manual. An 
exanlple later in this chapter (under "Adding Peripherals to 
a Cluster Client") shows how to create a device file for a 
tape drive using the mknod comlnand. 

Device Driver If you use SAlvI, SAlvI will check whether the appropriate 
device driver is in the kernel, and add it if necessary. 

Other Tasks 

If you decide not to use SAM 1 you'll find alternative 
procedures for adding the device driver in Chapter 14, 
"Setting Up Devices Using HP- UX COlnnlands", in the 
Installing Peripherals manual. 

Other configuration tasks include editing / etc/ ini ttab for 
a ternlinal (see InstaUi'ng Peripherals) or adding a printer 
to the line-printer spooler (see the System Administration 
Task.s manual. Chapter 9, "lvianaging Printers and Printer 
Output" ). 

If you use SAI\'I to add the peripheral. SAI\1 will normall;" 
do these tasks for you. 
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8. If you (or SAM) added a device driver to the kernel~ do the following: 

a. Rebuild the kernel. 
b. Install the new kernel. 
c. Reboot the cluster server. 

You can do these kernel tasks either via SAl\1 or with HP- UX conlmands. 
The example below uses the SA1'v1 nlethod. You ~ll find procedures for 
both methods in the System Administration Tasks manual~ Chapter 2~ 
"Constructing an HP- UX System". 

Chapter 11, "Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node", in the present 
manual, summarizes special considerations for configuring a cluster server's 
or client's kernel. 

Caution Rebooting the cluster root server will reboot all the clients as 
well. See Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters 
and Cluster Nodes", in this manual~ for details. 

Example: Adding a Spooled Printer to the Cluster Root Server 

Let's assume you have a Model 425S cluster server and ~'ou want to attach 
an HP Lasrr.]f/ III printer to it. The LaSfr.]fi will be spooled as part of the 
printer class "laser" (t hat is, it will be one of a pool of printers with the group 
name "laser"). Its own printer name will be "laser:r. 

It will not be the system default printer. since anot her printer is already 
serving this function. In a cluster. the system default printer is the printer to 
which all print jobs, from all the computers in the cluster. are sent if the user 
does not specify a printer nanle. 

In this example we'll connect the printer to the computer"s parallel port. and 
\ve'Il have SA11 create the device file / dev /ptr33459A. 

Before You Start 

If you're unfarniliar with the line printer spooling s:vstem, read "~Ianagillg 
Printers and Printer Output" ~ in the the System Administration Tasks nlanual. 
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Procedure 

The following exanlple shows how to add this printer using the SAIvI progranl. 

1. Connect the printer to the cluster server. 

a. Make sure that the printer's power switch is set to OFF. 12 

b. Set configuration switches on the printer. 

(Consult the documentation that came with the printer for details.) 

c. Connect the printer cable to the printer and to the computer. 

d. Connect the printer's power cord to the printer and to the power supply. 

e. Turn on the printer. 
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2. Gather the infoflnation you'll need to supply to SAM. 

The following table shows the infornlation needed and the values you would 
supply in this particular case. For explanations of the items, see "JVlanaging 
Printers and Printer Output", in the System Administration Tasks manual, 
and the Help screens in SAlvI. 

Information Needed Example 

Printer name laser3 

Printer model/interface hp33447a 

Printer device file name / dev /ptr33459A 

Printer priority ("Default Request Priority") 0 

Make this the system default printer? n 

Printer class laser 

;3. Run SAJVI on the loot se,ve,. 

4. Select: 

Printers and Plotters -> 

then 

Printers/Plotters 

Then choose 

Add Local Printer/Plotter 

from the Act ions menu. and select the parallel interface. 

Note SA)'1 distinguishes between "local'" and "remote" printers. 
In a duster. what SA1\1 calls a "local" printer is a printer 
that is physically connected to the COlllputer on which you're 
running SAIvi: the cluster root server in this example. SA1\,l 
uses the term "renlote printer" to refer to a printer that is not 
connected to any cOlnputer in the cluster. 
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Note If the device driver is not configured into the kernel1 SA:Nl will 
ask you if you want to add it; you should accept. 

Adding the driver involves regenerating and re-installing the 
kernel and rebooting the system. SAlVI will do these tasks for 
you if you say so, but ren1ember that rebooting the root server 
will reboot the entire cluster. 

5. Enter the values fron1 the checklist into SAM. 

(If SAM has rebooted the server for you after installing a new kernel, you 
will need to get back into SAM and get to the Add Local Printer/Plotter 
menu.) 

You have now added the printer to the root server and to the cluster1s line 
printer spooling system. Any user on the server or any client can send print 
jobs to this printer. 

You can also add a spooled printer to a cluster client, and that printer too will 
be accessible to any user on any cluster node. There's an example in the next 
section, "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster Client". 
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Adding Peripherals to a Cluster Client 
This section explains how to add a peripheral to a cluster client. 

Peripherals in a cluster may need to be used differently depending on whether 
they're attached to the cluster server or a client. Disk drives in particular raise 
many issues, which are dealt with under "Local Disks", later in this chapter. 
Tape drives and printers are nlore straightforward, but there are sonle points 
to keep in mind; these are summarized under "Tape Drives" and "Printers and 
Plotters" below. 

If you have not already done so, you should also study the detailed rules and 
guidelines in the first section of this chapter, "How Clusters Support Different 
Peripherals" . 

Note This chapter deals only with peripherals such as disk drives, 
tape drives, printers and terminals. It does not explain how to 
configure the cards these peripherals attach to. For information 
on configuring cards, consult the Installing Peripherals manual. 
For ElISA cards in particular, see Appendix A, "ElISA 
Configuration", in that manual. 
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Summary of Steps 

The following SUllllllary is intended to give you an idea of the scope of the 
tasL and of the differences between adding a peripheral on a cluster client 
and adding a peripheral on a standalone COlllputer. If you are an experienced 12 
systelll adlllinistrator. you Inay find this sumlnary sufficient. If you are not 
experienced, or not used to adding peripherals, you should use SATvI if possible, 
read the doculllentation as directed at each step, and read through the 
examples later in this sectioll. 

1. Turn off the peripheral. 

2. If this is a SCSI device, shut down and turn off the cluster client . 

Caution • If this is an auxiliary swap server, shutting it down will shut 
down all the swap clients . 

• If this is an auxiliary file server, shutting it down will 
unlllount any locally mounted file systenls. 

See Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and 
Cluster Nodes". 

3. If you are going to attach the peripheral to an E/ISA card. make sure the 
card is configured. 

See Appendix A, "E/ISA Configuration". in Installing Peripllfra/s. for 
directions. 

Caution If you are connecting a. disk drive to an E/ISA card, and the 
disk is to be used for local swap, you lTlUst configure the card 
before the client attempts to swap to the disk. If the carel is 
not configured. the client will panic. 

-1. Connect the peripheral to the cluster client. 

Set configuration switches on the peripheral if necessary, following directions 
in the manual that came with the peripheral. 

.5. Connect the peripheral to the power supply and turn the periphera.l on. 
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6. Boot the client if necessary and log in to the cluster client as superuser. 

lVlake sure you are logged in to the cluster client to which you are adding 
the peripheral. 

7. Configure HP- UX to cOlnnlunicate with the peripheral. 

• Create a device file for the peripheral. 
• If necessary, add the device driver for the peripheral to the kernel. 
• Do other configuration tasks that may be required for a given peripheral. 

The following will give you an idea of what's involved in each case. 

Device File If you use SAM to add the peripheral, SAlvI will create the 
device file for you. 

If you do not use SAM, follow directions for creating a 
device file in the Installing Peripherals manual. 

(The example of adding a tape drive to a cluster client, later 
in this section, illustrates creating a device file with the 
mknod command on a Series 300 client.) 

Device Driver If you use SA1'I, SAl\I will check whether the appropriate 
device driver is in the kernel, and add it if necessary. 

Other Tasks 

If you decide not to use SA1I, you'll find alternative 
procedures for adding the device driver in Chapter 14, 
"Setting Up Devices Using HP-UX Commands'·, in the 
Installing Peripherals manua1. 

Other configuration tasks include editing / etc/ ini ttab 
for a tenninal (see the Installing Peripherals manual), or 
adding a printer to the line-printer spooler (see the System 
Administration Tash:s manuaL "I\lanaging Printers and 
Printer Output"). 

If you use S.-\~1 to add the peripheral. S'-\:\1 will normally 
do these tasks for you. 
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8. If you (or SA!vI) added a device driver to the kernel, do the following: 

a. Rebuild the kernel. 
b. Install the ne,v kernel. 
c. Reboot the cluster client. 

You can do these kernel tasks either via SAJ'vl or with HP- UX conllnands. 
The example under "Printers and Plotters", later in this section, uses SAI\i. 

You'll find procedures for both lllethods in the Installing Pe,iphe,ais 
nlanual. 

Caution Read the "Rules and Guidelines" in Chapter 11, "Reconfiguring 
the Kernel for a Cluster Node", in the current manual, before 
you reconfigure a cluster client's kernel. 

Auxiliary Servers 

• If this client is acting as an auxiliary swap server (if it has a local disk to 
which other clients are swapping), rebooting it will reboot the other clients 
that are swapping to this disk as well. 

See Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes", 
in this manual, for details . 

• If this client is acting as an auxiliary file server (if it has a local disk that 
is being used for a locally mounted file system), shutting down the client 
will unnlount the file system. See Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down 
Clusters and Cluster Nodes", in this manual, for details. 
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Tape Drives 

The exanlple that follows illustrates adding a tape drive to a Series 300 client. 
The following are important points to bear in mind . 

• You add a tape drive to a cluster client in the saIne way as you would add it 
to the cluster server (assulning the sanle model of tape drive and computer in 
both cases). 

o To add a tape drive to Series 300 or 400 computer, look up the tape drive 
in the Installing Peripherals manual for the Series 300/400 and follow 
directions there and in the installation manual that came with the tape 
drive. 

The example in this section illustrates adding a 9144A cartridge drive to a 
model 370 cluster client. 

Note Remenlber that you must perfornl all configuration steps (such 
as creating a device file, and adding a device driver to the 
kernel if necessary) while logged in to the client to which you 
are attaching the tape drive . 

• Tape drives are not shared. 

To use a tape drive. you must be logged in to the computer to which the 
tape drive is attached. 

Before you decide whether to attach the tape drive to a client or to the 
server. consider the implications for soft\vare installation. update and backup. 
These are expla.ined in the notes about tape drives under "How Clusters 
Support Different Peripherals", earlier in this cha.pter. 
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Example: Adding a Tape Drive to a Series 300 Cluster Client 

In this exanlple1 we1ll connect a 9144A cartridge tape drive to the built-in 
HP-IB interface of a IvIodel 370 cluster client. (\rVe'll assume the interface card 
is at select code 7. which is the default.) vVe will use HP-UX comnlands rather 
than SAIvI to configure the drive, but you can use SAlvI if you prefer (choose 
Tape Drives from the Peripheral Devices menu). 

1. IvIake sure the driver cs80 is configured into the cluster clienfs kernel. 

Log in to the client to which yov, are going to attach the tape drive, and 
enter: 

more /etc/conf/dfile 

Note /etc/conf/dfile will reflect the running kernel of the client 
you are logged in to unless you have reconfigured the kernel 
fronl some other source file, and did not copy this source file to 
/etc/conf/dfile. HP recommends that /etc/conf/dfile 
should always match the running kernel; see Chapter 11. 
"Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node", for details. 

·You should see the cs80 driver listed near the top of the file. This driver is 
part of the normal configuration for a Series :300 duster client. but if for 
SOllle reason it is not there. or if it's listed but with an asterisk in front of it. 
you will need to add it and rebuild the cluster client's kernel. 

Full directions for reconfiguring a Series :300/400 kernel are in Chapter 14. 
"Setting Up Devices Using HP-UX COlllmands", in the Series ;300/400 
version of the Installing Peripl2Erals manual. and specific guidelines for 
configuring a cluster client's kernel are in Chapter 11. "Reconfiguring the 
Kernel for a Cluster Node", in the current manual. 

Caution • Read the --n ules and Guidelines" in Chapt er 1l. 
"Reconfigurillg the Kernel for a Cluster Node". before you 
reconfigure a client's kernel. 

• Renlember ,vou IllUSt be logged in to the cluster client to 
modif!' its kernel. 
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2. Connect the cartridge tape drive to the cluster client. 

You'll find directions for connecting this tape drive in the lnanual that came 
with the drive, and configuration information in Chapter 7, "Installing Disk 
and Tape Drives", in the Series :300/400 version of Installing Peripherals. In 
this example, we'll do the following: 

a. Turn off power to the tape drive. 

b. Set the HP-IB bus address on the tape drive. 

In this example we'll use bus address 2. 

You set the address by setting the four switches labelled "ADDRESS" on 
the back of the drive. The switches are labelled 1 through 4 and the two 
positions for each are labelled 0 and l. 

You set address 2 by setting switch number 3 to the "I" position and the 
remaining switches to the "0" position. 

c. Record the HP-IB address on the worksheet near the end of the Installing 
Peripherals manual. 

d. Connect the cable that came with the tape drive to the computer and to 
the tape drive. 

e. Connect the electrical power cord to the tape drive and your power 
source. 
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:3. (Skip this step if there is already a device file for this drive at this address 
on this client.) 

U sing information in the In.stalling Peripher'als manual. create a device file 
for the tape drive. 

a. l'vlake sure you are logged in to the Series :300 cluster client to which the 
tape drive is attached. 

b. Look up this tape drive model in Chapter 7, '"Installing Disk and Tape 
Drives" , in the Series 300/400 version of the Installing Peripherals 
manual. 

c. Use the information from the previous step to construct a rnknod(1M) 
command. 

The command 

/etc/rnknod /dev/rct/1s0 c 4 Ox070200 

creates a character device file for a 9144A drive connected to the built-in 
HP-IB interface (which is at select code 7) and set to HP-IB address 2. 

Re111e111ber that this exam pIe may not reflect the way you have connected 
your drive. Use Chapter 7, "Installing Disk and Tape Drives", in the 
Series :300/400 version of the lnstallirtg Peripherals 111anual to see what 
infor111ation you need to pass to rnknod in your particular case. 

To find out 111 OrE' about the rnknod comlnand, look up rnknod in section 
111 of the HP- [TX Reference. 

4. Turn on power to the tape drive. 

The tape drive is now configured and ready for use. Remember that you 111ust 
be logged in to this client to use the tape drive attached to it. 
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Printers and Plotters 

The example that follows illustrates adding a spooled printer to a Series 300 
cluster client. The exanlple uses SAJ\1 (Systenl Adnlinistration Manager) 
screens to add the printer. but you can also use HP- UX comnlands; 
see Chapter 9, '-lVlanaging Printers and Printer Output", in the System 
Administratiort Tasks manual. If you have not used SAlVI before, you'll find a 
tutorial in Chapter L "'Introduction to System Administration" , in the System 
Administration Tasks manual. 

The following are points to bear in mind when adding a printer or plotter to a 
cluster client. 

• The terms "local printer" and "remote printer", as the SAM program uses 
them, have the following meanings in a cluster. 

o A "local printer" is a printer attached to the particular computer we're 
talking about, whether this computer is the cluster root server or a client. 

For the sake of clarity, we'll say "client printer" when referring specifically 
to a printer attached to a cluster client. 

o A "remote printer" is a printer attached to a computer that is not a 
member of the cluster. 

• A printer attached to a cluster client can be spooled. even though the spooler 
runs onl~' OIl the cluster root server. 

o If you use SAI\I to add the printer. as in the example that follows, it will 
automatically be spooled. 

o If you don't \vant the printer to be spooled, you can still add the printer 
using SAI\I as in the example belo\v. and then remove it from the 
line-printer spooler b~' means of the Ipadmin command. See Ipadmin(lM) 
in the HP- FX Rejel'fnCf 

You can also add an unspooled printer using HP -U X commands. Use the 
information and instructions in the Installing Peripherals manual. An 
unspoolecl printer is accessible exclusively to the user of the client to which 
it's attached. It cannot be shared by other members of the cluster. 

• Spooled printers attached to clients behave the sanle as spooled printers on 
the server, though a little magic goes on behind the scenes to Inake it all 
work (see the explanation following the example). 
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Example: Adding a Spooled Printer to a Series 300 Cluster Client 

Let's assume you have a 110del 375 cluster client and you want to attach 
an HP LasetJef 2000 printer to it. The LaserJet will be spooled as part of 
the printer class "laser~~ (that is, it will be one of a pool of printers with the 
group name ··laser~'). Its own printer name will be "laser4". It will not be the 
cluster's system default printer. since a printer attached to the cluster server is 
already serving this function. 

(The system default printer in a cluster is the printer to which all print jobs, 
fronl all nodes in the cluster, are sent if the user does not specify a printer 
name.) 

In this example we'll connect the printer to the built-in nine-pin RS-232 port. 

Assume this cluster client has the cluster node name client1 (this is the name 
you entered into SAlVI when you added the client to the cluster.) 

The following is a summary of the steps you need to take to add this printer. 

Before You Start. 

1. If you're unfanliliar with the line printer spooling syste111~ read Chapter 9, 
"1/Ianaging Printers and Printer Outpu f', in the System Administration 
Tash:s manual. 

2. 1/Iake a backup copy of the cluster client's kernel. 

If the driver for this printer is not in the kerneL SA1I will add it for you, 
but SAi\I does not automatically make a backup copy of a client's kerneL so 
you should 111ake one yourself: 

a. Log in as the root user. 

b. Cop.': the kernel file (/hp-ux) to a name that will identify this particular 
client. for example: 

Caution 

cp /hp-ux /sysbckup.client1 

DO NOT copy the client's kernel to /SYSBCKUP. /SYSBCKUP 

contains the cluster server's backup kernel. See Chapter II. 
"Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node", for lllore 
infonnation. 
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Procedure. 

1. Connect the printer to the cluster client. 

a. Turn off power to the printer. 

b. Set configuration switches on the printer 

c. Connect the printer interface cable to the printer. 

d. Connect the interface cable to the nine-pin RS-232 port. 

e. Connect the printer's electrical power cable to the printer and the power 
source. 

f. Turn on the printer. 

(Consult the manual that came with the printer for details.) 

2. Gather the infornlation SAM will need to add the printer to the line-printer 
spooling system. 

The following table shows the information needed and the values you would 
supply in this particular case. For explanations of the items, see Chapter 9, 
"'J\1anaging Printers and Printer Output", in the Series 300/400 version of 
the System Administration Tasks manual, and the Help screens in SAJ\!I. 

Given our example, the itenlS and their values are: 

Inforluatioll Needed Example 

Printer name laser4 

Printer model/interface hp2684a 

Printer device file name / dev /IILlaser4 

Printer priority ('"Default Request Priority") 0 

~Iake this the system default printer? n 

Printer (' lass laser 
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3. Log in to the clu.ster client as superuser. 

4. Run SAlVI on the client to which you connected the printer-. 

S. Select: 

Printers and Plotters -) 

then: 

Printers/Plotters 

Then choose: 

Add· •. ·Local Printer/Plotter 

from the Actions menu, and: 

Add Serial (RS-232) Printer/Plotter 

frOln the pop-up menu. 
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6. SAM now checks to see if the device driver for this printer is configured into 
this client 1S kernel. 

• If the device driver is in the kernel, continue with the next step . 

• If the device driver is not configured into the kernel, SAlVI will ask you if 
you want to add it. 

You should accept, but first back up the cluster clienfs current kernel if 
you have not already done so. (See "Before You Start" just before this 
procedure. You'll need to get to a shell to do this now: if you're running 
SAM in a window, switch to another window and log in to this cluster 
client as root; if you're running SAM on a terminal, press the ~ 
function key.) 

Note Adding the driver involves regenerating and re-installing the 
kernel and rebooting the system. SAlVI will do these tasks for 
you if you say so, but if this client has a local disk, remember: 

o If other clients are swapping to the disk, those clients will be 
rebooted too. 

o If the local disk is being used for a file system, you will not 
be able to reboot the client until all users and progranls have 
stopped using that file systelll. Then shutting down the 
client will unlllount the file system, and bringing the client 
back up will remount it. 

I. Enter the values from the checklist into SAlvI. 

(If SA11 has rebooted the client for you after installing a ne,,,, kerneL 
you will need to get back into S:\11 and get to to the Add Local 
Printer/Plotter menu.) 

If you enter the name of a device file that does not already exist. S:\1\1 will 
create the device file for you. 

k Exit S:\1I. 
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What Happens Behind the Scenes. When SA11 adds a spooled printer to a 
cluster client l as in the example abovel it creates a context-dependent file 
/usr/spool/lp/interface/printername, where pr'intern01ne is the name you 
supplied to SAlvI. 

(A context-dependent file is a file whose contents differ depending on which 
member of the cluster is using it. See Chapter 2~ ''"Understanding Clusters'l, for 
more information.) 

In the above example, SAM would create the context-dependent 
file /usr / spool/lp/ interf ace/laser4, with two elements, 
default and client1 (the node name we gave to the client 
that has the printer). The full path names for these two 
elements are /usr / spool/lp/ interface/laser4+ I default 
and/usrlspool/lp/interface/laser4+/client1. 

SAl'",! also creates another file, in this case Iusr I spool/lp/member Ilaser4. 
This file contains the device file name you supplied on the SAJ'vl screen, 
/ dev IIp_laser4. 

When a user sends a job to printer laser4 froll1 any member of the cluster 
(the server or any cluster node, including client1), the following things will 
happen: 
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1. The lp command, as always, invokes the line printer scheduler (lpsched). 

Note In a cluster, lpsched runs only on the server, whether or not 
there are client printers. 

2. lpsched in turn executes the script contained in the default elenlent of 
/user/spool/interface/laser4. 

3. The script does the following: 

a. Figures out which client has the printer and waits until that client is 
ready to accept remsh (remote shell) commands. 

h. Gets the device file name for the printer from 
/usr/spool/lp/member/laser4. 

c. Builds a command which is passed via remsh to client 1. This command 
executes the client1 element of /usr/spool/lp/interface/laser4 on 
client1. 

This client1 element contains the printer model/interface script whose 
name you supplied to SAJVI: hp2684a in this case. 

4. The hp2684a script sends the output file to the printer ~ just as it would on a 
standalone machine. 
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Local Disks 

You can attach a disk to any client in the cluster. Such a disk is usually called 
a "local disk~'. Local disks are optional: you can attach all the cluster's disks 
to the server if you like, but there are cases where one or more local disks may 12 
be nlore efficient. Advantages and disadvantages of local disks are discussed 
below. 

A local disk, like any other disk under HP- UX, can be used for file space, swap 
space, or both. There are restrictions, however. The most important of these 
are: 

• File space is always shared. 

A client cannot have its own "private" file system . 

• The root file system must always reside on the root server's disk. 

The rules for local disks are spelled out in full near the beginning of this 
chapter. If you have not already read them, you should do so before you add a 
disk to a cluster client. 
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Locally Mounted vs. Centrally Mounted File System 

Every melllber of a cluster shares the cluster~s entire file system. A user on any 
node can get to files on any disk in the clusteL no matter which node (server or 
any client) the disk is attached to. 

However, files stored on the server's (or on other clients') disks must be fetched 
over the LAN when a client needs them, and this can affect performance. 
If LAN traffic is causing unacceptable delays on your systelll, it's worth 
considering redistributing the disks. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of a Locally Mounted File System. 

Advantages: _ Efficiency. 

Can reduce LAN traffic, and speed application throughput. 

_ Flexibility. 

File-system disk drives can be attached to any cluster node. 

Disadvantages: _ Ivlore complex to administer. 

o You need to understand the rules and restrictions 
governing locally mounted file systems. See '"How Clusters 
Support Each Class of Peripherar' , earlier in this chapter. 

o A client with a locally mounted file systenl nlust be shut 
dmvn carefully, since shutdown will unlllount the file 
system. See '"Shutting Down an Auxiliary File Server" in 
Chapter 10. "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and 
Cluster Nodes". 

Where To Go from Here. 

_ The next section. "Local vs. Shared Swap". explains the options each client 
h as for swap. 

_ If you deride to add local disks to one or more clients. for swap space. file 
space. or both. turn to the section "'Example: Adding a Local Disk". later in 
this chapter. 
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Local vs. Shared Swap 

\Vhen a cluster client swaps to a remote disk, it l11ust send and receive large 
packets across the LAN. If a client is very busy (for exam pIe running one or 
more large or data-intensive applications). the overhead of renlote swapping 
may make response tinle unacceptably slow. In this case, you lnay want to 
configure the client to swap to its own local disk. 

In fact HP- UX clusters offer three options for client swapping. A cluster client 
can do anyone of the following: 

• Swap to the cluster server's disk space. 
• Swap to another client's disk space (distributed swap). 
• Swap to its own local disk space. 

Of these options, the first-swapping to the server's disk space-is the easiest 
to understand and administer; the second gives you flexibility in distributing 
your resources; the third should provide the best performance for a given client. 

(Remember that the cluster server must always swap to its own disk space.) 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Local Swap. 

Advantages: _ Efficiency. 

\Vhen a client swaps to its own disk, it does not incur the 
LAN overhead of swapping to the cluster root server's (or to 
another client's) disk space. 

_ Flexibility. 

Disk drives can be attached to any cluster node, and cluster 
clients can be configured to swap to any node's disk space 
(their own, the cluster root server's, or another client's). 

Disadvantages: _ More complex to administer. 

A client whose swap space is being used by other clients 
must be shut down carefully, since shutdown will bring down 
those other clients also. See "Shutting Down an Auxiliary 
Swap Server" in Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down 
Clusters and Cluster Nodes" . 

_ Performance improvement is not guaranteed. 

A client with a slow local disk may have no better response 
time than a client swapping to a fast disk on the server; in 
fact, response time could be worse. 

Where To Go from Here. 

_ If you want to explore the option of mounting a file systenl on a disk 
attached to a client. read the previous section, "Locally lVIounted vs. 
Centrally Mounted File System:-

_ If you decide to add local disks to one or more clients, continue with the next 
section. which shows hov,," to add a local disk and configure swap and/or a file 
system on it. 

_ If ,VOll want to enable swapping from a client to another client's disk space. 
and the target disk is already installed and configured. turn to the section 
"Setting Up Swap to an Auxiliar~" Swap Server" _ later in this chapter. 
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Example: Adding a Local Disk 

In this exa111ple we1ll connect a 79.58 disk drive to the built-in HP-IB interface 
of a l'vlodel 370 cluster client. vVe'll aSSU111e that the device driver, cs801 is 
already configured into the I\lodel 370's kernel (it is by default), but you 111ay 
need to regenerate the kernel and reboot for other reasons. 

Will You Need To Reboot? 

SAM will prompt you to regenerate and install the client's kernel and reboot 
after adding the disk if: 

• The disk will be used for swap and the client does not already have a disk 
that it is using for swap; 

or 

• The disk will be used for a file system and the client is not already 
configured as an auxiliary file server (that iS1 if it does not already have a 
file-system disk that other melnbers of the cluster are using). 

SA11 will do these tasks for you if you say so. 

Before You Start. 

• Read the rules and explanations under "Disk Drives" in the first section of 
this chapterl "How Clusters Support Different Peripherals". 

• This procedure will require you to regenerate the kernel and reboot the client 
In many cases. 

1. If :vou have not already done so, read Chapter 1 L "'Reconfiguring the 
Kernel for a Cluster Node", to get an understanding of what happens 
\~'hen you reconfigure a client's kernel. 

2. 11ake a hackup copy of the client's kernel. 

Caution DO NOT copy the client"s kernel to /SYSBCKUP. /SYSBCKUP 

contains the cluster server"s backup kerllel. See Chapter II. 
>oReconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node", for more 
information. 
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Log in to the cluster client as superuser and copy the kernel to a name 
that will uniquely identify this client, for exanlple: 

cp /hp-ux /sysbckup.client1 

Caution If you are setting up local swap to a disk connected to an 
ElISA card, you must configure the card before the client 
attenlPts to swap to the disk. Otherwise the client will panic . 

• To configure an EISA card, do the following: 

1. Shut down and turn off power to the client. 

2. Connect the card. 

3. Turn power on and reboot the client. 

The system will configure the card autonlatically, and you 
can now connect the disk and enable swapping to it, as 
shown in the following example. 

• To configure an ISA card, do the following: 

1. Shut down and turn off power to the client. 

2. Connect the card. 

:3. Turn power on and reboot the client. 

4. Run eisa_config to configure the card, as described 
in Appendix A. "E/ISA Configuration", in Installing 
PeriphErals. 

You can now connect the disk and enable swapping to it. as 
shown in the following example. 
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Procedure. 

1. Shut down and turn off power to the client. 

2. Turn off power to the disk drive. 

:3. Set the HP-IB bus address on the drive. 

You must set an address that is not already in use on the card (the built-in 
in terface in this exam pIe). 

If you have been keeping the worksheet at the end of the Installing 
Peripherals manual up to date, you will be able to find the next available 
address from there. Otherwise you can make a physical check of the 
addresses set on the devices connected to this interface. 

You set the bus address by turning the wheel labelled "ADDRESS" on the 
back of the disk drive. In this example, we'll set it to 3. 

Note When adding a disk drive to cluster client, avoid using bus 
address 0 (zero) if possible; if there is a boot area on the disk 
and the address is zero, the client will try to boot from the disk 
rather than over the LAN. 

4. Record the address on the worksheet at the end of the Installing Peripherals 
Illanual . 

.5. Connect the HP-IB cable to the disk drive and to the cluster client 
computer. 

6. Connect the electrical power cord and turn on power to the disk drive. 

"7. Turll 011 power to tIle cluster cliellt conlputer a,llcllet it reboot. 
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8. Use SAlvI to configure the disk drive into the cluster. 

SAlVI is the menu-driven System Administration Manager supplied with 
HP-UX. If you haven't used SA]\-! before, you'll find a tutorial in Chapter 
L "Introduction to Systenl Adlllinistration", in the System Administration, 
Task.s manual. 

a. Run SA1! on the cluster client to which you have just attached the disk 
drive. 

b. Select: 

Reriplleral DeviceSi~> 

then: 

Disks and File System(s) -) 

then: 

CD-ROM, Floppy, and Hard Disks 

c. SAl'v1 will show the model number, select code and bus address of the 
disk you have just selected. 
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d. Choose 

Add a Hard Disk 

fro111 the Actions menu and supply the following inforll1ation to SAlvI: 

1. \lVhether you want to use the disk for file space. swap space or both. 

11. \Nhen to 1110unt a file system and/or enable swapping to the disk . 

• Turn off Now and and leave At Every System Boot turned on if 
you're going to reboot the client as a result of adding this disk. See 
"\Nill You Need to Reboot?" at the beginning of this example . 

• If you won't need to reboot, leave both options (Now and At every 
System Boot) turned on. 

Ill. The mount directory (that is, the point in the cluster's file systell1 
"tree" at which you want to attach the file systell1 on this disk. if 
any). 

If the directory doesn't exist, SAlVI will create it for you. 

IV. \Nhether you want SAM to create a new file syste111 for you on the 
disk. 

Caution Creating a new file systell1 will destroy any files already on the 
disk. 

Note 

If you ask SA~d to create a file systelll. and you have chosen to 
use the disk for swap as welL SANI will prompt you to allocate the 
amount of swap space and file space. 

\Vhen configuring swap space. as a rule of thumb. allow :30 megab!,tes 
for each client that will swap to this disk. There's more information 
on configuring swa.p ill the System Administration Tasks manual. in 
Chapter I. ".\Ianaging Swa.p Space". 

\Vhen adding a disk drive to a cluster client. do not turn on the 
option to copy the bootstrap program onto the disk. If you 
turn it on, the client will try to boot froll1 the disk. You want 
the client to boot from the LAN. not from the disk. 
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At this point, if you said the disk was to be used only for swap and this 
client is not already configured as an auxiliary swap sever or auxiliary file 
server, SAl,,! asks you if you want to allow other nodes to use the disk. 

If you say no, you will be able to use the disk only for local swap (that 
is, this client and no other will be able use the disk), and it will be ll10re 
difficult to convert this local swap disk to a shared disk if you decide to 
do so in the future. 

On the other hand, if you say here that the disk can be shared, there is 
nothing to prevent you fronl using the disk exclusively for this client's 
local swap. 

Say you want other clients to be able to use this disk unless: 

• You intend, now and in the future, to use the disk only for local swap 

and 

• You are very short of core memory. 

If you say the disk can be shared, SAl\1 raises the nUlllber of General 
Cluster Server Processes (GCSPs) running on the client. These take up 
a small alll0unt of memory. See "\Vhat SAl\1 Has Done", a little later 
in this chapter, for other changes. 

e. If you need to regenerate the kernel and reboot. SAl\/I will offer to do 
these tasks for you. 

Let SAlvI go ahead and do them, but first ba.ck up the cluster clienes 
current kernel if you have not already done so. (See "Before You Starf' 
just before this procedure. You'll need to get to a shell to do this no\v: if 
you're running SAl\1 in a. window, switch to another window and log in to 
thi8 clusteT' client as root: if you're running SAl\!I on a tenninaL press the 
Shell function key.) 
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What SAM Has Done. When you use SAlVI to add a local disk, SA11 does the 
following: 

1. Creates a device file for the disk drive. 

2. Calls letc/newfs to create a new file system if you have so indicated. 

Note \Vhen configuring a disk for a Series :300 or 400 cluster client, 
SAlvI calls I etc/newfs with the -n option so as to create a 
file systenl without a boot area. If you opt to use HP- UX 
commands rather than SAM to build the file systeln on a Series 
300/400 client's local disk, make sure that you use this -n 
option to newfs, or set the disk's HP-IB address to something 
other than zero; otherwise the client will try to boot from the 
boot area on the disk rather than over the LAN. 

3. Calls I etc/mount to mount the file system, if any, at the mount point you 
indicate, if you chose Now for when to mount the file system. 

4. Changes defaults for the new file system (such as permissions, long or short 
file names, etc.) if you have so indicated . 

.5. Adds an entry to I etcl checklist for the new file system and/or swap area 
(if necessary) if you chose At every system boot for when to mount the file 
systeln or enable swap. (I etcl checklist is a context-dependent file with 
an elenlent for each cluster client). 

6. Modifies this client's entry in I etcl clusterconf: 

• To indicate local swap, if you said you wanted to use the disk for s\vap 
and the client is not already swapping locally . 

• To set the number of GCSPs (General Cluster Server Processes) to 4 if 
you said other clients could use the disk. and if the number is currently 
less than -1. (A larger number will not be changed. ) 

Cluster Server Processes are explained ill Chapter 2. "l~llderstallding 
Clusters" . 

See Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster Administration", for an explanation 
of the entries in I etcl clusterconf . 
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7. Modifies the client's kernel: 

• To indicate local swap, if you said the disk was to be used for swap and 
the client is not already swapping locally . 

• To change kernel parameters if you said other clients could use the disk: 

o Sets dskless_node to O. 

o Sets num_cnodes to 5. 

o Sets ngcsp to 8*num_cnodes (40). 

o Sets server_node to 1. 
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8. Installs the new kernel. 

• If SAlvI regenerates and installs the kernel l the new kernel is in this 
client's portion (element) of /hp-ux. 

(See Chapter 11. '"Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node'l, for an 12 
explanation of the structure of the context-dependent file /hp-ux.) 

• If SAl\-I regenerates the kernel l but you opt not to have SAlvI install 
it l the new kernel is saved as / etc/ conf /hp-ux, which is not a 
context-dependent file. See Caution below. 

9. Saves the new kernel source file. 

• By default, SAM saves the new kernel source file in /etc/conf/dfile. 

/ etc/ conf / df ile is a context-dependent file. 

• If you don't allow SA1\1 to overwrite /etc/conf/dfile, SAlVI saves the 
kernel source file as / etc/ conf / dfile. SAM. 

/etc/conf/dfile.SAM is not a context-dependent file l and will be 
overwritten next time you use SAlvI to regenerate any cluster node~s 
kernel. 

Caution • If ~'ou didn't opt to have SAI\I install the ne\v kernel l 
you should install it yourself (or copy the kernel file 
/ etc/ conf /hp-ux to a unique name) before changing an~' 
ot her duster node's kernel: / etc/ conf /hp-ux is not a 
context-dependent file and will be ovenvritten next time ~'ou 
regenerate any duster node's kerneL \vhether or not you use 
SAI\l. 

• If ~'ou chose not to let SAI\I overwrite /etc/conf/dfile, 
you should move /etc/conf/dfile.SAM (which SAI\J saves 
instead) to /etc/conf/dfile as soon as possible. 

See .. Rules and Guidelines". in Chapter 11. .. Heconfiguring the 
Kernel for a Cluster N ode". for a full explanation. 
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Where To Go from Here. The disk is now connected and configured. 

If you have configured a swap area on the disk, and you want other clients 
to swap to it as well, continue with "Setting Up Swap to an Auxiliary Swap 
Server" below. 

Things To Remember . 

• If you have configured a file systenl on the disk: 

o You must be logged in to the client to which the disk is attached in order 
to run file-system maintenance commands such as fsck. These commands 
are listed under the rules for locally mounted file systems, near the 
beginning of this chapter. 

o You will not be able to shut down the client so long as anyone (or any 
program) has files open in the file system, because shutting down the client 
will unmount the file systenl. 

See "Shutting Down an Auxiliary File Server" in Chapter 10, "Booting 
and Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes" . 

• If other clients will swap to this disk: 

o Shutting down this client will also shut down the other clients that are 
swapping to it. 

See "'Shutting Down an Auxiliary S\vap Server" in Chapter 10. "'Booting 
and Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes". 
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Setting Up Swap to an Auxiliary Swap Server 

This section explains what to do after you have set up swap on a cluster 
client's local disk, as described in the previous section, and now want to make 
other clients swap to it as well. A client to whose disk space other clients 
are swapping is called an auxiliary swap server, and we refer to this kind of 
swapping as distributed swap. 

Remelnber these rules: 

• An auxiliary swap server must swap to its own disk space (this can include 
swapping to a file systenl on a local disk) . 

• Only cluster clients can swap to an auxiliary swap server: the cluster root 
server must swap to its own disk space. 

The rules for swapping in a cluster are spelled out in full under "Swap 
Space" in the first section of this chapter, "Ho\v Clusters Support Different 
Peripherals" . 

To enable swapping from a client or clients to an auxiliary swap server, do the 
following: 

1. Configure swap on a disk (or disks) attached to the client that is to be the 
auxiliary swap server. 

The previous section explains how. 

Caution A client that is currently swapping locall;' (but does not have 
any swap clients) may need to be reconfigured before other 
clients can swap to its disk. See "Converting a Client to an 
Auxiliary Swap Server" later in this chapter. 
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2. Log in as superuser on the cb1steT root server and run SAJ\L 

3. Select: 

Cluster Configuration-> 

4. For each client which is to swap to the auxiliary swap server: 

a. Highlight the client's name 
h. SeledModifySwap$erver ••. frOln the Actions menu 

c. Highlight the name of the swap server from the list on the Modify Swap 
Server screen. 

d. Press (OK 1. 
For example, if you have configured swap on a disk attached to client2 and 
you want client1 to swap to this disk, highlight client1 on the Cluster 
Configuration screen, seledModifySwapServer and then highlight 
client2 on the Modify Swap Server screen. 

(This will change client 1 's swap entry in / etc/ clusterconf-see 
Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster Administration", for details of 
/ etc/ clusterconf.) 
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5. Halt and cycle power on each of the clients whose swa.p server has changed. 

Caution 

Enter 

To avoid client panics: 

• Make sure the auxiliary swap server (the cluster node to 
which a. given client will now swap) is up and running before 
you reboot the swap client . 

• If you have changed the swap server for a client that was 
formerly swapping to another client's disk space, do not 
reboot the former swap server, and do not reboot the cluster, 
before you reboot the swap client. See "Rebooting to Change 
Swap Server" below. 

fete/reboot -h 

then wait for the "halted" message and turn power off and on again. The 
client will now boot frOln the new swap server. 

Note A silnple reboot is not enough. You Inust either cycle power 
(turn the client off and on) or reboot with the -1 option and 
specify the link level address of the new swap server's LAX 
carel. for example: 

fete/reboot -1 Ox08000900a63f 
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Rebooting to Change Swap Servers. Each cluster node's swap server is 
recorded in / etc/ clusterconf (see Chapter 8, "Introduction to Cluster 
Administration"). Changing a client's swap server changes its swap entry in 
/etc/clusterconf. 

When you shut down (or halt or reboot) a cluster client, the systenl checks 
/ etc/ clusterconf to see if this client has any swap clients. If there are swap 
clients, they are shut down gracefully (see Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting 
Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes"); if not, just this cluster client is shut down. 

For example, if client1 and client2 in Figure 12-1 (near the beginning of this 
chapter) are each swapping to their own local disk, or to server's disk, then 
shutting down client1 will have no effect on client2, and vice versa. 

But if client1 is swapping to client2's disk space, then shutting down 
client2 will shut down client1 as well. 

A problem can arise when you have just changed a client's swap server and you 
reboot the fornler swap server. 

For exanlple, if client1 has been swapping to client2's disk, and you have 
just changed client1's swap server to make it swap to the root server's disk 
instead, DO NOT shut down, halt or reboot client2 without first shutting 
down client1. If you shut down client2 first. client1 will panic with an 
error such as: 

devswap_pagein: syncpageio detected an error 
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This conles about as follows: 

1. You change client1 's swap server in S.AJ'vi, fron1 client2 to server. 

2. SAIvI changes client1's entry in / etc/ clusterconf to sho\\' that client1 
will now s\\rap to the root server. 12 

3. You issue the shutdown command on client2. 

4. The systelll checks / etc/ clusterconf to see if client2 has any swap 
clients. 

5. / etc/ clusterconf shows no swap clients for client2. 

6. The shutdown completes on client2. 

7. client1 attempts swap to client2's disk. 

client1 has not been rebooted and so it continues to attenlpt to swap to 
client2. 

8. The swap fails because client2 has been shut down. 

9. client1 panics. 

The above scenario could occur even if you do a cluster-wide shutdown (by 
shutting down the root server), because the root server may shut down 
client2 before it gets to client1. 

To be sure of avoiding swap-related panics, alwa:vs proceed as follows: 

1. Use SAI\l to change the clienCs swap server. 

2. :Lvlake sure the new swap server is up and running. 

3. Reboot and cycle power on the client whose swap server has changed. 

4. Reboot any other cluster nodes you need to reboot. 

For example (given the sample cluster shown in Figure 12-1. near the beginning 
of this chapter). if client 1 has been s\vapping to client2's local disk space. 
and YOll have just changed the configuration to make both clients swap to 
server's disk. !'ou should: 

1. Halt client 1 and cycle power. Client 1 will corne up and start swapping to 
server's disk space. 

2. Do the same on client2, which will also now swap to server's disk space. 
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Converting a Client to an Auxiliary Swap Server 

The best way to configure an auxiliary swap server is to add the local disk in 
SA:rvl~ as described earlier in this chapter under "'Exanlple: Adding a Local 
Disk". 

But if the client is already using the disk for local swap, you can't use SAI\1 to 
change the disk's use frOlll exclusive (used only by this client) to shared (used 
by other clients). You could remove the disk (after first reconfiguring the client 
to swap elsewhere) and then use SAM to add the disk back, but you probably 
don't want to do that. 

Follow the directions in this section if all of the following are true: 

• The client is currently swapping to its own local disk. 

• You want to allow other clients to swap to the disk. 

• When you added the disk, you did not say other nodes could use the disk 
(see "Example: Adding a Local Disk", earlier in this chapter). 

This could mean either that you explicitly rejected this option, or that you 
never saw it (you might have added the disk before it was possible to share a 
client's disk~ or you might not have used SAI\![ at all). 

What You Are Going To Do. You are going to edit the cluster configuration 
file, / etc/ clusterconf, to raise the nUlllber General Cluster Server Processes 
(GCSPs) running on this client. Then you'll use SAI\1 to change kernel 
parameters, reconfigure and re-install the kernel, and reboot the client. 

What You Need Before You Start. 

• Read the "Rules and Guidelines" for reconfiguring a cluster node's kernel. in 
Chapter 1 L ""Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node", in this manual. 
and also read through the example. later in that chapter, that shows how to 
change kernel parameters. Put a marker there if you're not familiar with 
SA},!. 

• Find the detailed description of the la:vou t of / etc/ clusterconf . in Chapter 
8. "Introduction to Cluster Administration", under "'Cluster-Specific Files". 
Pu t a lnarker there as well. 
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First, Edit jetcjclusterconf. 

1. Log in on any cluster node. 

2. Edit / etc/ clusterconf in your favorite editor, for exalnple 

vi /etc/clusterconf 

:3. Find this client's entry in the file. The entry will contain the client's node 
name (the name by which this client is uniquely known in the cluster). 

For example, if the client's node name is client1, the line will look 
something like this: 

080009000565:2:clientl:c:2:1 

4. Change the number of GCSPs. 

This is the number right at the end of the line. In the example just given, 
the nUlllber is 1, and it will probably be 1 in your case. Change it to 4. 

Given our example, the line will now read: 

080009000565:2:client1:c:2:4 

5. Save the file. 

Now Reconfigure the Kernel. 

1. Log in as superuser on thE cliEnt to which the disk is attached. 

2. Copy /hp-ux to a backup file (not /SYSBCKUP). For example: 

cp /hp-ux / sysbckup. client 1 (Use a name that will identify this client) 

Caution /SYSBCKUP is reserved for the cluster server's backup kernel. 

:3. Run S.-\I\1 and get to the Configurable Parameters SCTeen (ullder Kernel 
Configuration ). 
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4. Make the following changes: 

• Change dskless_node to 0 (zero). 

• Change ngcsp to 40. 

(This is the maXimU111 nU111ber of GCSPs that can run on this client~ 
whereas the value you entered into / etc/ clusterconf is the default 
nUlnber that will be started whenever you reboot the client.) 

• Change num_cnodes to 5. 

• Change server _node to 1. 

5. Before you can exit SAM, SAM will warn you that the kernel has been 
changed and offer to regenerate and re-install the kernel. 

Let SAM regenerate and install the kernel and reboot the system for you. 

Caution If you don't opt to have SAl,,'[ install the kernel, you must 
install the new kernel yourself (or save the kernel files under 
unique names) before changing the kernel of any other cluster 
node. 

See Chapter 1 L "Reconfiguring the Kernel for a Cluster Node" ~ 
for instructions. 

What To Do Next. Once the client is up and running. you can use the SA1'.,[ to 
make other clients swap to this disk. as described earlier in this chaptel\ under 
"Setting Up Swap to an Auxiliary Swap Server~~. 

Remember that once other clients are swapping to this disk. shutting down this 
client will also shut down the other clients that are swapping to it. 

See "Shutting Down an Auxiliar~v Swap Server~~ in Chapter 10. '"Booting and 
Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes". 
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13 
Managing Users In A Cluster 

Managing users in a cluster is much like managing users 011 a single, multi-user 
system, but SOllle of the implications of the situation may not be immediately 13 
apparent. This chapter spells out these implications. 
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Users and Files in a Cluster 
The most important thing to remember about users in a cluster is that each 
login name is valid for the entire cl1lster. 

This n1eans: 

• A user who can log in on one cluster node can log in on all cluster nodes . 

• A user who can access a file or directory fron1 one cluster node can access it 
fron1 all. 

Note As far as user-management goes, think of the cluster as one 
system: manage users of a cluster as you would users of a 
standalone, multi-user system. 
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Example: A User's Capabilities in a Cluster 

If a person nalned Fred has a workstation on his desk which is part of an 
HP- UX cluster. and you set up a user fred for him with a home directory 
/users/fred~ then Fred will be able to: 

• Log in to his own workstation as fred. 

• Use the files in /users/fred. 

These files can be on any disk configured in to the cluster. 

• Use any other files, programs and commands whose permissions do not 
exclude him. 

It doesn't matter where those files reside physically: all files on all devices 
mounted to the cluster are available to him (and any other user of the 
cluster), subject to permissions. 

In a cluster, there is no such thing as a "local file". File systenls may be 
mou.nted locally (from a client's local disk) or globally (from the server's 
disks), but they are available globally, to all users of the cluster who have the 
appropriate permissions. 

• Use peripherals attached to his workstation. 

• V se peripherals. such as printers and plotters. which are not attached to his 
workstation but have been configured to be globally available to users of the 
cl uster. 

There's detailed information about peripherals in Chapter 12. "Adding 
Peripherals to a Cluster". 

• Log in as fred (remotely or directly) to any ot her workstation in the cluster. 
including the cluster server. and use the same files, programs and commands 
as he can from his own workstatioll. 

(In the case of context-dependent files. he will now see the elements that 
pertain to this other cluster node. See Chapter 2. "Fnderstallcling Clusters" 
for a full explanation of context-dependent files.) 

He can now also use any devices (such as tape drives) which are exclusively 
available to this other cluster node. 
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Superuser 

The superuser login, like all other login na.mes, is valid on all computers in the 
cluster. 

You, the systen1 administrator, should have superuser capabilities, and you will 
probably want to nominate a deputy to cover for you in your absence. This 
person will need the superuser password. 

No other user of the cluster needs to know, or should know, the superuser 
password. Users of the workstations in the cluster do not need superuser 
capabilities to run their computers. 

Because your superuser login name is valid cluster-wide, you can log in as 
superuser on any cluster client as the need arises. 

Allowing Users Shutdown Capabilities 

By default, only the superuser can shut down a system with the shutdo~n(1M) 
command. You may decide that you want to extend this capability to other 
cluster users, to allow them to shut down their own workstations. You can do 
this by means of the / etc/ shutdown. allo~ file. Instructions are in Chapter 
10, "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes", under "Shutting 
Down a Cluster Clienf'. 
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Special Privileges 

As on a standalone system, you can assign special privileges that are usually 
reserved to the superuser, to other groups of users if you need to. 

The privileges in question are RTPRIO (which allows one to set real-tilne 
priorities); MLOCK (\\Thich allows one to lock processes in memory); LOCKRDONLY 
(which allows one to lock a file that is open for read-only); SETRUGID (which 
allows one to change the real user or group ID of a process); and CHOWN (which 
allows one to change ownership of files). 

You assign these privileges by means of the setpri vgrp (1M) command; see 13 
the HP- UX Reference for details. 

In a cluster, these group privileges apply only to the cluster node on which you 
Bet them. For example, if you want group patrick to have the RTPRIO privilege 
on cluster clients client1 and client2, you nlust execute the setprivgrp 

command twice: on client1 and again on client2. 

Adding and Removing Users 

You add and remove users in a cluster in the same way as you would on a 
standalone system. You can be on any cluster node when you add or remove a 
user and the result will be the saUle. 

Chapter 4, "Controlling Access to the System". in the SystEm AdminiBtration 
Tasks manual. provides full directions for adding and removing users. 
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File Security 
If your users are moving from standalone workstations to a cluster~ you \vill 
probably need to help them readjust their thinking about security. Their files 
are no longer isolated: every other user of the cluster can see them. 

To recreate the level of security afforded by a standalone workstation, every 
user would need to deny everyone else read, write and execute permissions on 
their files. 

Fred could do this quite easily for the files in his home directory by entering: 

chmod 700 /users/fred 

However, one of your reasons for setting up a cluster may have been to allow 
people to share files more easily, so you probably don't want security to be this 
strict. 

The model to keep in mind is a standalone, multi-user system. For security 
purposes, the cluster as a whole is like one minicOlnputer or mainframe and the 
individual workstations are like terminals. You and your users should protect 
all files just as you would on a multi-user system. 
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Context-Dependent Files and Security 

Context-dependent files (CDFs) can by dEfault be seen only from a cluster 
node with a n1atching context, but our hypothetical user Fred can use an 
explicit reference to get to any context-dependent file not protected by 
pennissions. 

For example, if Fred's workstation has the node name client1, and if the 
context-dependent file /users/applic/prog1. src+ has only a single elelnent 
client2, then by default Fred will not be able to see this file froll1 his own 
workstation. But if he enters the command 13 

more /users/applic/prog1.src+/client2 

he will be able to read the file if it is not read-protected. Or he could log in to 
client2 and enter 

more /users/applic/prog1.src 

with the same result. 

From this you can see that you should never make a file into context-dependent 
file in order to keep its contents private: this is not what CDFs are for. Use 
standard HP- UX file permissions to protect files. 

There's a full explanation of context-dependent files in Chapter 2. 
--rnderstanding Clusters". 
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14 
Updating A Cluster 

Use this chapter and the Installing and Updating HP- U)( manual to do either 
of the following: 

• Update the cluster from one release of HP-UX to another . 
• Install or update application software in a cluster. 

You must be on HP- UX release 8.0 or later to update to 9.0 

Since "update~' is a term that can have many meanings~ check the table on the 
next page to make sure you're on the right track. 
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To accomplish this Do this 

Inst.all HP-UX for t.he first time onto a 1. Install HP-UX with the help of 
computer intended to be an HP-UX Installing and Updating HP- UX . 
cluster server 2. Use Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Clust.er", 

in t.his manual, t.o help you configure 
the comput.er as a server. 

Convert a running syst.em t.o a clust.er 1. Updat.e t.he syst.em to Release 9.0 with 
server the help of Installing and Updating 

HP-UX. 
2. Configure the system as a cluster server 

following directions in Chapter 4, 
"Setting Up a Cluster" , in this manual. 

Add a new comput.er to t.he cluster Follow directions in Chapter 5, "Adding 
Cluster Clients" , in this manual. 

Update the cluster from one release of Turn to t.he section "Updating HP-UX" in 
HP-UX to the next this chapt.er. 

Add new application software t.o the Turn t.o t.he section "Installing and 
cluster Updating Applications'· in this chapter. 

II pdate application software already on Turn to the section "Installing and 
tht'systt'm {T pdating Applications" in this chapter. 
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Updating HP-UX 

By "updating HP- UX" we l11ean updating the operating system itself, for 
example fr0111 Release 8.0 to Release 9.0. To do this you use the update(1M) 
utili ty. 

Operating systenl releases are bundled with HP-supplied subsystel11s such as 
networking, and you will normally update these subsystems when you update 
HP- UX, although the update utility allows you to choose exactly what you 
want to update. (Updating the networking software does not pose any special 
problems in a cluster.) 

Updating HP- UX in a homogeneous cluster (Series 300/400 only) is very much 
like updating a standalone machine. Use the procedure that follows. 

If You Have Local Disks 

Update needs to have access to HP- UX systenl directories. If these directories 
are on a client's local disk, and you have shut down the cluster prior to running 
update as we recommend, the update will fail. 

In generaL do not move systenl directories fronl the root server's disk. If you 
think you or someone else may have nloved sonle of thenl, but you're not sure 
which. the following checklist should help. 

For the purposes of this rule, there are two classes of directory: 
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1. Directories which should reside in the root server's disk spa.ce, but whose 
children ca.n reside on a client's local disk. 

The directories in question include: 

/bin 
/bin/posix 
/dev 
/dev/rdsk 
/dev/x29 
fete 
/ete/frIll_ser 
/ete/hhg 
/ete/update.lib 
/ete/x25 
/lib 
/lib/libp 
/tmp 
/usr 
/usr/doe 
/usr/neVis 
/usr/old 
/usr/pub 
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2. Directories which should reside in the root server~s disk space, and whose 
children should also reside in the server's disk space. 

The directories in question include: 

/etc/conf 
/etc/interface.lib 
/etc/net 
/etc/newconfig 
/system 
/usr/add-on 
/usr/adm 
/usr/bin 
/usr/diag 
/usr/etc 
/usr/include 
/usr/lib 
/usr/man 
/usr/netdemo 
/usr/nettest 
/usr/sam 
/usr/spool 
/usr/src 
/usr/tsm 
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Procedure: Updating the Cluster 

Follow these steps to update the cluster. 

Do this on the cluster server" 

1. If you're going to be updating fronl tape or CD-R01'vl (rather than frol11 
a netdist server), make sure that the cluster server has the right type of 
drive attached and configured. 

2. Log in to the cluster server as superuser. 

To run update (1M) , you must be logged in to the cluster root server and 
you must be superuser. 

3. Make sure that all other users of the cluster have saved their files and logged 
out. 

You do not need to halt or reboot any of the cluster clients. 

4. Shut down the cluster so that you are in single-user mode on the cluster 
root server. 

Shutting down the root server shuts down the whole cluster. The clients 
will wait for the cluster server to reboot. (See "Shutting Down a Cluster" 
in Chapter 10, "Booting and Shutting Down Clusters and Cluster Nodes" if 
you need more detail.) 

.5. Update the HP -UX system on the cluster server following directions in 
Chapter .5, "Updating HP- UX", in Installing and Updating HP- U.Y. 

Renlenlber that you must load the tapes or CD-R 0 11 disk on a drive 
attached to the cluster server. 

6. After update reboots the server, the clients will reboot automatically and 
your users can log back in. 
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Installing and Updating Applications 
This section explains how to install and update application software in the 
cluster. 

To install or update application software. first read the "'Rules and Guidelines~' 
belo\\l, then continue \\lith the section labelled ""Procedure". 

Rules and Guidelines 

• Some application application software can be installed and updated via the 
HP-UX update(lM) utility; and some cannot. Always follow the supplier's 
instructions. 

• You must run update (1M) from the cluster root server. 

If the software supplier's directions call for some other installation method 14 
(tar or teio I epio for example), you don't have to be logged in to the 
cluster root server, but it's simpler if you are. 

• If you are loading an application from a device such as a tape or CD-ROl\1 
drive (rather than over a network), the drive must be attached to the 
computer from which you are running the installation program (norn1ally the 
cluster root server). 

• HP- UX system directories must be available to update. See ""If You Have 
Local Disks" earlier in this chapter. 
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Procedure: Installing an Application 

To install or update an application in a cluster, do the following: 

1. Read the "Rules and Guidelines" earlier in this chapter if you have not 
already done so. 

2. Read the software supplier's directions for installing or updating the 
application. 

3. Make sure you have the appropriate installation device (tape or CD-ROM 
drive, etc.) attached and configured on the cluster root server. 

4. Log in to the cluster root server as superuser. 

(Required if you are using update (1M); recommended otherwise.) 

5. Follow the software supplier's directions for loading and customizing the 
application. 
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15 
Applications in a Cluster 

Read this chapter before creating or buying applications to run in an HP-UX 
cluster. You should also read the sections on installing applications in Chapter 
141 "Updating a Cluster". 
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How Clusters Affect Applications 
An HP-UX cluster is different frOITI both a single-user workstation and a 
multi-user systelll. You need to be aware of these differences before you install 
applications in your cluster. This section contains a brief sketch of the kinds of 
differences a prograll1mer must take account of~ and provides a set of rules and 
guidelines for cluster applications. 

Clusters vs. Workstations 

From a programming point of view, the most important difference between an 
HP- UX cluster and a standalone workstation is that in a cluster a program 
cannot assume that only one user will run the application in the same file 
system at the same time. A program that uses no file locking, for example, 
may always run correctly on a standalone workstation, but could corrupt data 
files in a cluster if more than one user runs it at the sall1e time and one set of 
updates is interleaved with another. 

Clusters vs. Multi-User Computers 

A cluster is 1110re like a 111ulti-user system than it is like a single-user 
workstation, but there are still SOlTIe differences. the most important of \vhich is 
the I/O mechanisBl. 

Response Time 

On a cluster client with no local disk, both file I/O and swapping are going 
across the LAN (and through layers of networking and cluster protocol as 
well). This Inay result in slower response time than the same application 
would provide on a multi-user system. though often it does not because cluster 
caching algorithms eliminate much of the I/O delay. 

New Applications. If you are thinking of buying an application to use in a 
duster. and response time is criticaL insist OIl benchmarking the application 
in a cluster (preferably your duster): don't rely on results derived from a 
standalone system. 

\Vhen commissioning applications in-house. Blake sure the programmers read 
and understand the rules and guidelines in the next section. 
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Existing Applications. In many cases, of course, the problem is how to make an 
existing application run faster. 

vVhether end-users actually experience slow response depends on luany factors, 
but in a cluster. as in any conlputer network. there is one siIuple rule of thurnb: 
the busier the LAN, the more likely you are to hear complaints about slow 
response. Chapter 3, ··Setting Up the Network", has guidelines for setting up 
the optinlunl network for a cluster. 

If you need to inlprove performance, but can't isolate your cluster fronl a busy 
LAN, the answer may be to distribute local disks so that the cluster clients 
both swap and do their file I/O to their own disks. Read the sections on local 
disks in Chapter 12, "Adding Peripherals to a Cluster", if you are considering 
this option. 

Rules and Guidelines for a "Cluster-Smart" Application 
Use the following as criteria when choosing, or designing. applications to run in 
a cluster. 

• Applications must use file-locking to prevent the same file being updated 
simultaneously by different users. 

• Applications should not open a file for writing unless they are actually going 
to wri te to it. 

\Yhen a cluster node opens a file that anot her node has open for wri ting. file 
caching on the clients is automatically turned off. This helps to safeguard 
file integrity, but degrades performance. so it's important to ensure it onl~' 
happens \'v'hen necessary. 

• Applications designed to take advantage of different kinds of floating-point 
hardware must be compiled separately and installed into context-dependent 
files or directories. See Chapter 8. "Introduction to Cluster Adnlinistratioll". 
under "Creating a CDF'·. for an example. 

• Application design nlust take account of the follov.;ing: 

o IPC (Inter-Process Communication) mechanisms such as selnaphores. 
nlessages and shared menl0ry cannot be distributed across a network. 
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This means if you want processes to communicate with each other across 
cluster nodes, you cannot use System V IPC as a vehicle. You can, 
however, use other methods such as sockets and nanled FIFOs. 

D Process priorities are not distributed in a cluster. 

Priorities are linlited to a single CPU, so you can't depend on them, for 
example, to control the flow of updates to a given file, if the processes 
acting on that file are running on different cluster nodes. 
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requirements. 4-4 
server's name in boot display, 5-15 
shutting down, 10-7 
simple client defined, 10-10 
station (link level) address. getting, 
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swap, local, adding, 12-42 
swap options, 2-24, 12-37, 12-:38 
svvapping to another client's disk, 

5-22, 12-49 
tape drive, adding, 12-24 
tape drive, adding (example), 12-25 

cluster command, 2-20 
clusterconf, 8-21-23 

ccck, 5-19, 8-21 
checking for bad station (link level) 

address, 5-19 
client entry removed by SAM, 7-4 
client in more than one, 5-13 
client in only one, recommended, 10-4 
contains default number of GCSPs, 

2-21 
created by SAM, 4-24 
editing to configure auxiliary server, 

12-55 
entries and their meanings, 8-22 
example, 8-23 
modified by SAM for local disk, 12-45 
read on shutdown, reboot, 12-52-53 
swap entry, 12-49 

cluster.log 
checking for errors, 5-12, .5-15 
contents. 4-2:3 
message when clients removed, 7-2 
record of system CDFs, 8-24 

cluster node 
addresses, 4-7-15 
defined, 1-5 
kernel. rules for modifying, 11-5 
ls. 11. et c .. varying results, 8-17 
name. 2-10, :3-0, 4-G. 5-11, 8-22.10-8. 

12-29. 12-49. 1:3-7 
number. 8-22 
type. 2-10, 8-22 

cluster root server (set cluster server), 
1-5 

cluster server 

backups, run from, 9-2 
booting, 10-3 
booting from !SYSBCKUP, 11-14 
cannot remove or rename, 7-1 
configuring, 4-2, 4-18, 4-19 
configuring, what SAM does, 4-24 
configuring, what you need, 4-3 
configuring, with more than one LAN 

card, 4-13-14 
defined, 1-5 
host name in SAM, 4-21 
internet address, 4-21 
irreversible file system changes, 4-18 
kernel changed to configure, 4-18, 

4-24 
kernel regenerated by SAM, 12-19 
kernel, rules for modifying, 11-5 
kernel, special procedure for CDFS, 

NFS, 11-8 
kernel, standalone, saved, 4-24 
line-printer spooler, 8-39, 12-18 
name in client's boot display, 5-15 
network gateway, 6-2 
peripherals, adding, 12-13 
powerfail, 8-7 
printer, adding (example), 12-16-19 
rebooted by SAM, 12-19 
reboot, shutdown, effect of, 8-19 
requirements. 4-3 
shutting down, 10-6 
station (link level) address. 4-22 
swaps to own disk space, 2-24 
which computers can be, 4-:3 

Cluster Server Process ((,SP) 
defined, 2-20 
General (GC'SP), 2-21 
Limited (LeSP). 2-20 
number to run determined by SA.M, 

8-22 
types, 2-20 
User (UC'SP), 2-22 
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"cluster-smart" applications 
creating and buying, 15-3 

cluster time, 2-20 
cname (see cluster node name), 3-5 
cnodes 

examples, 8-13 
cnode (see cluster node), 1-5 
command 

bdf, 8-16 
ccck, 5-19, 8-21 
cfuser, 8-14 
chmod, 8-15 
cluster, 2-20 
cnodes, 8-13 
cp, 12-29, 12-40, 12-55 
cpio, 9-6, 14-7 
cps, 8-14 
esp, 2-21, 8-14 
cu, 12-12 
cwall, 8-14, 10-12 
df , 8-16 
fbackup, 8-15, 9-5 
find, 8-15-16, 8-16, 8-24, 9-6 
fsck, 8-8, 8-20, 12-8, 12-48 
fsclean, 8-20, 12-8 
fsdb, 8-20, 12-8 
fuser, 8-20, 12-8 
getcontext, 2-9, 2-10, 5-17, 8-12 
grep, 5-18 
init, 10-4 
kill, 2-21 
last, 8-15 
11, 8-25 
11 -H, 2-16 
Ip, 12-1(5, 12-2~). 12-:34 
Ipadmin, 12-28 
Is, 8-15 
makecdf, 2-17, 8-14, 8-2G-2~) 
mediaini t, 8-20, 12-8 
mkfs, 8-20, 12-8 
mknod, 12-27 
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mkrs, 8-20, 12-8 
mount, 8-9, 8-16, 8-20, 10-12, 12-8, 

12-45 
msgno, 10-12 
mv, 7-5, 8-27, 8-30-32 
newfs, 8-20, 12-8, 12-45 
ps, 5-18 
pwd, 8-15 
reboot, 8-19, 12-51 
remsh, 2-7, 12-34 
rlogin, 2-7 
rm,8-33-36 
sam (see SAM), 4-19 
showcdf, 8-12, 8-23-26, 8-31 
shutdown, 4-19, 4-20, 5-17, 8-19, 

10-6-14,12-53,13-4 
sync, 8-16 
tar, 8-15, 14-7 
tcio, 9-6, 14-7 
test, 8-15 
tunefs, 8-20, 12-8 
umount, 8-20, 12-8 
uname, 8-22 
users, 8-15 
uucp, 12-12 
who, 2-14, 8-15, 10-4 

commands 
cluster administration, 8-11 
cluster backup, 9-4-6 
cluster options, 8-15-18 
-c option for clusters, 8-15 
-H option for context-dependent files. 

8-15 
restricted in a cluster. 8-20, 12-8 
specific to clusters. 8-12-14 
that work differently in a cluster. 

8-1~) 

comments 
dfile, saving. 11-13 

config 
called by SAM, 11-13 



c.onfiguring 
client swap to auxiliary server, 12-49 
cluster c.onnec.tion to another network, 

6-2 
cluster server, 4-18 
ElISA c.ards, 12-40 
HP-UX to communicate with a 

peripheral, 12-14-16, 12-22-23 
kernel for a cluster node, 11-1 
kernels to add or remove CDFS, NFS, 

11-7 
kernel (where to log in), 11-5 
local disk without boot area, 12-45 
peripherals on a cluster client, 12-20 
peripherals on cluster server, 12-13 

c.ontext 
attributes, 2-9 
context-dependent files, relationship 

to, 2-19 
default attribute, 2-10, 8-26 
defined, 2-9 
floating point hardware type attribute, 

2-10 
getcontext, 2-9, 8-14 
localroot attribute, 2-10, 8-34-36 
node name attribute, 2-10 
processor type attribute, 2-10 
remoteroot attribute, 2-10, 8-34-35 
standalone attribute, 2-10 

context-dependent director}' 
creating with makecdf, 8-29 
system, 8-23-24 
/usr / adm, 8-2:3, 8-:3D 

context-dependent file (CDF) 
autocreation, 2-18, 8-:30, 8-:):') 
hacking up, H-:3 
CDFinfo files. 8-2:3 
+ character, 2-16, 8-12, 8-:32, 8-:33, 

8-:38 
client-specific elements removed by 

SAM, 7-2 

context, relationship to, 2-19 
creating, 2-17, 8-26-29 
creating a new element, 8-30 
creating from an existing direc.tory, 

8-29 
creating from an existing file, 8-28 
default element, 8-26 
defaul t element (example), 12-34 
defined, 2-11 
elements, 2-12, 2-18, 8-10, 8-12, 

8-16-18,8-23-38,8-43 
/etc/conf/dfile in a cluster, 11-6 
examining, 8-38 
explained in brief, 8-11 
finding, 8-23-24 
finding all, 8-24 
floating-point-hardware spec.ific, 8-26 
hidden direc.tory, 2-15 
how created, 2-17 
how they work, 2-15 
/hp-ux in a duster, 11-2 
/hp-ux moved to, 4-24 
in /etc/mnttab, 8-16 
kernel files, 11-2, 11-5-6, 11-10, 

11-13-14 
listed in /tmp/ cluster .log, 4-2:3, 

8-24 
listing, 8-25-38 
localroot element, 8-:34-35 
looking at files inside, 8-26 
makecdf. 2-17. 8-26-29 
mixing element types, 8-:36 
moving, 8-:31 
moving a regular file to, 2-18, 8-:30, 

8-:30 
mv command example. 7-0 
node-specific. 8-10 
options to H P-U X commands for 

managing, 8-15-18 
reasons for having. 2-14 
remote login, 13-:3 
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remot eroot element, 8-34-35 
removing, 8-33 
removing elements from, 8-34-36 
rm -rf needed to remove, 8-:33 
saving elements when renaming clients, 

7-5 
security, 13-7 
sholii1edf, 8-12 
structure, 2-15, 8-33 
symbolic links, 8-42, 8-43 
system, finding and modifying, 8-10, 

8-23-24 
tips and cautions, 8-37-38 
working with, 8-25-38 

converting files 
regular file to CDF, 8-28 

epio, 14-7 
backup example, 9-6 

cps, 8-14 
creating a cluster, 4-1 

(summary), 1-8 
creating "cluster-smart" applications, 

15-3 
eron, 8-39 
esSO device driver 

in default 300/400 client kerneL 12-25 
esp, 8-14 

creates GCSPs, 2-21 
written by SAM in / ete/re, 2-21 

CSP (see Cluster Server Process (CSP)), 
2-20 

eu 
using with modems, 12-12 

ewall 

o 

cluster version of walL 8-14 
using when shutting dmvn auxiliary 

file server. 10-12 

DDS tape 
backup example, 9-5 
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decimal dot notation, 4-8 
default attribute, 2-10 

when useful, 8-26 
designing "cluster-smart" applications, 

15-3 
/dev 

context-dependent, 12-12 
device driver 

adding, 12-15, 12-22 
checking for in dfile (example), 

12-25 
esSO, 12-25, 12-39 
printer, added by SAM, 12-19, 12-32 
reconfiguring kernel, 12-14-16, 12-23 

device file 
created by SAM, 12-32 
created by SAM for local disk, 12-45 
creating, 12-12, 12-1.5, 12-22 
creating (mknod example), 12-27 

devices (see peripherals), 2-5 
/dev/rmt/Om 

(in backup, recovery command 
examples), 9-5-7 

/dev/update. sre 
(in backup command example), 9-6 

df 
-1 option, 8-16 
-L option, 8-16 

dfile 
checking for device driver (example), 

12-25 
comments, saving, 11-13 
converted to context-dependent file, 

4-24 
SA~1 options for saving. 11-1:3 

dfile+/ scrl'(T'_110dename 
created. 4-24 

directories 
context-dependent, 8-23-24, 8-29 
hidden (see context-dependent file 

(CDF)), 2-15 



needed by update, 14-4-5 
system, 8-23-24 

directory 
/usr/adm, 8-2:3, 8-39 

disk drive 
adding to a cluster client, 12-35 
adding to a cluster client (cookbook), 

5-21 
adding to a cluster client (example), 

12-39-44 
auxiliary file server, 12-6 
auxiliary swap server, 12-4 
backing up, 9-2 
cluster client restrictions, 1-5 
configuring without boot area for 

local disk, 12-45 
connecting to a cluster client 

( example), 12-41 
distributing in a cluster, 5-2, 12-4-10 
file space, 12-6 
file-system commands restricted to 

local node, 12-8 
local (see local disk drive), 1-5 
not required by cluster client, 1-5 
rebooting client after adding, 12-39 
swap space, 12-4 

diskless client 
defined, 2-4 

diskless node 
defined, 2-4 

disk quotas, 8-40-41 
cluster behavior when limits are 

exceeded, 8-41 
turning on for locally mounted file 

system, 8-41 
disk space 

cluster server requirements, 4-:3 
distributed swap, 2-24 

configuring, 12-49 
defined, 10-1 
rules, 12-4 

shutdown, 10-11-14 
distributing 

disk drives, 5-2, 12-4-10 
modems, 12-12 
peripherals, 2-5, 12-:3-12 
printers and plotters, 12-11 
tape drives, 12-11 
terminals, 12-12 

dskless_node parameter 

E 

changed by SAM for auxiliary server, 
12-46 

changing, 12-56 

ElISA cards 
configuring, 12-40 

elements (of context-dependent files), 
8-16-18,8-23-38 

au to creation , 2-18, 8-30, 8-3.5 
backing up, 9-3-6 
context attributes, relation to, 2-12 
showcdf, 8-12 
symbolic links, 8-43 
system CDFs, 8-10, 8-23 

email (see mail), 8-:39 
errors 
SA~t server configuration, 4-20 

/etc/conf/dfile 
context-dependent file in a cluster, 

11-6 
kernel source file saved as, 12-47 
must match running kerneL 11-6 

/ etc/ conf/dfile+/ clllstfT'_710de namf 

kernel source file saved as, 11-1:3 
/etc/conf/dfile.SAM 

kernel source file optionally saved as, 
11-1:3, 12-47 

shared, overwritten, 11-13 
/etc/conf/hp-ux 

kernel saved as, 12-47 
not a context-dependent file, 11-5 
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exclusive vs. shared resources 
(peripherals), 12-3 

F 

fbackup 
full backup example, 9-5 
-H option, 8-15, 9-5 
incremental backup example, 9-5 
recovering data with frecover 

(example), 9-7 
file 

/dev/rmt/Om, 9-5-7 
/dev/update.src, 9-6 
dfile, 4-24 
/etc/brc, 8-19 
/etc/checklist, 12-45 
/ etc/ clusterconf, 2-21, 4-24, 5-13, 

5-19, 7-4, 8-21, 8-22, 8-23, 10-4, 
10-5, 12-45, 12-49, 12-51-53, 
12-5.5 

/etc/conf/dfile, 11-6, 11-13, 12-47 
/etc/conf/dfile.SAM, 11-13, 12-47 
/ etc/ conf/dfile+/ seT'l'fT'_ nodenamf, 

4-24 
/etc/conf/hp-ux, 11-5,12-47 
/ etc/hosts, 4-6, 4-9-12, 4-25, 6-2, 

6-4, 7-4, 7-G 
/ etc/hosts. equiv, 4-25, 7-4 
/ etc/inittab, 2-14,8-4,8-10,8-2:3-24. 

8-25-26, 12-12 
/etc/mnttab,8-16 
/ etc/netlinkrc, 6-4, 6-5 
/etc/rc. 2-21, 8-19 
/etc/shutdo~n. 8-19 
/etc/shutdo~n.allo~, 10-8, 10-10, 

1 0-12. 1 0-14, 1 :)-4 
/etc/ttytype,2-14 
/etc/utmp, 2-14 
/etc/Xa.hosts, 4-25, 7-4 
$HOME/.rhosts, 4-25 
$HOME/.rhosts,7-4 
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/hp-ux, 11-2, 11-5, 11-13, 11-14, 
12-29, 12-40, 12-47, 12-55 

/hp-ux+/ clusteL nodename, 11-13 
/hp-ux+/ seT"veT'_ nodename, 4-24 
/hp-ux+/standalone, 4-24 
/SYSBCKUP, 11-5, 11-14 
/tmp/ cluster .log, 4-2:3, 5-12, 5-15, 

7-2, 8-24 
/usr/adm/rbootd.log, 5-18 
/usr/sam/config/cnode.config, 

7-4 
file locking 

to avoid interleaved updates, 15-2 
files 

available to all cluster users, 13-2-3 
backing up, 9-1-6 
CDFinfo, 8-23 
converting regular to context-

dependent, 8-28 
opening for writing, rule, 15-3 
permissions, 13-6 
recovering, 9-7 
security, 13-6 
system, 8-10, 8-23 

file space 
always shared in a cluster, 1-7, 12-6 
cannot be "private", 12-6 
configurations permitted in a cluster, 

5-2 
rules for distributing. 12-7 

file system 
always shared in a cluster. 12-6 
CDFS (CD-ROl\I), 12-7 
commands restricted to node that has 

disk, 12-8 
disk quotas. 8-40-41 
global to cluster. 12-6 
HFS, 8-~), 12-7-10 
irreversible changes, 4-18 



locally mounted, 5-2, 8-8, 8-41, 10-11, 
10-12, 10-14, 12-6-10, 12-36, 
12-45 

mount command, 8-~) 
mount point restrictions, 12-8 
NFS, 8-9, 10-13, 12-7 
NFS, example of legal mount, 12-10 
options to HP- UX commands for 

managing, 8-16 
reporting locally mounted, 10-12 
reporting which can be unmounted 

locally, 10-12 
restricted commands, 8-20, 12-8 
root on cluster server, 1-5 
sharing in a cluster (illustration), 1-7 
swap, 12-5, 12-8 
unmounted automatically, 10-11, 

10-12 
find 

backup example, 9-6 
finding all CDFs, 8-24 
-hidden option, 8-16, 8-24, 9-6 
-H option. 8-U> 

finding all the context-dependent files 
ill the system. 8-24 

finding system context-dependent files. 
8-2:3 

floating point hardware type 
context attribute. 2-10 

frecover 
example, 9- 7 

fsck 
restricted to node that has disk. 8-8. 

8-20. 12-8 
fsclean 

restricted to node that has disk. 8-20. 
12-8 

fsdb 
restricted to node that has disk, 8-20, 

12-8 
full backup 

examples, 9-5-6 
full recovery from backup (example), 

9-7 
fuser 

G 

restricted to node that has disk. 8-20, 
12-8 

gateway 
cluster restriction, 3-4 
connecting cluster to another network, 

6-2 
gathering information 

to add cluster clients, 4-5, 5-5-9 
to create a cluster. 4-5 

General Cluster Server Process (GCSP), 
2-21 

increasing, 12-55-56 
number raised for auxiliary server, 

12-45 
getcontext, 2-9, 8-14 

example, 2-10 
using to determine if correctly booted, 

5-17 
getting the station (link level) address. 

5-5-9 
global file system (su file system). 12-6 
graph file, 9-5 
grep 

checking for rboot daemon. 5-18 
guidelines 

for a "cluster-smart" application. 
15-:3 

for backing up duster files. 9-2 
for modifying kernels in a cluster. 

11-5 
for updating application packages. 

14-7 
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H 

hardware 
cluster server requirements, 4-3 

HFS file system 
restrictions in a cluster, 12-7 

hidden directory 
(see context-dependent file (CDF)), 

2-15 
host address 

Class C, 4-8 
defined, 4-7-8 

host name 
example, 4-15 
in / etc/hosts (example), 6-4 
in SAM, 4-21, 5-11 
restrictions, 3-5, 4-6 
server's, in client's boot display, 5-15 

hosts, 4-6 
client entry not removed by SAM, 

7-4 
cluster server entry, 4-25 
editing to rename cluster client, 7-5 
modifying (example), 6-4 
same official host name for each LAN 

card, 6-2 
searched by SAM for internet address, 

4-9-12 
unique alias for each LAN card, 6-2 

hosts.equiv 
client entry removed by SAM ,7-4 
cluster server entry, 4-25 

how clusters affect applications, 15-2-3 
how clusters support different 

peripherals, 12-2 
how context-dependent files work, 2-15 
how kernel files are stored in a cluster, 

11-2 
how to use this book. 1-2 
HP-IB built-in interface 

adding disk drive to (example), 12-39 
HP-IB bus address 

Index-12 

cartridge tape drive example, 12-26 
non-zero for local disk, 12-45 

/hp-ux 
converted to context-dependent file, 

2-14, 4-24 
installing client's backup kernel in, 

11-14 
rules and guidelines for installing, 

11-5 
SAM installs new kernel in, 11-13, 

12-47 
structure in sample cluster, 11-2 

HP-UX 
commands, cluster administration, 

8-11 
configuring to communicate with a 

peripheral, 12-14-16, 12-22-23 
install/update restrictions, 12-9 
system directories needed by updat e, 

14-4-5 
updating, 14-3-6 
version required on cluster server, 4-3 

HP-UX cluster (see cluster), 1-5 
/hp-ux+/ server_nodename 

server's kernel written to, 4-24 
/hp-ux+/standalone 

old kernel saved as, 4-24 

improving performance, 15-:3 
incremental backup (example), 9-5 
init 

changing to multi-user mode, 10-4 
inittab 

context-dependent file, 2-14, 8-10, 
8-2:3-24, 8-25-26 

modifying, 12-12 
setting run levels in, 8-4 

installing applications, 14-7-8 
installing CDFS, NFS (special 

procedure), 11-8 



installing cluster LAN, 3-2 
in terleaved file updates 

avoiding, 15-2 
Internal Terminal Emulator (ITE), 

11-10-11 
internet address 

Class C, 4-8 
classes, 4-8 
defined, 4-7-8 
example, 4-15 
host portion, 4-7-12 
in SAM, 4-21 
network portion, 4-7-12 
second network, 6-4 

interprocess communication (IPC) (see 
System V IPC), 8-40 

K 

kernel 
auxiliary swap server's, configuring, 

12-.55 
backup, booting cluster client from, 

11-14 
backup, booting cluster server from, 

11-14 
CDFS, NFS, special procedure, 11-8 
cluster node's, configuring, 11-1 
device driver added by SA~l, 12-19, 

12-32 
device driver, adding, 12-14-16, 12-23 
device driver. checking for (example), 

12-25 
/etc/conf/dfile must match /hp-ux, 

ll-G 
files saved by SAl\I. 11-13 
file structure in a cluster. 11-2 
/hp-ux+/ clusifr_l1odfnamt written 

by SAM, 11-13 
/hp-ux converted to context-dependent 

file, 2-14, 4-24 
/hp-ux written by SAM, 12-47 

if new kernel won't boot, 11-14 
parameters changed for auxiliary 

server, 12-46, 12-56 
parameters, changing (example), 

11-10 
rules for modifying in a cluster, 11-5 
saved, installed by SAM, 12-47 
server's, changed to configure cluster, 

4-18, 4-24 
server's old (standalone), saved, 4-24 
what SAM does to configure, 11-13 
when to modify, 11-3 
where to log in to configure, 11-5 

kill 
does not terminate GCSPs, 2-21 

L 

LAN 
802.3 required for cluster, 4-3 
bridge, 3-4 
cluster, in brief, 2-5 
configuring, 3-2 
connecting cluster to another network, 

6-1 
connecting cluster to another network 

(example), 6-:3 
defined, 3-1 
delays reduced by cluster caching, 

15-2 
documentation, 3-2 
ensuring client with local disk boots 

over, 12-45 
gateway. :3-4. 6-2 
installing. :3-2 
local disk considerations. 12-:36, 12-:3', 
reducing traffic. 12-:36. 12-:3"7 
repea ter. :3-4 
required for cluster. 1-5 
rules, recommendations for a cluster, 

3-4 
LAN card 
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cluster server with more than one 
card, 4-13-15, 6-2 

installing, 3-2 
link level (station) address in SAM, 

4-22 
select code, 4-14 
station (link level) address. 4-13-15, 

4-22, 5-11, 5-19, 8-22 
station (link level) address, example, 

4-15 
station (link level) address, getting, 

5-5-9 
unique entry in / etc/hosts for each 

card, 6-2 
landiag, 4-14, 5-5-6 
last 

-e option, 8-15 
Limited Cluster Server Process (LCSP), 

2-20 
line-printer scheduler (lpsehed) 

runs only on server, 12-34 
line-printer spooler 

adding a printer (SAl\I). 12-18. 12-30 
hO\v it works with client printer, 12-3:3 
printer on any node. ~-:39 
runs on server. 8-10 
shared in a cluster. 1-7. 12-11 
what happens on a duster client. 

12-:33 
link level address. Sf:('; station address 
link level address (SAM field). 4-22. 

5-11 
11 

differing results with context
dependent files. 8-25 

-H option. 2-16,8-17,8-18.8-25 
-H option. examples, 8-17, 8-18, 8-25 

Local Area Network (Stt LAN), 1-5 
local disk drive 

adding, 12-35 
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adding a locally mounted file system, 
12-42 

adding (cookbook), 5-21 
adding (example), 12-39-44 
adding swap, 12-42 
advantages and disadvantages, 12-36, 

12-38 
auxiliary file server, 12-6 
auxiliary swap server, 12-4 
backing up, 9-2 
boot able system on, 5-7, 5-13, 5-17, 

10-4 
configuring for other clients to share, 

12-44 
configuring without boot area, 12-45 
connecting to a cluster client 

(example), 12-41 
converting for shared swap, 12-54-56 
file space, 12-6 
file system swap, 12-5, 12-8 
modifying kernel to configure, 11-3 
non-zero bus address, 12-45 
rebooting client after adding, 12-:39 
rules. 12-4-10 
rules for distributing swap, 12-4 
rules for locally mounted file system, 

12-7 
shutdown implications, 10-11, 10-14 
swap space. 12-4 
what SAM does, 12-45-47 
with bootable system, 12-6 

locally mounted file system, 8-8, 12-6-10 
adding, 12-42 
advantages and disadvantages. 12-:3G 
backing up. 9-2 
defined. 5-2, 12-6 
disk quotas. 8-41 
jete/mount -1,8-16, 10-12 
jete/mount -L, 8-1G 
example, 12-~)-10 
file system swap, 12-5, 12-8 



mount points, 12-7 
reporting, 8-l(3 
restricted file-system commands, 12-8 
rules, 12-7 
shutdown, 10-11 
things to remember, 12-48 
unmounted automaticall,Y, 10-11 
visible to all cluster nodes, 12-6 
what SAM does, 12-45 

"local printer" 
meaning in SAM, 12-18 

localroot attribute, 2-10 
indicates client incorrectly booted, 

5-17 
localroot element 

examples, 8-:34-36 
local swap, 5-2 

adding, 12-42 
advantages and disadvantages, 12-:38 
options for a cluster client, 12-37 
rebooting to add, 12-39 
things to remember, 12-48 
what SAM does to configure, 12-46 

local tape drive (set tape drive), 12-25 
login 

valid cluster-wide, 13-2-3 
Ip 

invokes Ipsched, 12-:34 
system default printer, 12-16, 12-29 

Ipadmin 
use to remove printer from spooler, 

12-28 
Ipsched 

runs only on server. 12-~)·t 

LP spooler (Sf( line-printf'r spooler). 
~-:3D 

Is 
-H option. 8-1:) 

M 

"machine ID" (Set station address), 
5-19 

mail 
set up on cluster server, 8-39 
UUCP, sendmail, 8-3~) 

make 
called by SAM, 11-13 

makecdf, 2-17, 8-14, 8-26-29 
example, 8-26 

managing users in a cluster, 13-1 
mediainit 

restricted to node that has disk, 8-20, 
12-8 

mkfs 
restricted to node that has disk, 8-20, 

12-8 
rnknod 

tape drive example, 12-27 
mkrs 

restricted to node that has disk, 8-20, 
12-8 

rnnttab 
locally mounted file systems, 8-16 
pathnames fully expanded, 8-16 

mode 
attended, 5-4, 5-7-9, 5-17 
multi-user, 10-4 
single-user. 4-19, 10-4, 14-6 
unattended, 10-4 

modem 
rules for distributing. 12-12 
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unmounted locally, 8-16, 10-12 
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8-16, 10-12 
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12-8 
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for locally mounted file system 

(example),12-9-10 
for locally mounted file system (rules), 

12-8 
for NFS (example), 12-10 
for NFS (rule), 12-7 
SAM creates directory, 12-43 

msgno 
overriding, 10-12 

multi-user system 
compared to cluster, 1-7 

mv 

N 

context-dependent file (example), 
7-5, 8-27, 8-30-32 

Name Server, 4-6, 4-9-12 
netdist server (for HP-UX update), 

14-6 
netlinkre 

modifying (example), 6-4, 6-5 
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ARPA files modified for cluster root 

server, 4-24, 4-2,5 
basis of cluster, 1-5 
Class C address, 4-8 
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documentation, :3-2-3 
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map, 3-2 
Name Server, 4-6,4-9-12 
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Network Information Service (NIS), 

4-6, 4-9-12 
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NFS file systems mounted from a 
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node, 3-2, 4-7 
rules for NFS mounts, 12-7 
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3-4 
N etwor k Information Center, 4-7 
Network Information Service (NIS), 

4-6, 4-9-12 
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-n option needed for local disk, 12-45 
restricted to node that has disk, 8-20, 

12-8 
NFS 

cluster kernels, 11-6 
duster kernels, installing, removing, 

11-7 
removing (special procedure), 11-8 

NFS file system 
restrictions in a cluster, 12-7 
restrictions in a cluster (example), 

12-10 
NFS mount, 8-9 

mount - L, 10-1:3 
ngesp parameter 

changed by SAM for auxiliary server. 
12-4(:) 

changing, 12-56 
set by SAM, 2-22 

node 



cluster (see cluster node), 1-5 
network, 3-2, 4-7 

node name 
cluster (cname) (see also cluster node 

name), :3-5 
context attribute, 2-10 
/ete/shutdown.allow, 10-8 
NS,3-5 
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num_ enodes parameter 

o 

changed by SAM for auxiliary server, 
12-46 

changing, 12-56 

official host name 
in / etc/hosts, 6-2 
in jete/hosts (example), 6-4 

operating system 
re-installing, 8-8 
updating, 14-3-6 

p 

packages (applications) 
installing, updating, 14-7-8 
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connecting a printer to (example), 
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adding, distributing, 12-1 
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adding to the cluster server, 12-13 
availability to cluster users, 12-2, 1:3-:3 
configuration tasks. 12-14-16, 12-22-2:3 
device driver, 12-14-16, 12-22-2:3 
device file, 12-14-15, 12-22 
distributing, 2-5, 12-3-12 
exclusive, 12-3 
shared, 12-3 

PID (Process ID) 
allocated by CSPs, 2-20 
defined, 2-23 
reserved PIDs, 2-23 

plotter 
rules for distributing, 12-11 
sharing, 12-11 

powerfail 
effect on different cluster nodes, 8-7 

preparmg 
to add a cluster client, 5-5 
to create a cluster, 4-5 

printer 
adding to a cluster client (example), 

12-29-:34 
adding to the cluster server (example). 

12-16-19 
adding to the line-printer spooler. 

12-18, 12-:30 
class. 12-16, 12-29 
"client printer", 12-28 
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(example). 12-:)0 
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(example),12-17 
device driver added by SA~I. 12-19, 

12-:32 
rules for distribu tillg, 12-11 
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spooling client printer, 12-33 
system default, 12-16, 12-29 
unspooled, 12-11 

problems 
boot, 5-15, 5-17 

process 
priorities not distributed in a cluster, 

15-4 
process IDs (PIDs) in a cluster, 2-23 

processor type 
context attribute, 2-10 

programming in a cluster, 15-1-4 
programs 

ps 

buying, creating for a cluster, 15-1-4 
"cluster-smart", 15-3 
cluster vs. workstations, multi-user 

computers, 15-2 
response time, 15-2 

checking for rboot daemon, 5-18 
pwd 

-H option, 8-15 

R 

RAM 
cluster client requirements. 4-4 
cluster server requirements, 4-3 

rbootd, 5-17 
checking to see if it's running, 5-18 

rbootd.1og 

re 

using to troubleshoot boot problems. 
5-18 

changed in a duster, 8-19 
executes jete/esp, 2-21 
SAM writes / et e/ esp command in. 

2-21 
reboot command 

-1 option, 12-51 
works differently on servers, 8-19 
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node, 11-1 
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9-7 
re-installing the operating system, 8-8 
release, HP-UX 

updating to new, 14-3-6 
"remote printer" 

meaning in SAM, 12-18 
remoteroot attribute, 2-10 
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example, 8-34-35 
remote swap, 2-24 
removing CDFS, NFS (special 

procedure), 11-8 
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repeater 
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reserved PIDs, 2-23 
resources (peripherals) 
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.rhosts 

client entry removed by SAM, 7-4 
cluster server entry, 4-25 
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administering cluster client.s (example), 

2-7 
rm 

cont.ext-dependent files, 8-33-36 
-rf option needed to remove context

dependent file, 8-33 
root server (see cluster server), 2-4 
rules 

for a cluster network, 3-4 
for a "cluster-smart" application, 

15-3 
for modifying kernels in a cluster, 

11-5 
for updating application packages. 

14-7 
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creates context-dependent files. 8-2:3 
creates device driver. 12-15, 12-22 
creates device file. 12-15. 12-22, 12-:32, 

12-40 
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creates locally mounted file system, 
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disk, 12-45 
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root server, 4-24 
mounts locally mounted file system, 

12-45 
performs peripheral configuration 

tasks, 12-15, 12-22 
reboots client, 12-32, 12-39 
reboots server, 4-22, 12-19 
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12-32 
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7-4 
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versions), 11-13, 12-47 
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spools printer automatically, 12-28 
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2-21 
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scripts 

that work differently in a cluster, 
8-19 

scroll_lines kernel parameter 
changing (example), 11-10-11 

security 
files, 13-6-7 

select code 
LAN card, 4-14 

send.mail 
set up on cluster server, 8-39 

server 
netdist (for HP-UX update), 14-6 
short for cluster root server, cluster 

server, 1-5 
server _node parameter 

changed by SAM for auxiliary server, 
12-46 

changing, 12-56 
setting HP-IB bus address 

cartridge tape drive example, 12-26 
non-zero for local disk, 12-45 

setting up 
cluster, 4-1 
cluster hardware, 2-5 
cluster LAN, 3-2 
swap to auxiliary server, 12-49 

shared swap, 2-24 
shared vs. exclusive resources 

(peripherals), 12-3 
showcdf 

examples, 8-12, 8-23-26. 8-:31 
finding system CDFs, 8-2:3-26 

shutdown 
allowing capability to users, 10-8 
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auxiliary swap server, 10-14 
changing swap servers, 12-.51-53 
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cluster, clients (summary), 10-1 
cwall, 10-12 
locally mounted file system, 10-11, 

10-12 
simple client, 10-10 

shutdown. allow, 13-4 
allows shutdown capabilities, 10-8 

shutdown command, 4-19,5-17,10-6-14 
causes check of / etc/ clusterconf, 

12-53 
works differently on servers, 8-19 

simple client 
defined, 10-10 
shutting down, 10-10 

single-user mode, 4-19, 14-6 
software 

adding, updating, 14-7-8 
cluster server requirements, 4-3 

spooler (see line-printer spooler), 1-7 
spooling (8ft line-printer spooler), 8-:39 
standalone 

defined, 2-5 
standalone attribute. 2-10 

indicates client incorrectly booted. 
5-17 

standalone system 
cluster client doubli-ng as, 10-4 
converting to cluster server, 4-18 

station (link level) address 
checking with ccck, 5-19 
example. 4-1:), ;')-8 
field in / etc/ clusterconf, 8-22 
getting for a cluster client, 5-5-9 
in SAlVI, 4-22, 5-11 

subsystems 
administering, 8-:39 
HP-UX, configuring, 11-3 

su peruser, 4- H) 
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13-4 
needed to override rnsgno, 10-12 
not required for shutdown, 10-8 
password, 13-4 
required to run update, 14-6, 14-8 

SVID/SVVS 
unarne restriction, 3-5 
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allocation requests handled by CSPs, 

2-20 
configurations permitted in a cluster, 

5-2 
distributed, 2-24, 10-1, 10-11-14, 

12-4, 12-49 
file system, 12-5, 12-8 
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12-38 
local vs. shared, 12-37 
remote. 2-24 
removing auxiliary server. 7-2-4 
rule of thumb for a cluster client, 

12-43 
rules for distributing. 12-4 
shared, 2-24, 12-4 
summary, 2-24 
to auxiliary server. configuring, 12-49 
to auxiliary server:configuring, 5-22 

swap client 
configuring. 5-22, 12-4~) 
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context-dependent files, 8-42, 8-4:3 
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sync 
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requests handled by CSPs, 2-20 

/SYSBCKUP 
booting cluster server from, 11-14 
reserved for server's backup kerneL 

11-5 
standalone kernel saved as, 4-24 

system accounting, 8-39 
system default printer 

Ip command, 12-16 
meaning in a cluster, 12-16 

system diagnostics 
landiag, 4-14, 5-5-6 

system directories 
needed by update, 14-4-5 

system files 
context-dependent, 8-10, 8-23 
modifying, 8-10, 8-23 
symbolic links and context-dependent 

files, 8-42 
system software 

restrictions, 12-9 
System V IPC, 8-40, 15-4 
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12-25 
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(example), 12-26 
creating device file for (mknod 
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cs80 device driver, 12-25 
guidelines for backup, 9-2 
rules for distributing, 12-11 
setting HP-IB bus address (example), 

12-26 
updating HP-UX from, 14-6 

tar, 14-7 
-H option, 8-15 
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backup example, 9-6 

terminal 
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/etc/inittab, 12-12 
rules for distributing, 12-12 

test 
-H option. 8-15 

tips for working with context-dependent 
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troubleshooting 
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ttytype 
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12-8 
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naming restrictions, 3-5 
-5 option, 8-22 
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update, 14-3-8 
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14-8 
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tape drive on root server, 12-11 

updating 
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HP-UX, 14-3-6 

user 
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13-2-3 
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file security, 13-G 
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options to HP-tTX commands for 

managing. 8-15 
shutdmvn capabilities, 10-8 
superuser capabilities, 13-4 
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/usr/adm 

context-dependent directory, 8-23, 
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/usr/sam/config/cnode.config 
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config, 11-13 
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sendmail, 8-39 
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UUCP 
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mail, 8-39 
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Remote Access, 8-39 
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